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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Introduction

This "research report describes and- analyzes the struc-

ture and functioning of the Marine Corps' training system

as it exists today. The report also identifies problems

and makes, -recommendations for solving them.. Additionally,

-a historical snyopsis is included explaining how certain.

-types of Marine Corps training evolved during the period-

1946 to '1977.

Background

The Congress, the Government Accounting Office,. the-

Department -of Defense, and-numerous independent research

organizations have-focused- their attention in recent

years on the costs and the effectiveness of military train-

ing and ieducation.- This concern has -caused each of the

Services to make reduct'ons- in the time and money it

-spends on- training. Clearly., however, a certain minimum=

amount of training is required to build and maintain in-"

dividUa.d and unit proficiency. The Marine Corps recognizes

this and- is working, to reduce costs while endeavoring to-

make training realtistic and challenging. Realistic and

challenging: trainidng is necessary to ensure that indiv-

iduals and units are prepared for the demands of combat.

-Marines are devoted to the -oncept that Marine Corps
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training must be the--best, The challenge is.to ensure it

remains the-best with- the reduced training-resources

available-

-Purpose

The purpose of this research report is tol-analyze Marine

Corps-training to determine howit can be made more-effi-

cient-without a- loss- of effectiveness. To achieve--optimum

effectiveness and-efficiency,_ decisions €o6ncerning -manage-

ment of the-tr)aining--sYstem must be !soundly based-.- A

I fundamental aid to the process-Of producing clear, -precise

Sinformation-on the consequence s- of -decis-ions -is a- model

representing-that part of-the teal World.being examined=.

~~This report is-based -n the premise--that-the-Marine Corps
i needs a -modbl of its train-ing-System to-provide a-means-

I of-focusingz-expert judgment when-decisions must be-.made .

(An outline of the basic: model of the Mar-ine-Corps-0 train-
ing and- education- system is shown in- Figure 2-4- on page-31.

Scope
The-scope of-the research conducted -for this report-was

qu-ite-broad--becaUse of the-authors' --€onviction- that a com-

prehensive look At-Marine -Corps- -training= was-needed, and-

in- fact, overdue. The-entire spectrum of-Marine Corps-

training andedation wasexamined-in the confidence that

constructiohof even a generaldescriptie outline would

e i Of aalue to decision makers sand other researchers.

ment f hetrinngsytemmut e oudlibse.



Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. The-terminology used to identify the

types of training differs among various Marine Corps orders

(Figure 3-2) and between the Marine Corps and the Depart-

ment of Defense -(Figures 3-1, 3-2).

Recommendation. That terminology used to identify the

types of training be standardized and-that the Marine Corps

orders identified. on page 57 be revised:to include the

standardized terms.

2. Conclusion-. The-Marine Corps conducts significantly

more on-the-j ob training than other Services (page 37).

Recommendation. That the cost, to inc.ude degradation

Of operational readiness-, of on-the-job training-be ca1-

culated and compared with the cost of conducting the same

training at a formal school to determine- which is- more

cos.t-effective.

3. Conclusion-. The Marine-Corps has published no-docu-

ment that accurately explains either the officer or enlisted

training and education systems (page 33)-.

Recommendationi. That a document that accurately explains

the Marine Corps off icer and enlisted training and educa-

t-ion system be published for all :Marines.

4. Conclusion. The Marine -Corps has not identified! a:

Professional Military Education program for noncommissioned
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officers and staff noncommissioned-offider.s (pages- 41-44) .*

Recommendations:

That command level schcols be established' to- providet

professional military education- at the lance corporal and-

corporal/sergeant, Levels.

That a standardized core curriculum be established

by Headquarters,, U:.S. Mariie Corps. for the unit level schools.

That graduation from-the- unit level schools! be a

prerequisite for promotion.

That staff' honcommissioned officer academies- continue

to provide professional militay education to selected- staff

sergeants.

That successful complt.ie,,n of the staff noncommis-

sioned officer course,. resident cX rkm-resident, be apre-

requisite for promotion to gunnery s€ r9eant.

That the: current First Sergeant I .rsonnel Administra-

tion, School curricu=lum be reviewed- and expanded to meet

the definition of a -professional militar education course.

That the revised First Sergeant Personne-l Administra-

tion School curriculum be available in a re::ident and. non-

resident form and -that successful completion of the course

be a prerequisite -for prov;'tion to First Sergeant. See-

Table- 3-V for a diagram. of *- proposed system.

* Professional MilitaK Education provides progressive
training related- more to i,-reasing responsibility associated
with c-areer progression to rore senior grades than to an
individual's current assigrm~nt or specialty.
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L That the Marine corps-Formal School- Catalog-be re

] i viewed and courses that parallel those shown in Table 3-V

-be designated as equivalent-to Professional Military Educa"

-ourses.

5. Conclusion. Training-requirements-which Are speci-
fied in any way other than as tasksor objectives-assist-

~commanders very little in developing-their training programs.

Those requirements which mandate time often hinder efficient

-- --- training management-since they require the-use of-resources

Whether the training -is needed or not (pages 62-66) .
i -Recommendations:-

~That the Training Divisi~n-not concur with the-pub-

• lication of Any directive Which levies a training-require-

L ment in terms-other than tasks or objectives, unless a

demonstrable need to -specify time- can be established.

i That the Marine Corps-request the-Secretary of De"

•I fense-and the-Secretary of the Navy to have--all training-

~requirements seL by their offices-stated in terms-o6f tasks

or obj-ectives-.

6. Conclusion. -Marine--Corps Order PI5i0.23B, Instru-c-

t ional -Systems- Development -does not require. Marine -orps-

-"formal- schools that-provide MOS training to use the-data-

- provided- from the Task Analysis Program in-their development

- -of programs 6Of instruction. -Conceivably,-a- schooY 's

" -analysis could- identify different tasks than those- ideiitiL-

Sfied in- the task Analysis Program. if this happened the
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school might not train' Marinest6 perforrm tasks needed on

the6 job,. or it might- train them to pef~orm, tasks that are

not :needed- on the% job (pages 67- and. 94).j

Recommendation. That a change be made to, Marine. Corps

Order P15110.23B requiring Marine Corps formal schools' that

provide MCS training to utilize data from the Task Analysis,

Program as the basis for deveioping programs of instruction-.

7. Conclusiorr. Task analysis data: has in the past not

been routinely, pr6vided by the, Training Division to Marine-

Corps formal schooIs' which conduct MOS training- (pages 67 & 78).

Recommendations:

That the Training- Divisi-on provide the Office of

Manpower Utilization with a list of Marine Corps schools

that conduct MOS training.

That the Office of Manpower Utiization establish

procedures _to ensure schools on the list are given data from-

appropriate task analyses.

-8-. Conclusion. Other Services' schools that conduct

MQS training for Marines are not -provided with- data from

the Task -Analysis -Program. As a- result, instructors for

"Marine unique" courses taught at the Naval Technical Train-

ing Command and: "Marine uique" sub-courses or classes

taught at the U.S.- Army schools -have no- detailed information

upom which to base dthe development of instructional material--

-for !Marines- (pages- 78 and. 95). .
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->-1 RecommendatiOns:

That the Training Division provide the -Office of

Manpower Utilization with a list of other Services' schools.
that provide MOS training to Marines.

That the Office of Manpower Utilization establish

procedures to ensure schools on the list-are given data from

appropriate task analysbs.

That "the letters of instruction provided Marine

Liaison officers at these schools be modified to include a

statement -similar to the- one provided on- pages -95 and 96.

9. Conclusion. Though commanders are required to pro-

vide MOS training t are not -provided with sufficient de-

-tail on the performance requirements for each MOS. More-

over, they-have no way of determining what requirements they

-are- responsible for and- what :equirements are met in -other

settings (pages 79-83).

Recommendations:

Thatt a study be conducted to deLermine what personnel

andi financial resources would be needed to staff an ag~ncy

which would- convert task ;analysis data into a format usable

to commanders. This agency would in effect be developing

per-formance -objectives using Instructional Systems Develop-

ment procedures-. This agency would also :determine what

instructional setting -hadbeen selected- to provide thv. train -

ing- for each- performance -objective. Information on the

V viii
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objectives and instructional setting would be placed in an

automated data bank and printed out by: (1) type command,

(2) occupational field, or (-3) MOS. A sample of'what a

page from such a printout might look like is shown on -page 98-

in Figure 4-7.

That the study further determine the organization

to which this agency should be-assigned. Ones which should

-be considered are- the Marine orps Institute, the- Office

-of Manpower Utilization , and. the Instructional Management

School.

1-6. Conclusion. When formal schools select an instruc-

tional setting other than the "formal school" they are in

most -cases tasking- another command- to provide this training.

However, no-procedure exists to ensure that the command

pickilng up responsibility for the training- is made aware

of the fapt (page 70).

Recommendation. That a change be made to Marine Corps

Order i1510 .23B, Instructional Systems Design requiring com-

manders of formal schools to identify the instructional set"

tings they recommend for thosu performance objectives they

have "selected out." Such recommendations-would- be att'ached
to programs of instruction submitted-to Headquarters, U.S.

Marine Corps for approval. Upon approval of the recommenda,-

tions,- the Training Division would direct those-commands

responsible to provide training for the performance objectives-

"selected out."
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11. Conclusion. 'Recent studies have attempted to vali-

date MOS prerequisites based on school performance rather

than job periformance. This procedure directs attention-to

how a Marine does academically rather than-to how he or she

performs on the job (pages 84,-93-).

Recomendation. That al future validat-ions for MOS

prerequisites b6 -based bn jqb performance vice school

perf6rmance.-* J,

12. -Conclusion. When th number of flight students ex-

ceeds the resources of theNa1val Air Training Command, queuing-

of students occurs. The uneven flow causes large fluctua-

tions in-- therequirements for resources. these f-luctuatiohs _

Ar are greatest at the end of the -flight training- pipelines, i

the Marine training squadrons. Since FMF aviation training-

squadrons operate with fixd; T/os and aircraft assets,

surges in the number of students-are difficult to handle

efficiently.- Efficiendy i- important osince FMF operational 'Y

aircraft are the most expensive to operate _(pages 112-114).

Recommendation. That the recent Marine- -orps policy ogf

pooling aViation students prior to assignment to the Naval

Air Traini'g. Command be continued.

*This recommendation was previously made In the Inter-
relationships-of' Automated Manpower Systems Supporting the
-USMC Manpower Management -Process Report.
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13. Conclusion. There is no formal information system to

provide feedback on student performance from Marine training

squadrons and operational squadrons to the ;Naval Air 'Training

Command ' (page 11-1).

-Recommendations:

'That the Marine Corps initiate efforts to improve feed-

back from the FMF to the Naval Air Training Command.

That -a -feedback system fiom Marine operational

squadrons -to' training 'squadrons -be developd.

-14. Conclusion. -Due to a limitedi budget enlisted &viation

technicians presently spend less time training at formal schools
than. in -the past. -However, a system has not been devised to

transit to the Training 'Management Units and-Elemeits (TMUs

and -TMEs)- -changes that have been made in formal 'school training

(pages 124-126) .

-Recommendation. -That the "model manager" concept for eval-

uating enlisted training -be adopted with the objective -of

monitoring formal school programs of instruction and informing

TMUs- and TMEs of changes as they -occw
I5. -C0nclusion. 'The enlistment of aviation technicians

tends otobe seasonal and causes ipersonnel surges which the .formal

schools are not equipped to- handle (pages 115-120).

Recommendation. 'That an aviation ftechnician's obligated: ser-

vice time not -begin -until he successfully completes a formal School.j

16. Conclusion. Va-ious Marine Corps directives refer to

the- same types, level's and- -settings of training by different

names (Table 6-I, page 131, Figure 6-l!)-.
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Recommendations:

That a common set of terms that identify the types,

levels and means of training be adopted- for use by all Marine

-Corps activities.

That the Professional Military Education Subcommittee-

of the Interservice Training Review Organization be reestablished

and assume the task of standard -ing training related termi-

nology within the Department of Defense.-

17. -Conclusion. There is a general lack of understanding

among Marine officers about career training and- its impact on -

selection for promotioh (Appendix A).

Recommendation. That Marine- Corps Order P!040,.32, Career -

Planning-and Development Guide Volume II (Marine Officers) be

revised to include a detailed'explanation of al phases of

career training and its impact on selection for promotion.

18. Conclusion. That precepts for the academic year 1978.

career, intermediate, and top level school select'ion boards

indicated that officers should -be considered for schools re- -

gardless -of avai-lability . The precepts further suggested that +'

officers -who had- demonstrated outstanding potential for future-
service- -and whose- record- indicated that. they would be- used inI

positions of increasing responsibility should be selected for

schools -(pages 144-147).

Recomtendation. That the selection- precepts used for

academic year 1978 be used for all future selection of -officers

for Professional Military Education.
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19. Conclusion. That the fragmenting of responsibility

for implementing leadership training -at Headquarters, U.S;

Marihe Corps has resulted in misunderstanding of leadership

training requirements (Figure 7-1).

-Recommendation. That the implementation of all leader-

ship training be placed under the stAff cognizance of the

Director, Training Division, Operating-and Training Depart-

ment-, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

-20. Conclusion. Marines perceive that leadership train-

-ing has become- part of human relationis training rather than-

vice versa (pages 159-160)-.

Recommendations:

That the important Subject of-human relations be

clearly identified as one- of the major components of

leadership training.

That paragraph 4b of Marine dCorps Order -5390.2A be-

revised to more- specificalily explain that human- relations

training is a part of leadership training.

That the Leadership Instruction Department student

advance sheet for lesson :p1an BLD (LID) 0635, "Program

"Outlines," that -provides the officers at The Basic School

an opportunity to discuss-the managementof the-Marine

Corps Leadership Program,- be revised (page 161).
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21. -Conclusion. Until recently there has been rela-

tively little research conducted on unit training. The i

need for a better understanding of the various aspects of A

unit training has led, -however, to an increased emphasis

on research on this subject. Several reports published

during the last -four years contain material of interest

to those who manage Marine Corps training (pages 17.6 and

..77).

Recommendation. That cfficers from the -Unit Training

Branchpand Readiness Branch, Operations and-Training

Deartment review- the reports listed on pages 176 and- 177.

22. Conclusion. Many Marines lack a comPrehensive
understanding of how unit traiing.can be and is evaluated.

The relationship of each method to a total evaluation

program is n6t-made clear in any Marine Corps directive

bpages 172 - 175)1.

Recommendation. That the proposed. revision to Marine

Ctrps Order P1510.26 contain -section explaining the

evaluation-of unit training. Information provided-in Chapter

v I could- serve as a basis for that explanation.

23. -Conclusion. The Marine Corps has no system to

-nsure that comprehensive evaluations Are made- of the

CaDabilities of individuals anE units to perform required

-asks and- objectives (page 175).
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Recommendation. -That in lieu ,of random checking of

training records to evaluate training :management the In-

spector General evaluate individuals- And units within -a -com-

mand-to ,determine, their capabilities -to perfbrm requiredI

tasks and objectives.

24. Conclusion. A unit is created and exists to

accomplish a -mission. The tasks -which it has to be able to

perform in order to accomplish a mission -must 'be the :objec-

It'ives of training. Thus, there is a need to-be able to-

identify tasks and to- trahslate them- into training objec-

tives that are measurable and observable. The Marine Corps

Combat Readiness Evaluation System has developed them for

units organic to a Marine Amphibious -Brigade. However-, the

tasks -have -only been identified for -units down to the

battalion and- squadron level.- Also, the -procedures used

-have relied on expert judgment more than analysis (page 183)-.

Recommendations:

That -an evaluation be-made of the feasibility (in

terms of available resources)- of developing task lists or

lists of training objectives for combat and combat support

units down to the squad and team level.

That ah examination be- made of information ccncerning

task -analysis of units to determine if such procedures could

be utilized in the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation

System.
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25. Conclusion. The Deputy Chief of Staff for Opera-

tions and Training has neither the- authority nor resources

necessary to manage training in the most effective and

efficient manner (Figure- IO-3).

Recommendations:

That t-the grade of the Deputy Chief of Staff for

Operations and Training be lieutenant generali and that he

be "double-hatted" as the Commanding General Marine Corps:

STraining Command-.

That the grade of the Commanding General Marine Corps

j Development and Education Command b~e major general, and that
the command become a field agency under the di-rect control

of the Commanding General Marine Corps Trainihg Command.-

That the missions and functions of the- branches7

and sections- of the Training Division be reviewed- with the

intent of retaining only those missions, functions, and-
personnel at Headquarters required' for administration and

liaison and transferring- all others to the Marine Corps

Development And' Education Command.

That -the Commanding General Marine Corps Development

and Education- Command-.be tasked with developing- a- plan t&

establish a centralized- training- -command.

26. Conclusion. Insufficient resources are available

to- the Training Division to; accomplish assignedb missions-

and- functions -(p-iges 187-193).
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Recommendations:

That the missions and: functions of the Training

Diyision be revised, to reflect achievable goals and, cur-

rent terminology.

That either a- separate- information section: be estab-

lished to respond to inquiries or that the responsibility

-be included as. a function of the various branches.-

27. Conclusion. The responsibility for imp lmenting-

-all training- requirements has:not been transferred- to the

training Division -(Figure 10-3).

Recommendation-. That the responsibility for implement-m

ing related training -be transferred to the Training Division.

28. Conclusion.- There is7 a perceptiun "in the field"

'that the "training-managers do-not know-how to manage" and

that "the trainers do not know how to -train." (pages 200-20-3.

Recommendations:.

That a training management manual be published to

replace the outdated Marine Corps Order 1510.26, Unit Level

Training Management -and serve as a focal point for all train-

ig management.

That the Training Division sponsor a conference to

be attended-by representativesi from the-Officer and SNCO

Schools at Quantico, Marine Corps Institute, Extension School,

and Instructional Management School to develop resident and-

non-resident programs of instruction on training management

for officers and SNCOs. vi
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That two studies conducted by The Human Resources

-Research Organization for the Army be reviewed prior to

preparing-programs of instruction on training management.

The two studies are identified on page 207.

29. Conclusion. The-management of formal individual

training by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps requires the co-

ordinated action of scores of officers in the Manpower De-

partment, and the Training, Reserve and Fiscal Divisions

-(pages 209-221)..

Recommendations:-

That the Training-Division in concert -with the Man-

power Department develop a document outlinIng how fbrmal

individual training requirements are managed.

That information from volume I of the Trainifg In-

formation System ADS Development Plan-, the Training Manage-

-ment System (TRAMS) Concept Study, and Chapter XI of -this

report be used to provide the basis for such a document.

30. Conclusion. The manpower management'process is

the foundation for management of formal individual training

requirements. Therefore a working knowledge of this

process is a necessity for many action officers in the-

Training Division (pages 209 and 210 and Appendix B)-.-

Recommendations:

That officers-, upon assignment to the Training Divi-

sion, be given a- briefing-on the- manpower management-process

-by representatives of the Manpower Department.
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That-officers assigned to the Training Division-

be provided With & copy of a-document explaining the manpower

management process.

That -the guide contained in Appendix B of thisre-

port be the nucleus for such a document.

31. Conclusion. The ability of Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps to manage the requirements for individual training has

reached&the upper limits using current manual procedures for

collecting information (page 223).

Recommendation-. That priority continue to be given to

the early development of a Training Information System.

32. Conclusion. The measurement of-training effective-

ness and efficiency concerns the Congress and the Department

of Defense. The Army and Navy have begun to design and

develop models that will analyze training effectiveness-and

efficiency (pages 227 and 228).
Rec6mmendatior. That the Army and Navy efforts be

monitored to-determine their Utility and applicability to

Marine Corps training.

33. Conclusion. Training equipment purchased by the

Marine Corps-has included a number of expensive training

devices. However, few cost-benefit comparisons have been

made between such devices and other less expensive ones

(pages 232-233).
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Recommendation. That cost-benefit comparisons be made

of alternative training devices before they are purchased.

34. Conclusion. Instructional technology has tended

to b_ hardware vice concept oriented (page 235)-.

Recommendation. That Headquarters, U.S. Marine Crops

establish formal procedures for the evaluation of training

concepts and the procedures needed to control and implement

them.
35. Conclusion. In the past, the weapon system acquisir

tion process has discouraged early consideration of training

-and manpower requirements.

With the implementation of the Hardware versus Manpower

project in the Navy, many joint Navy/Marine acquisitions

will-be evaluated for training impact during concept formula-

tion -(pages 240-243),.

Recommendation. That training- requirements that will

result from new weapon systems acquisition be determined-

during the conceptual phase-of the Weapon system acquisition

process.

36. Conclusion. A documented history of Marine Corps

training from 1946 to the -present does not exist. The

-historical snyopsis-contained in Part V Of the report pro-

vides only a fraction of the detail which is needed and

which -is available in Marine Corps archives.
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Recommendation. That the Historical Division in c a- ]
junction with the Training ;Division prepare a history

,of Marine Corps training from-1946 to 1978., The history

should include all aspects of training., From- the ground

side of the Marine Corps it could be--a continuation of

Marine Corps Ground- Training in .World:War II.
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PREFACE

This research was undertaken because the authors be-

lieved that a comprehensive analysis o6f the Marine Corps:"

training system was -needed to determine how it could be

made -more efficient -without a loss of effectiveness. Our

goal was to prepare a document that would describe the

entire system, identify problems, and-.-make recommendations

for improvements.

An effort of this scope and magnitude necessarily re-

quired the support and assistance of many people. It is

therefore appropriate that we acknowledge those-whose con-

tributions -made this -report possible.

Our first debt is to the 'President -of the Naval War-

College who Authorized our release from -a portion of the

curriculum to pursue the study. We are also grateful to

the- administration and staff of the Col-lege's Center for

Advanced Research who provided support for the project.

We received-the guidance requested .and had the -freedom of
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AN ANALYSIS OF MARINE CORPS TRAINING

CHAPTER I

FORMULATION OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

Background

The Congress, the Government Accounting Office, the

Department of Defense, and numerous independent research

organizations have focused their attention in recent years

on the costs and the effectiveness of military training and

education. This increased interest has been evidenced in

new legislation, major budget decisions, and scores of re-

search reports. The following paragraphs briefly describe

some examples of this heightened concern over Service

training.

In 1974, the Congress passed Public Law 93-155 requir-

ing the Secretary of Defense to submit a written report

,Military Manpower Training Report) each year recommendingA 1
and justifying average student loads for each Service.

--his report has changed the role of Congress from one of

zassive observer of training programs into an active one

_n which the Services must now ask this legislative body

2
for authority to conduct training. Also in 1974, the Con-

zress created the Defense Manpower Commission "...to con-

iuct a comprehensive study and investigation of the overall

1A



manpower requirements of the Department of Defense on both

a short-term and long-term basis....",3 The Commission's re-

port to the President and Congress in April, 1976 noted that

many improvements were needed for the training and educa-

tion of military personnel.4 In another study of manpower,

the Congressional Budget Office detailed a proposal for

saving $1.4 billion over a five-year period, mainly by

5
shortening the length of recruit training.

The General Accounting Office has conducted a variety

of studies of military training since 1975, showing a parti-

cular interest in recruit training and officer education.6

The General Accounting Office has also examined occupational

skill training, and in its latest report details ways in

which the Services "waste" money in this type of training

~~program. 7

The Secretary of Defense established a Committee on Ex-

cellence in Education in 1974, chaired by the Deputy Secre-

tary of Defense, William P. Clements. This Committee cub-

lished memoranda in 1975 and 1976 outlining initiatives for

, improving the Service Academies, intermediate level staff

colleges, and the senior service =:zlleges. During prepar-

ation of the budget for Fiscal Year 1979, the Secrecarv of

rDefense exhibited special interest in training, most

notably in Program objective Memorandum (POM) Issue Paver

Number 17, where significant reductions in training suppcrt

2



were proposed, and again in Decision Package Set 040,
9

where reductions in training support were directed.

The Rand Corporation, The Brooking Institution, the

National Academy of Public Administration and a host of

other research organizations have undertaken studies over

the past several years questioning either the cost or the

quality of military training and education. Of particular

note is a 1977 Rand report which made recommendations on
10Ahow to save $1 billion in training costs.

The intense interest in military training and education

is not surprising considering the associated costs. In

Fiscal Year 1978, it is estimated that over $6 billion and

approximately 150,000 military and 55,000 civilian personnel

will be required to support formal individual training

(training conducted in schools, training centers, etc.).l1

The Department of Defense devotes about 17% (10% student

and 7% instructor) of the military man years of effort

available to the training of 1.7 million individuals each
12

year. Little data are available on the cost of individual

training conducted on-the-job, or of crew/unit training

(whether recognized as training or combined with operations),

though some estimates suggest it at least equals the cost
' 13

of formal individual training.

The accelerating costs and complexity of training have,

r of course, been recognized by the Services, and cooperative

3
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efforts have been initiated to improve training efficiency.

One such effort was the establishment of the Interservice

Training Review Organization, which has the goal of

eliminating duplicate courses, reducing costs, and stan-

dardizing instruction.1 4  In addition, each Service has in-

creased efforts to make its own training more efficient.
1 5

Costs notwithstanding, training is required to build

and develop individual and unit proficiency. The Marine

- Corps recognizes this and strives to make training realistic

-and challenging to ensure that individuals and units are pre-

Pared for the demands of combat. Marines are devoted to

the concept that Marine Corps training must be the best.

Yet, many are dissatisfied with the state of training today.

This was especially apparent during the field trips conducted

in connection with this research effort. Nearly every

interview was filled with lively, and often emotional, dis-

c.ssion of the need to improve training. We were sought

:n.t in the evenings, or telephoned later, by many of those

tc whom we had talked who wanted to continue the dialogue

:r to add thoughts. Some measure of the interest level is

cemonstrated by the five unsolicited "studies" of L)'aining

problems that were provided to us. These documents had

recently been prepared by officers of battalions and squad-

rcns in an attempt to highlight difficulties their units

were having with training and to offer possible solutions

4-. .
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to higher headquarters. There appears to be a widespread ]
and strong conviction that the Marine Corps must initiate

actions to improve training.

Purpose of the Research

The purpose of this research project is to analyze i
Marine Corps training to determine how it can be made more

efficient, with the ultimate goal of improved combat readi-

ness. To achieve optimum effectiveness and efficiency,

decisions concerning management of the training system

must be sound. This requires that accurate information

on the impact of actions be visible so that costs and bene-

fits can be compared and trade-offs considered.., A funda-

mental aid to the process of producing clear, precise in-

formation on the consequence of decisions is a model

representing that part of the real world being examined. -

Alhhough the Marine Corps' training system is large and

complex, no explicit model exists which can be used to

determine what to expect when changes are made to some

part of the system. This project is based on the premise

that the Marine Corps needs a model of its training system j

to provide a means of focusing expert judgment on decisions

regarding the alU.:,"ation of limited resources.

Research Methodology

A four phase analytical process was used to conduct the

Iresearch for this project. These phases were: formulation,

5 _ J



search, evaluation, and interpretation. In the formulation

phase the system under study was defined, the research prob- ,+

lem identified, and the conte:t within which it had to be

solved isolated.

During the search phase, Marine Corps training direc-

tives were reviewed in detail and a thorough search was made

for studies conducted on military training during the past

ten years. The major sources canvassed were The Central

Files at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, the Defense Docu-

mentation Center, the National Technical Information Service,

and the Educational Resources Information Center. In addition,

interviews were conducted with personnel at Headquarters, U.S.

Marine Corps knowledgeable in training matters. Also, dur-

ing this phase, visits were made to selected field commands A

-'° to observe the functioning of the training system and to

gather information from commanders and staffs. Visits were

made as well to the headquarters and training commands of

the other Services to examine their training programs.

Particular care was taken to note innovative techniques or

approaches which could be incorporated into the Marine Corps'

training system.

In the evaluation phase, a series of papers were pre-

pared from the data collected in the previous phase. These

papers verbally and graphically described our view of the

Marine Corps' training system. Each paper was circulated

6



to appropriate Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps Staff Officers

for review and comment. Personnel of other Marine Corps

organizations considered expert in training were also asked

for comments. Recommendations were incorporated and cor-

rections made as the papers were revised to "model" the

existing training system. This model was then "exercised"

to analyze the relationships among various training elements

and to identify dysfunctional aspects. Alternatives for U
overcoming identified problems were developed and evaluated.

Conclusions were drawn and recommendations made in the

I.nterpretation phase, the final phase.

The advantage of this four phase analytical approach is

that it is open to critical review and can be retraced by

those who might wish to expand or continue the research.

As an adjunct to the primary research, files and docu-

ments were reviewed to trace the evolution of Marine Corps

training from 1946 to 1977. Based on information secured

during these reviews, a historical synopsis of selected

portions of Marine Corps training for this period was pre-

pared. The purpose of this work was to create an "institu-

tional memory" which would prevent this and future research

efforts, as well as officers at Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps, from cyclically "reinventing the wheel."

Scope of the Research

From the outset, we were aware of the magnitude of the 4
research effort. Though appreciative of the recommendations

7
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made by those with an interest in the. project, "to limit

its scope to something more manageable" we were quite

reluctant to do so because of our conviction that a compre-

hensive look at Marine Corps training was needed, in fact i

overdue. To examine one aspect, we believed, would be to

piecemeal any future improvements and very likely compound

exi,.ting problems. Our intention, then, was to cover the

entire spectrum of Marine Corps training in the certainty

that constructing even a broad descriptive outline of the

present system would be of value to decision makers and

future researchers. We are convinced that the project has
succeeded. A model has been built and it has enabled us

to determine what elements of training are most in need of

improvement. Furthermore, elements of this model have al-

ready been used by some of the staff officers at Head-

quarters Marine Corps who manage training on a ddily basis.

Constraints of time have, nevertheless, caused us to fall

short in three areas. We were unable to examine two ele-

ments of training in any detail--reserve training and the

training of aviation support personnel (air control, air

support, and antiair warfare). Also, in our historical

synopsis of Marine Corps training from 1946 to 1977 we found

it possible to prepare only an outline of enlisted training.

In regard to this last item, we were limited more than

anything else by the lack of time to sift through and read



S the great volume of historical material in the Marine Corps'

~archives and Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps' Central Files,

Assumptions

The assumptions upon which this research project is

. based are listed below.

mission.

(2) The Marine Corps' force structure will remain

,x,,

essentially unchangeds

(3) There will be continued pressure to reduce

training costs from the Congress, the Department of Defense,

and non-government agencies.

[ "(4) Introduction of more sophisticated weapons and

requipment throughout the Marine Corps, and reductions in

personnel strengths without commensurate reductions in mis-

sions and requirements will continue to increase the qual-

ifications needed by graduates of most training programs.

(5) Technological advances will continue to impact

on training methods with the increased use of simulators,

[ instructional television, multimedia materials, and per-

V formance-oriented and self-paced instructional techniques.

(6) The trend at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps to

consolidate and centralize the responsibility for training

under the Director of the Training Division will continue.

1 9
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(7) The present Marine Corps training system can

be made more effective and more efficient.

Measuring Effectiveness and Efficiency

Determining an adequate way to measure the effectiveness

and efficiency of military training and education, parti-

cularly on the aggregate level, has proven to be a diffi-Ii cult problem for the Department of Defense and independent

research agencies. This issue has significant implications

because meaningful analysis is virtually impossible without

an adequate way to measure training effectiveness. There

must be a means to determine if the objectives of the sys-LI tem under study have been achieved.* Likewise, it is im-

[o possible to compare and rank alternatives without a clear

Lnotion of the meaning and the "costs" used to measure
efficiency.

The complexity of the problem has caused some researchers

to use surrogate measures of effectiveness or spurious mea-

sures of efficiency. The result has most often been proposals

- * The objective of the Marine Corps training system is
to produce trained individuals and trained units. IndividualsV: are considered trained when they have achieved stated levels
of skill, knowledge and attitude. Units are considered
trained when they are capable of accomplishing assigned mis-V sions. The Marine Corps Manual states that "The purpose of
all Marine Corps training is the development of skilled
forces-in-readiness prepared at all times to carry out any
mission assigned. "16
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to employ simplistic solutions, such as student-instructor

ratios, to measure the effectiveness and efficiency of

military training. (See Mr. I.M. Greenberg's statement

before the House Subcommittee on Military Personnel for

the Department of Defense's response to these proposals.)
17

The difficulty of measuring training effectiveness and

efficiency has frustrated the Congress in its annual attempt

to interpret data in the Military Manpower Training Report.

As a result, the Senate Armed Services Committee in its

report on the Defense Appropriation Authorization Bill for

Fiscal Year 1977 requested "...that the Secretary of Defense

study the criteria used to evaluate the total size, cost

and adequacy of training programs and develop new criteria." 18

- The Military Manpower Training Report for Fiscal Year 1978

contains a section prepared in response to this request.

The Army and the Navy are attempting to solve the prob-

2em and have undertaken efforts to develop guidelines

and procedures for conducting training cost-effectiveness

analyses. Approaches in both Services are based on measures

of effectiveness that relate to the tasks the individual

or unit is being trained to perform. The Army system,

which uses manual procedures, skirts the issue of costs,

but the Navy's automated model deals with it in a sophisti-

cated manner.

11
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I
The importance of the effectiveness and efficiency topic

is such that Chapter XV of this report is devoted to examin- ]
ing it in detail. The following general definitions will

serve, however, as the fundamental basis for discussions

throughout the remainder of the report. I
(1) Measure of Effectiveness (MOE). The effective- I

ness of training is measured by successful performance of stated I
tasks relating to job or billet requirements in the case of an]

S-.individual and to mission in the case of a unit.
K (2) Measure of Cost (MOC). The cost of training

is measured in terms of resources (personnel, materials,

time and money) expended to achieve a level of training -A

which enables individuals or units to perform stated tasks. -A

Though these resources appear to be incommensurable, the A

first three can be translated into the common denominator 
:A

(money) relatively easily.

(3) Criterion. The analytical criterion to be used

in measuring effectiveness in alternative analyses will be A

the least cost in dollars expended to achieve the training

necessary to produce individuals and units qualified to per-

form required tasks. In other words, the "criterion rule"

will be to meet a stated level of training effectiveness at

a minimum cost. We recognize that limited resources may in

some cases necessitate costs to be fixed and effectiveness

(performance) to be varied.

12



'5 ° Definition of Terms

Training and Education. There is a common understanding

within the Department of Defense that the term training has

a more limited meaning than the term education, but the

difference between the two is not so clear that all instruc-

tion can be categorized as either training or education.

Some cases are obvious while others are borderline. Train-

ing and education may be considered the extremes of a con-

tinuum, with various programs lying somewhere between.

These two extremes may be defined as:

(1) Training. Instruction which provides the learner

with knowledge and skills required for immediate application

in the accomplishment of a specific task or combination of

tasks.

(2) Education. Instruction which provides the

learner with the general knowledge required to cope with

tasks which may occur but are not specific or well-defined.

4l

The Department of Defense generally uses the term training

to refer to instruction in military subjects either at the

basic level or in a military specialty and the term educa-

tion to refer to study either in more advanced subjects or

in military subjects which have application to an entire

[19

Service or the whole field of national security. The term

education is normally associated with individuals, but the

term training can be applied to both individuals and units.

*13
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In this report, the Department of Defense's definition will

be followed, though, the term training may occasionally be

used to refer to training and education as an entity.

Individual Training. Individual training includes all

forms of training designed to provide a Marine with the skills,

knowledge, and attitudes required to perform individual

duties and meet individual responsibilities. Individual

training is conducted in formal schools or specified train-

ing commands under the control of Headquarters Marine Corps

or in units under the control and direction of their

commanders.

Unit Training. Unit training refers to training which

prepares Marines to perform those unit tasks required for

accomplishment of a unit's mission. The Term "unit" is used

in a collective sense to include teams, crews, squads, sec-

tions, platoons, companies, squadrons, etc.

Ground and Air Training. Air training includes the

training of naval aviators (pilots), naval flight officers,

aircraft and electronic maintenance personnel, avionics

technicians, and the training of those personnel associated

with aviation support functions such as ordnance, weather

service, operations, air control, and antiair warfare.

Ground training comprises "all other" training.

14
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Organization of the Report

This report is divided into an executive summary, preface,

five parts with a total of 17 chapters, bibliography and

appendices.

The Executive Summary highlights the findings of the

study and presents a resume of recommendations.

The Preface outlines the reasons the authors embarked

on the research and acknowledges special assistance.

Part I, Introduction, defines the research problem, states

the purpose of the research effort, describes the methodology

and scope of the research, lists assumptions upon which the

research is based, discusses difficulties associated with

identifying appropriate measures of effectiveness and ef-

ficiency for training, and defines certain terms. This

part also provides an overview of the use of models, de-

scribes how the model used in this research effort was

built, and examines the manner in which the manpower manage-

ment process translates the Marine Corps' mission into

training programs.

Part II, Individual Training, describes, then examines

Sand evaluates in detail all aspects of the Marine Corps'

individual training program. Separate chapters are devoted

to aviation, officer career and leadership training.

Part III, Unit Training, describes, then examines and

evaluates in detail all aspects of the Marine Corps' unit

training program.
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II

Part IV, Training Management, discusses how training

is managed by Headquarters Marine Corps and field commands,

describes how Marines interviewed perceive training can be

improved, looks at the impact of training technology, and

examines how training is considered during weapons and

systems acquisition.

Part V, Marine Corps Training: 1946-1977, contains a

brief history of training during the period identified,

emphasizing recurrent trends, significant changes and the

rationale for these changes.

The Appendices contain material relevant to, but not

appropriate for inclusion in the basic report. Of signifi-

cant value to many readers is Appendix B, A Guide to the

Marine Corps Manpower Management Process.

16
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CHAPTER II

BUILDING A MODEL OF THE MARINE CORPS' TRAINING SYSTEM

Models - An Overview

In Chapter I we stated that this research project is

• based on the premise that the Marine Corps needs a model

of its training system. This statement gives rise to a

series of questions. What is a model? Why is one needed

of the Marine Corps' Training system? Assuming a model is

needed, how do we build it? And finally, if one is built,

how do we use it? The following paragraphs answer each of

Ii these questions.

What is a model? A model is a representation of some

aspect of the real world. Though generally less complex

than the structure, process, or idea it characterizes, a

model is sufficiently complete to correspond to those ele-

ments of reality which are being studied. A model can also

be viewed as "... a device for assembling the information

and hypotheses scattered throughout the 'community'...in

such a way, that all components are put into proper relation-

ship. '  Models can vary in form from a siple sketch on a

scrap of paper to a complex computer program. Models are
I

classified by type: verbal (symbolic), mathematical or

analog.2 They can be further classified as: physical versus

abstract, descriptive versus functional, causal versus

V19



SI correlative, or quantitative versus qualitative (nonquanti-

tative). The model of the Marine Corps' training system to

be delineated later in this report is symbolic. Its features

reflect a moderate level of abstraction, and it is basically

descriptive and nonquantitative.

The use of models is not new. They have always been

required to note or pattern man's concepts of reality. In

fact, because of the nature of our thought process, organi-

zed discussion is not possible without a model.4  What is

new is the emphasis the term has received over the past 20

years, causing us to concentrate on its relevance.
5

Why is a model of the Marine Corps' training system iI

needed? A model is needed to provide Marine Corps decision

makers* an explicit means, or instrument, to better:

(1) Identify functional and cause-and-effect relation-

ships among elements of the system.

(2) Communicate concepts and ideas about training.

(3) Predict the occurrence of future events.

(4) Come to conclusions, develop solutions, make deci-

sions and translate them into implementable plans.

(5) Clarify the associations between decisions and

subsequent events.

The Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Training,
the Director of the Training Division, and branch and section
heads of the Training Division.
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A qualitative model is also needed as a foundation for the

later development of quantitative models of elements of the

training system.

How is a model built? Building models is an iterative

process with each iteration producing a more refined andH usable model. Normally a model is constructed in a sequence

of distinct steps.*

First, the system being modeled is delimited and its

relationship to higher and adjacent systems is defined.

Second, the purpose or objective of the system is '
established. The objective is, in effect, the product or

output of the system.

Third, outside activities which have significant impact[ Ion the system are identified. These activities provide in-

put to the system.

Fourth, elements of the system which can be placed to-n

gether by virtue of strong structural or functional connec-

tions are assembled in a framework. In a sense, this is a

process of classification. -

As new understanding is gained, the above process is re-

peated and the model evolved into a more accurate representa-

tion of reality. Model building is a creative effort based J

on inductive reasoning.
7

* Adapted from Moshe F. Rubenstein's modeling process

described in Patterns of Problem Solving.6
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How is a model used? A model can be used or "exercised"

in a Jariety of ways. Its structure provides decision makers

a basis for discussion and compels them "...to develop their

ideas and to exercise their judgment and intuition in a

well defined context...."8 The model serves as an extremely

effective means of communication. Ideally, when there are

proposals to institute change, it makes explicit the impact

on the rest of the system. The costs and benefits of

alternatives can be considered before decisions are made.

Models are the heart of analytical thought, from hypothesis

to observation to implementation of change.

A Basic Model of the Marine Corps' Training System

The previous section of this Chapter outlines a four

step process for building models and states that the process

is iterative. In this section we will follow these four steps

in constructing an outline for a basic model of the Marine

Corps' training and education system. This was the process

actually used in our initial research. The product results from

first iteration and is the foundation for the remainder of

[ t hthe report.

Step One. The system we are concerned with encom-

passes all activities associated with the training and

V education of Marines. The training and education system

is part of the Marine Corps "system" which in turn is part

[of the Department of Defense "system" (F.gure 2-1 provides
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a conceptual picture of these relationships). The training

and education systems of the Department of Defense, the other

Services, and foreign military and civilian training and .

education systems are considered to be adjacent systems.

Since Marines attend some schools in these adjacent systems,

a portion of each is included in the "complete" Marine Corps

training and education system.

Step Two. The objective of the Marine Corps' train-

ing and education system, as explained previously in Chapter

I, is to produce trained individuals and units. Individuals

are considered trained when they have achieved stated levels

~of skill, knowledge, and attitude. Units are considered

trained when they are capable of accomplishing-assigned

missions.

Step Three. (The text can more easily be followed

from this point if reference is made to Figure 2-2.) The

training and education system is most influenced by processes

which occur in the Department of Defense and Marine Corps

manpower management systems. Similarly, these systems are

affected by other outside activities. To illustrate:

Defense manpower management does not exist
alone; it is part of a larger decision process,
and must compete for resources with other activi-
ties. Viewed simply, manpower management can be
looked upon as part of the national security
process .... The estimate of a potential enemy'sA
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FIGURE 2-2

THE MANPOWER MANAGEMENT PROCESS AND TRAINING

THREAT
Marine Corps' Manpower Manageenft ASSESSED
Process

. . . Foundation of Marine Corps'
Training System

FORCE
LEVEL

SPECIFIED

II

I USMC FORCE
STRUCTURE

I DETERMINED*

'1WEAPONSAN
(1) MANP0ER EIP

REQUIRLM=I ECH NII DETERMIED UHOIE

Iff~

MANPOWER
I PLANS

DEVELOPED#

0 NUMBER OF NUMBER OF MARINES (2) STRUCURE
MARINES (BY GRADE (BY GRADE AND AUTHORIZED AND
AND f4OS) TO BE MOS) TO BE MISSION ASSIG•D
TRAINED UNDER TRAINED UNDER EACH UNIT

0 H(MC CONTROL DE- SUPERVISION OF (TABLES OF
* TERMINED (ING IN- UNIT CMDR' s ORGANIZATION) 0

0PU PI DETERMINED

* Must comply with composition, functions, and missions as established by National
security Act of 1947 and Public Law 416.

. Other manpower plans developed in this process are: procurement, classification
and assignment, promotion, retention, lateral transfer, and separation and
retirement.
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capabilities and intentions serves as the basis
for a threat perception, which in turn is trans-lated into force levels required to deal with
that threat.9 I

The force level set for the Marine Corps is converted into

a force structure.* Force structure is defined in terms of

(1) total manpower requirements, (2) the structure authorized

and the mission assigned each unit, and (3) the weapons and

equipment authorized each unit.

To meet total manpower requirements, plans for sustain-

ing each occupational field are developed. Two of these

plans are the genesis for individual training programs. The

first, known as the Training Input Plan, details the number

of Marines, by grade and military occupational specialty,

who must complete designated formal courses each year.

Training of these Marines is controlled and monitored directly

by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps. Since only a fraction

of the total individual training requirement is met through

training controlled by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps,

there is an implicit requirement for unit commanders to pro-

vide the remainder. The "plan" to do this is inherent in

assignment, promotion, and lateral transfer plans. Thus,

* Marine Corps force structure must comply with composition,
function, and mission requirements established by the National
Security Act of 1947, as amended in 1952 by Public Law 416.
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the second "plan" is not a single document, but is represented

in parts of other plans. Though commanders do not have access

to these plans, they react to them. That is, they train the

Marines assigned to their units to meet assignment, promotion

and lateral transfer requirements. Commanders are charged

to provide this training by various orders which direct them

to ensure every Marine has the skill and knowledge necessary

to discharge his or her duties.

The structure authorized and the mission assigned each

unit are contained in Tables of Organization (T/Os). These

documents are the origin for unit training programs.

Step Four. The numerous elements of the Marine Corps'

training and education system have been placed into a frame-

work based on a series of questions we posed for ourselves

early in the analysis.

The initial question was, "Who must be trained?" We

determined there were two major categories: individuals andIunits. We later added the subcategories of enlisted, offi-
cer, air and ground. Figure 2-3 provides a matrix showing

the separation, as well as the correlations among these six

elements.

The second question was, "What are the requirements for

training based on?" Examination of the manpower management

process in step three above provided this answer. For in-

dividuals the requirements stem from the need for Headquarters,

U.S. Marine Corps and unit commanders to annually train

[27
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FIGURE 2-3
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sufficient numbers of Marines, in the appropriate grades

and military occupational specialties, to sustain the force

structure. For units the requirements are based on the

need to train to a level where the mission assigned in the

table of organization can be accomplished. Figure 2-2 shows

these requirements as the product of the manpower manage-

ment process and notes that they are the origin for the

training and education system.

The third question was, "How are these requirements

specified?" We concluded that training requirements can

be specified in four ways: (1) by subjects or topics to

be taught, (2) by the time (hours, days, weeks, etc.) to

be devoted to training, (3) by general goals or purposes,

and (4) in terms of tasks (objectives) which individuals

or units must be capable of performing upon completion of

training. "Tasks" were determined to be the most meaning-

ful way to specify training requirements.

It was apparent that the many training requirements did

not stand in isolation. The next question, then, was how

are training requirements classified or typed? To the ex-

tent practicable, we utilized existing definitions in

arriving at seven types of individual training. All unit

training was typed as mission-oriented.

The fourth question was also one of classification, that

is, what instructional settings (means) are available to

29
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conduct training?* Five settings were identified for indiv-

idual training and two for unit training.

What methods are employed to conduct training was the

fifth question. Fourteen methods were identified for in-

dividual training and two for unit training.

How is training evaluated was the sixth question. Four

evaluation functions for individual training and three for

unit training were recognized.

The last question was, how is training managed? Three

aspects were considered: (1) management of formal training

by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, (2) management of train-

ing within schools, and (3) management of training within -

units.

Answers to the questions discussed above are depicted

as an outline for our basic model of the Marine Corps' train-

ing and education system in Figure 2-4. This outline serves

as the structure for the report. The model, obviously, be-

comes much more complex when we analyze its elements in the

remaining chapters.

[
* The term "means" is believed by the authors to be more

accurate, however, MCO P1510.23B, Instructional Systems Design I
uses the term "instructional setting."
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CHAPTER III

INTRODUCTION TO INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the indiv-

idual training programs for officers and enlisted Marines.

It begins with a description of the various types of

training. One of the types, enlisted career training is

- -given special attention with an explanation of Marine

Corps, Army, and Air Force noncommissioned officer career

-I training. Officer career training, aviation training,

and the Marine Corps leadership program, which would

logically be covered at this point, are reserved for later

chapters because of their complexity. The chapter con-

tinues with an explanation of the settings in which train-

ing is conducted and the methods of training. The next

section of the chapter deals with the evaluation of indiv-

idual training. The final section contains conclusions

and recommendations.

Since there exists no single source document that de-

scribes individual training in the Marine Corps, the terms

and definitions used in this chapter are extracted from a

number of Marine Corps directives. When conflicting termi-

nology is encountered, the terms found in Marine Corps

Order 1510.2H, Individual Training of Enlisted Marines,

are used.
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Types of Training

Individual training can be divided into seven types:

officer acquisition, recruit and officer basic, skill quali-

fication, mission oriented, career, essential subjects,

and related. Officer acquisition and basic training ob-

viously are conlucted only for officers. Only enlisted

Marines receive recruit and essential subjects training.

The other types apply to all Marines. See Figure 3-1 for

a breakdown of the types of officer and enlisted individual

training.

Officer acquisition training consists of programs that

lead to a commission and fulfill the Marine Corps' need

for career and non-career junior officers of the active

force and the reserve components.* After acquisition train-

ing, comes officer basic training conducted at The Basic

School, Marine Corps Development and Education Command,

Quantico, Virginia. Its purpose is:

...to educate newly commissioned officers in the
high standards of professional knowledge, espirit
de corps , and leadership traditional in the Marine
Corps in order to prepare them for the duties of
a company grade officer in the Fleet Marine Force
with particular emphasis on the problem-solving
and decision-making duties and responsibilities of
a rifle platoon commander in helicopter hi h
mobility and mobile seabased environments.

* These programs include: Service Academies, Naval Re-
serve Officers Training Corps, Officer Candidate Course,
Platoon Leaders Class, Marine Enlisted Commissioning Educa-
tion Program, Organized Marine Corps Reserve Direct Commis-
sioning Program, and Interservice Transfers.
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The enlisted equivalent to officer acquisition and basic

training is recruit training which introduces the enlistee

to military life. It provides an orderly transition from

civilian to military life, motivation to become a dedicated

and productive member of the Marine Corps, and instruction

in the basic skills that all Marines are required to achieve.

Male Recruit Training and Women Recruit Training are con-

ducted separately.

Male recruits are taught those subjects required to

produce a basic Marine able to sustain himself on the

battlefield, function effectively in garrison and practice

-those personal and professional traits that distinguish

him as a Marine. The length of training is ten weeks and

is conducted at the recruit depots in San Diego, California

and Parris Island, South Carolina. A common program of

instruction for the two depots is provided by Headquarters,

U.S. Marine Corps.

The scope of Women Recruit Training is the same as for

the men except that women are not instructed on how to

sustain themselves on the battlefield. The course is eight

weeks long and is conducted at Parris Island, South

Carolina only.

Following officer basic or enlisted recruit training,

Marines receive instruction that provides the necessary

* A decision to reduce male recruit training from ten to
nine weeks was made in December 1977. A revised program of
instruction (POI) that reduced the total academic hours
from 375.5 to 329 is being tested. Implementation of the
new POI is scheduled for 1 October 1978.
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skills, technical proficiency and professional depth in a

specific field needed to qualify them in a military occupa-

tional specialty (MOS). This is referred to as entry

level skill qualification training and is conducted by a

formal school or a designated command.* When it is con-

ducted by a designated command, it is done through one of

three programs; field skill training (FST), managed on-the-

job training (MOJT), or on-the-job training (OJT). These

alternatives to formal schooling were developed when the

authorized force structure was reduced to a peacetime level

in an effort to decrease the number of personnel involved

in providing and receiving training, to reduce the costs

associated with formal schools training, and to shorten

the time required for graduate recruits to reach their

first permanent units.

Although all officers receive their entry level skill

qualification training at a formal scnool, it was anticipated

that 30% of enlisted Marines would receive this training

on-the-job in FY 1978. This compares with 3% for the Army,

8% for the Air Force, and none for the Navy. The Depart-

ment of Defense Military Manpower Training Report for FY

1978 indicated that the high percentage of on-the-job train-

ing conducted by the Marine Corps was offset by the fact

* In budget matters and when preparing the Military Man-

power Training Report, entry level skill qualification
training is called Initial Skill Training and on-the-job
training.
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that the Marine Corps has the longest recruit 
training course.

2

° Since that report was published, the*Marine Corps has con-

sidered reducing recruit training by two weeks, but some Head-

quarters, U.S. Marine Corps officials estimate that on-

the-job training will rise to 35% in FY 1979.

The use of on-the-job training programs in lieu of for- I
mal school training has not been without its cost. The

-cost can be measured in terms of personnel required to pro-

, vide the instruction and operational weapons and equipment

needed to support the training. This program burdens the

Marine Divisions within the continental United States with

a number of unqualified Marines who cannot be deployed un-

til they have received a minimum of 12 weeks of training.*

-j It would be necessary to provide for the administration

and disposition of these trainees upon deployment or mobili-

zation. On the other hand, the benefits of the program are

IA
that Marines reach their permanent unit sooner, unit

affiliation occurs during the Marine's initial skill train-

ing and some reduction in the size and cost of training

support establishments is possible.rA
The types of training described above are referred to

collectively as entry-level. The remaining types are called

post entry level and include essential subjects, career,

mission-oriented, and related training.

* Title 10, U.S. Code requires that the military service
provide 12 weeks of training to each man prior to overseas
assignment. This 12 weeks includes recruit training.3
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Essential subjects training ensures continued profi-

ciency in those basic military skills learned in recruit

training which are considered to be common to all enlisted

Marines regardless of grade or MOS. All enlisted Marines

must achieve and maintain proficiency in these ten essen-

tial subjects.* Recruit training is designed to insure

that proficiency is achieved. Subsequent to recruit train-

ing, commanders are responsible for evaluating their

Marines to determine if proficiency is being maintained.

Commanders use a "test then train" approach to insure that

Marines receive only the remedial training necessary to

maintain the specified level of proficiency.

The type of training that augments, supports and adds

to other individual training is related training. It may

be directive or nondirective and includes troop information,

drug and alcohol abuse control and safety training. Re-

lated training is directive if the training is required

and nondirective if the commander has the'option of con-

ducting or not conducting the training. See Table 3-I for

a list of directed related training.

It is the responsibility of the commander to determine
the training needed by Marines assigned to his unit so

that the unit is able to carry out its mission. Mission.

* The ten essential subjects are: code of conduct and
military law/UCMJ; customs and courtesies; close order drill;
interior guard; first aid and field sanitation; uniform
clothing and equipment; physical fitness; NBC defense; ser-
vice rifle and marksmanship; and individual tactical measures.
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oriented training provides a Marine with the skills, know-

ledge, and attitudes required to support the unit mission.

Marine Corps Enlisted Career Training for Noncommissioned

Officers. The final type of individual training is career

training. It builds on the foundation of skill qualifica-

tion training and consists principally of military occupa-

tional specialty and leadership training. Figure 3-2 shows

a breakdown of enlisted career training. Officer career

training will be discussed in the next chapter. For ease

of reference, noncommissioned officer career training has

been divided into off-duty education, staff noncommissioned

officer degree completion program, leadership, and military

occupational specialty training.

The importance of education to a Marine and to the

Marine Corps has been recognized for many years. A good

education is an asset to the individual, enables him to be

more proficient in his military duties, and increases his

chances of being selected for promotion. In addition to

offering full-time education programs which lead to a com-

IT mission, the Marine Corps offers a part-time study program

that is completed by Marines during off-duty hours. These

[include the Marine Corps Tuition Assistance Program, Service-

men's Opportunity College, Defense Activity for Non-tradi-

L tional Education Support and the Veterans Administration

Educational Assistance Program.
4
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FIGURE 3-2

MARINE CORPS ENLISTED CAREER TRAINING

CAREER
TRAINING

i
I I

OFF DUTY SNCO DEGREE
EDUCATION a COMPLETION LEADERSHIP MOSb

PROGRAM a

N OF SNCO BAS IC/ NNUAL
LEADERSHIP LEADERSHIP LEADERSHIP a

- a
Although Marine Corps directives do not specifically

categorize off duty education, SNCO Degree Completion Program
and Basic/Annual leadership as career training, they clearly
belong in this category.

bMOS training is divided into Functional and Skill Progres-
sion Training in the DOD Military Manpower Training Report.

These terms are not found in Marine Corps directives.
Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Individual Training of

Enlisted Marines, MCO 1510.2H (Washington: 16 July 1974),
p. 2.
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A full-tie ea prgram a

cm n o

isA full-time educational program available to staff non-
comsindofcr who have sufficient college credit to i!

be able to obtain a baccalaureate degree within 18 monthsj

is te dereecompletion program.

Leadership training is an important part of career train-

ing. Noncommissioned officer leadership training is conduc-

ted under the direction of the unit commander. Noncommis-

sioned officers leadership schools are conducted by many

units to supplement previous training and meet the require- I
A

ments of the unit commander. Such schools are encouraged

and may be conducted at any level. They are of limited

duration and are for a limited number of selected personnel.

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps does not regulate these

schools.
Staff noncommissioned officer leadership training provides

selected senior enlisted Marines with the skill and know-

ledge to assume the responsibilities of the highest noncom-

missioned officer grades. The Marine Corps operates three

staff noncommissioned officer academies located in El Toro,

California; Camp Lejeune, North Carolina; and Quantico,

Virginia. Six selected senior SNCOs attend the U.S. Army

Sergeants Major Academy each year. The Marine Corps Leader-

ship Program requires annual training for all Marines. This

program will be discussed in a later chapter.

The final component of enlisted career training is MOS

-jtraining. This type of training is received by enlisted
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personnel subsequent to skill qualification training. Through

this training, the student gains the knowledge to perform

at a more skilled level or in a supervisory position. It

is most frequently given after the Marine has gained ex-

perience through actual work in his specialty. In some

cases, however, when an individual is training in a rela-

tively narrow subject area, this training is given as an

immediate follow-on to skill qualification training.* The

training is designed to provide Marines with the latest

available technical information and managerial techniques

related to a military occupational specialty.

Other Service Noncommissioned Officer Career Training

The Army and Air Force have a progressive noncommissioned

officer career training system that provides training at

each rank from corporal through sergeant major. The Air

Force system is referred to as Noncommissioned Officer Pro-

fessional Military Education. The Army equivalent to Marine

Corps career training is called the Noncommissioned Officer

Education System (NCOES).

Army Career Training for Noncommissioned Officers. This 3

education system is the process by which soldiers train to

maximum proficiency in their military occupational specialty.

They are provided training to prepare them for the skill

level required for the next higher grade. The intent of the

* This is most often the case in aviation technical skills.

A Marine frequently attends several schools in succession be-
fore he is assigned to a unit.
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Army's Noncommissioned Officer Education System is to pro-

vide the necessary training at the proper time in the soldier's

career, to insure it is progressive and associated directly

with the appropriate skill level. There are five levels of

training each of which is associated with a pay grade as

shown in Table 3-I. In order to pass from one skill level

to the next higher level a skill qualification test must be

passed.

TABLE 3-II

ARMY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM

LEVEL GRADE

Senior Level E8/E9

Advance Level E7

Basic Level E6

Primary Level E5

Entry Level* El/E4

* Entry level training would more closely equate to

Marine Corps recruit training and skill qualification
training which is not usually associated with noncommis-

-- sioned officer training.

Source: Interview with Lieutenant Colonel N.T. Nance,
[Noncommissioned Officer Education System Branch, Enlisted

Personnel Management System Office, Deputy Chief of Staff
for Training, Headquarters, U.S. Army Training and
Doctrine Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia: 14 December 1977.
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Combat service and combat service support personnel

follow a slightly different course in their career training

than those in the nine combat arms. See Table 3-I1 for a

description of the system.

The entry level of training consists of basic combat

training for males, basic training for females and advanced

individual training for all. In the case of a high density

MOS, basic combat training and advanced individual training

are combined at one location and referred to as one station

unit training. Upon successful completion of entry level

traininq, the individual is awarded skill level 1.

The next level of training, primary level, prepares the

E4 to assume duty as an E5. For the nine combat arms MOSs,

a course of instruction develops leadership skills for those

soldiers who have been selected by their commander because

of career potential. The course is four weeks long and is

conducted at division-level noncommissioned officer academies.

Attendance is mandatory for promotion to E5. For E4 per-

sonnel in combat support and combat service support MOSs, a

three week primary leadership course aimed at providing

supervisory and managerial skills is available in the resi-

dent and nonresident mode. A primary technical course is

also available to soldiers in some combat support and combat

service support MOSs.

The basic level of training prepares E5s to perform at

E6 skill level. The basic noncommissioned officers course
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TABLE 3-111

ARMY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM

COMBAT SERVICE SUPPORT &COMBAT ARMS MOS COMBAT SUPPORT MOS

Sergeants Major Academy E8 E9 Sergeants Major Academy

Senior NCO Course E7 Senior NCO Course

Advanced NCO Course E6 Advanced NCO Course

Basic NCO Course E5 Basic Technical Course

Primary NCO Course El E4 Primary Leadership Course

Entry Level

Source: Interview with Lieutenant Colonel N.T. Nance,

Noncommissioned Officer Education System Branch, Enlisted

Personnel Management System Office, Deputy Chief of Staff
for Training, Headquarters, U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command, Fort Monroe, Virginia: 14 December 1977,
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for the combat arms is taught at noncommissioned officer

academies. Specific MOS training for each of the nine combat

arms is provided in this four week course which is divided

into three phases. Phase I consists, of pretesting and

performance-oriented training. Phase II covers critical.

skill training in specific MOSs. In Phase III combined arms

tactical exercises are conducted. Some combat support and

combat service support MOSs have basic technical courses

available in the resident and extension mode. Each proponent

school has the flexibility to determine if this training is

required for the MOS which it sponsors.

The advanced noncommissioned officer course prepares an

E6 to perform the duties of an E7. Training focuses on

broadening the skills and knowledge required at *-his skill

level. Both resident and nonresident instruction is pro-

vided. Two courses are currently under development for E7s,

the first sergeants course and the operations and intelli-

gence course.

The U.S. Army Sergeants Major Academy is the capstone

course for NCO training in the Army. It is 22 weeks long

and is available to selected individuals in the grades of

E8 and E9.

Air Force Career Training for Noncommissioned Officers.

Air Force Noncommissioned Officer Professional Military

Education is a five phase program designed to prepare NCOs
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for positions of responsibility by broadening their leader-

ship and management skills and by expanding their perspective 4

of the military profession. See Table 3-VI for a break-

down of the system by pay grade.

Phase I is a 19.5 hour course designed to familiarize

newly promoted E4/Senior Airmen with the duties and respon-

sibilities of NCOs. The Noncommissioned Officer Orientation

Course is a prerequisite for appointment to NCO status.

A 52-hour course designed to prepare noncommissioned

officers and civilians to perform effectively in their first

supervisory positions makes up Phase II and is referred to

as The Supervisors Course.

The Certified Command Leadership School (Phase III) is

a three week, 40-hour course designed to broaden the leader-

ship and management skills of selected junior NCOs.

The fourth phase, Certified Command Noncommissioned Offi-L cer Academy is a five week, 230-hour course that prepares

selected NCOs to perform mid-level supervision and manage-

ment responsibilities.

The final phase is the Noncommissioned Officer Academy.

It is a 360-hour course of nine weeks duration conducted by

the Air University. It is designed to prepare selected

senior noncommissioned officers to better fulfill their

leadership and management responsibilities.
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Headquarters, U.S. Air Force sets the standard minimum

curricula for these courses which are designed to meet in-

dividuals' needs at particular stages in their career develop-

ment. Subjects which are unique to the mission or operation

of a major command may be added to the minimum curricula.

TABLE 3-IV

USAF NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER PROFESSIONAL
MILITARY EDUCATION*

SCHOOL GRADE

Senior NCO Academy E8/E9

NCO Academy E6/E7

NCO Leadership School E4/E5

Supervisors Course E4/E5

NCO Orientation Course E3/E4

* All courses are broad in scope. Military Occupational

Specialty Training is not included in this type of training.

Source: Interview with Lieutenant Colonel D.E. McHenry,
Professional Education Programs Division, Director of
Personnel Programs, Deputy Chief of Staff Personnel, Depart-
ment of the Air Force: 6 February 1978.

The NCO Orientation Course and Supervisor's Courses are

mandatory for all e: ,4ble enlisted members. Selecting NCOs

to attend Leadership chools, academies and the Senior NCO

Academy is a prerogative of the major commands. Considera-

tion is given to the growth potential, supervisory duties

and retainability of the individual. Planned use after gradua-

tion is 1so a consideration.
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Instructional Setting for Individual Training

The instructicnal setting is the vehicle used to pre-

sent the instruction. The optimal setting is the one that

provides the most effective and efficient training. The

five instructional settings are formal schools, command

schools, on-the-job training, self-teaching exportable pack-

ages, and job performance aids. Formal schools are con-

ducted by Marine Corps commands, other services, and

civilian institutions based on programs approved by the

Commandant of the Marine Corps. The formal schools are

listed in Marine Corps Order P1500.12, Marine Corps1Formal Schools Catalog. Command schools are organized

and operated to meet local training needs not requiring

- training in formal schools. On-the-job training takes

place within the unit as part of daily operational and

maintenance functions. Self-teaching exportable packages,

also referred to as correspondence courses, provide an

alternative method of training when other means are not

available or are not as efficient. Job performance aids

consist of such things as checklists and plastic cards

that outline the five paragraph order.

FOn-the-job training is accomplished through one of
three means: on-tie-job, managed on-the-job, or field

skills training. The three means of accomplishing on--

the-job training are discussed below.
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On-the-job training is practical application in an

actual job environment. The Marine learns by doing what

he or she is supposed to do in a particular specialty.- I

Limited formal instruction is also employed, but most of

the instruction is presented by the supervisor. Personnel 1

being trained are assigned for duty and are chargeable

to the command conducting the training.

Managed on-the-job training is conducted by designated

commands, governed by Commandant of the Marine Corps ap-

proved programs of instruction. Its purpose is to qualify

Marines for assignment of an MOS within a specified time.

Formalized instruction and practical application in an

actual job situation are used and Marines are assigned to

the training by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps. All

Marines trained under this technique, except 6-month

reservist trainees, are joined by a reporting unit of the

command conducting the training.

The third program, field skill training, is conducted

by designated Fleet Marine Force commands subject to the

Commandant of the Marine Corps approved performance objec-

tives and training time restrictions. Its purpose is to

K qualify Marines in a primary MOS. Each Marine being

trained under this program is a chargeable asset. Personnel

input is directed and controlled by the Commandant of the

Marine Corps.
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Within the Marine Corps, correspondence courses are

available thrcugh the Marine Corps Institute and the Exten-

sion School. The Marine Corps Institute prepares and ad-

I ministers over 100 correspondence courses designed to

increase the general military and technical proficiency of

Marines. The Extension School provides professional educa-

tion opportunities. It offers four courses which parallel

those provided by the Education Center, Marine Corps

Development and Education Command at the Staff Noncommis-

sioned Officer Academy, The Basic School, Amphibious War-

fare School, and Command and Staff College. The Extension

School is located in Quantico, VA and the Marine Corps

Institute in Washington, D.C. Both are under the opera-

L tional control of the Commanding General, Marine Corps

Development and Education Command.

Methods of Instruction

Regardless of the type of training or the setting used

to train, one or more methods of instruction must be employed

to insure that the objectives of a given period of instruc-

tion are met. Methods of instruction are numerous and

include lecture, demonstration, and guided discussion.*

* Other methods of instruction include: performance,

conference/seminar, dramatization, case-situation, role-
playing, illustrative problem, panel, symposium, field trio,
tutoring, and programmed instruction.
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Evaluation of Individual Training

The evaluation oa" individual training involves the

evaluation of the student, the instructor and the validity

of the instruction. The student is evaluated by testing

and by his commander wi.. observes his performance. The

instruction is evaluated by students, instructors and com-

manders. The course content is evaluated through feed-

back information.

Testing. Criterion measures are tests designed to

K evaluate the performance stated in learning objectives.

They are derived directly from learning objectives and not

from lesson plans or other directives. They measure, in

absolute terms, the individual's skill qualifications.

In the case of Skill Qualification Training, they represent

a method of measuring the qualification of the student to

perform prior to arrival at his first permanent duty station

after recruit training. The purposes of testing are to:

pretest students, evaluate, graduate or eliminate students

from a program; diagnose learning difficulties; maintain

quality control; and measure the adequacy of the instruc-

tional system, identifying the weaknesses and forming a

basis for modification. There are four types of tests:

performance, written, oral and ratings. Of the four,

performance tests are considered the most desirable since

they require the student to demonstrate a learned behavior.5
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Evaluation of Instruction. As part of the supervision

of any instructional program, effectiveness can be enhanced

by frequent evaluation of instruction as it is being

presented. This serves not as a measurement of the effec-,

tiveness of the instruction, but rather as a means to in-

sure the efficiency and quality of the instructional tech-

nique.* The true measure of the effectiveness of the

instruction is whether or not the learning objectives have

been achieved. Equally important is course content

' validation,

Course Content Validation. The principal purpose of

validation is to assure that the course of instructi - is

effective and that it produces the desired results. In

formal schools, the most used means of course validation

is feedback information received from graduates and their

supervisors in the form of replies to questionnaires. The

questionnaires are designed to provide information to the

school director of the effectiveness and appropriateness

of the instruction presented. Cognizant commanders are

required to ensure that each Marini Corps formal school

course is evaluated and that feedback systems are used.
7

* There are four means of evaluating instruction: per-

sonnel from the faculty or staff evaluate classes, instruc-
tor survey made to determine discrepancies, students evaluate
blocks of instruction, private interviews conducted with

students and instructors.
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Commanders' Observation. The final method of evaluating

individual training is commanders' observations. This is

accomplished through observation of on-the-job performance.

The commander determines the individual's ability to

perform duties in support of the unit's mission. These

observations are then recorded as proficiency marks and

fitness reports.

The evaluations described above are conducted at the

unit level. There is no system at HQMC level that provides

a means of managing the qualitative aspects of formal

courses of instruction to insure that the instruction isA
!A

effective and that it supports valid field requirements.

-Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. That the terminology used to identify the

types of training differs among various Marine Corps orders

and between the Marine Corps and the Department of Defense.

Recommendation. That the terminology used to identify

the types of training conducted in the Marine Corps be

standardized and be in agreement with those used in the

Department of Defense Military Manpower Training Report.

That the following Marine Corps Orders be revised to

reflect the standardization of terms:

1. The Marine Corps Manual
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2. Individual Training of Enlisted Marines, Marine

Corps Order 1510.2H

3. Marine Corps Entry Level Skill Qualification Train-

ing, Ground, Marine Corps Order P1500.32A

4. Career Planning and Development Guide, Vol. I, II,

III, Marine Corps Order P1040.32

5. Unit Level Training, Marine Corps Order P1510.25
6. Marine Corps Formal School Catalog, Marine Corps

Order 1500.12J

7. Training Management Manual, Marine Corps Order P1500.

26A (Draft)

, 2. Conclusion. That the Marine Corps conducts signifi- I
cantly more on-the-job training than other services to qualify

graduate recruits in a military occupational specialty.

Recommendation. That the cost, to include degradation

of operational readiness, of on-the-job training be determined

and compared with the cost of conducting the same training

at a formal school to determine which is more cost effective.

3. Conclusion. That the Marine Corps has published no

document that accurately explains either the officer or

enlisted training and education program.

Recommendation. That a document that explains the

Marine Corps' officer and enlisted training and education

system be published.
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4. Conclusion. That the Marine Corps has not identified a

Professional Military Education program for noncommissioned

officers and staff noncommissioned officers.*

Recommendation. That unit level schools be established

to provide professional military education at the lance

corporal and corporal/sergeant levels.

That a standardized core curriculum be established

by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps for the unit level schools.

That graduation from the unit level schools be a pre-

requisite for promotion.

That staff noncommissioned officer academies continue

to provide professional military education to selected staff

sergeants.

That successful completion of the staff noncommissioned

officer course, resident or non-resident, be a prerequisite

for promotion to gunnery sergeant.

That the current First Sergeant Personnel Administra-

tion School curriculum be reviewed and expanded to meet the

definition of a professional military education course.

That the revised course be available in the resident

and nonresident modes and that successful cz-letion of the

course be a prerequisite for promotion to First Sergeant.

:See Table 3-V for a conceptual diagram of the proposed system.

• Professional Military Education provides progressive

training related more to increasing responsibility associated
with career progression to more senior grades than to an
individual's current assignment or specialty.
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That the Marine Corps Formal School Catalog be

reviewed and courses that parallel those conceptualized

in Table 3-V be designated as equivalent to Professional 1]
Military Education courses. A

A
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CHAPTER IV

SPECIFYING REQUIREMENTS FOR INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Background

Commanders must have some means to specify what train-

ing they want subordinates to accomplish. During- the re-

search for this report various directives, programs of

instruction, and lesson plans were reviewed to see how

training requirements for individuals are specified. It

was determined that there are four methods. The first is

to simply list s. )jects to be taught during a certain

course. The second is to direct the amount of time to

be spent on training. The third way is to provide general

goals or purposes for the training to be conducted. The

last method is to establish tasks or objectives which are

measurable and observable. Such objectives explicitly

describe the performance students are expected to be capable

of as a result of instruction.

The vagueness inherent in the first three methods makes

them less useful than objectives. For example, the subject

"First Aid" doesn't establish whether the student is to be

able to treat simple cuts and scratches or whether he is to

possess more sophisticated medical skills. The requirement

to conduct a specified amount of training, such as "two

hours of defensive tactics," does not tell very much either.
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The only way to determine if the training specified by

subject or time has been accomplished is to actually ob-

serve the training or to check schedules. General goals

or purposes, which are of two types, have significant

shortcomings, also. The first type describes the procedure

the instructor is to use. Examples are, "examine the

principles of war," "discuss the techniques of fire support

coordination," and "introduce the life saving steps." The

only way to gauge the accomplishment of these goals is to

observe classes to see if the instructor does, in fact,

"examine the principles of war," "discuss the techniques

of fire support coordination," etc. The second type of

goal tells what the student is to be able to do, but lacks

clarity. The following are examples, "be familiar with the

M-16 Rifle," "know how to camouflage," and "understand com-

munications." "Familiar," "know," "understand," and like

words are open to a wide range of interpretations. How

familiar is the student to be with the M-16 Rifle? Familiar

to the extent he can disassemble and assemble it? Familiar

enough to fire it? Or, so familiar he is able to make major

repairs to the weapon? Using such goals to gauge training

is very subjective since the degree of skill and )nowledge

required is unknown.

Tasks and objectives differ from the previously discussed

methods of specifying training because they focus on action

verbs which portray behavior that is measurable and
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observable. The following is an illustration: "Given a

1:50,000 map and a protractor, locate a point on a map with-

in 20 meters." This objective tells.what the student is

to be able to do upon the completion of training.

The concepts underlying the use of tasks and objectives

are not new. Educators have been advocating their adoption

1for some 30 years. The appearance of Robert L. Mager's

classic book Preparing Instructional Objectives in 1962,

made the value of the concepts evident to a wide audience.
2

As a result, the 1960s saw the development of many new in-

structional techniques based on definitive tasks and objec-

tives. Programmed instruction, "teaching" machines, and

self-paced texts are examples. Tasks and objectives are

the heart of the "systems approach" to training.

Specifying Training in the Marine Corps

The Marine Corps employs the four methods described

above to specify training requirements for individuals.

The following are examples of each.

Subjects or Topics. Marine Corps Order 1510.25A, Marine

Corps Troop Information Program requires instruction to be

provided in "Character and Moral Education," "Citizenship,"

and "Personal Conduct." No information beyond one short

descriptive sentence is provided in the Order for any of

these topics. Marine Corps Order P3000.1D, Standard Policy
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for Movements of Marine Corps Units and Transients Overseas

(SPMO) lists in paragraph 2000.1.i these subjects for train-

ing: "Code of Conduct," "Security of Classified Material,"

"Orientation on the Particular Country to Which Transferred,"

"Personal Conduct," and "Organization of the Government of

the Uiited States and the Role and Mission of the Marine

Corps."

Time. Ten hours of classroom instruction in safe driving

are required to be given to Marines under the age of 25 with-

in six months of assignment to their first permanent station

or activity. The directive specifying this is r-arine

Corps Order 5100.19B, Marine Corps Traffic Safety Program

for Off-Duty Military Personnel. Each Marine must receive

two hours of training on food conservation annually in

accordance with Marine Corps Order PI0110.34B, Food Service

and Subsistence Management Manual.

Goals. Instruction to improve mutual understanding

among all Marines and to ensure that each Marine understands

that the Marine Corps guarantees him or her equal rights, equal

opportunity and equal protection without regard to race or

sex is required to be provided by Marine Corps Order 1510.25A,

Marine Corps Troop Information Program. This same Order

also requires instruction designed to assist the individual

Marine in the arrangement of his or her personal affairs.
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Tasks and Ojbectives. Marine Corps Order 1510.2H,

Individual Training of Enlisted Marines, contains objectives

for ten essential subjects in which all Marines are required

to maintain proficiency. Objectives for leadership are

contained in Marine Corps Order 5390.2A, Leadership Program.

Though all four methods of specifying training are

used in the Marine Corps, the trend in recent years has

been towards increased reliance on tasks and objectives.*

This greater reliance on tasks and objectives results from

the increasing awareness of their value in fixing and then

'evaluating training. Use of objectives is specified for

formal schools by Marine Corps Order P1510.23B, Instruc-

tional Systems Development, and for individual training

within units by Marine Corps Order 1510.26, Unit Level Train-

ing Management. The following paragraphs discuss these

directives and their impact on training.

MCO P1510.23B, Instructional Systems Development. In-

structional Systems Development (ISD) is the application of

the systems approach to training in formal schools. ISD

is based on the principles employed in systems analysis and

*An important exception to this trend is where "time"
I has demonstrable effects on the capabilities of the Marine

to perform required skills. As examples, flight hours and
the requirement to participate in three hours of physical
fitness training per week. The original requirement in
these cases is spelled out by objectives, but a minimum
time for practice of the skill is added.1
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engineering. ISD was formally introduced to the Marine

Corps in 1969 with the publication of Marine Corps Order

1510.23, Design of Courses of Instruction, which directed

the systems approach be employed in the development of

enlisted technical courses. In 1972, the concept was ex-

tended by Marine Corps Order PI510.23A to all formal schools

and other formal courses controlled by a major training or

field command. An expanded model for ISD was developed by

1 Florida State University in 1975 under the sponsorship of

, the Interservice Training Review organization (ITRO). This

model, to be used by all Services, was incorporated into a

I revised order (MCO P510.23B) which was promulgated on 30

January 1978.

Ther e are five phases comprising 19 separate steps in the

design or development of instruction (See Figure 4-1).

In step one of the first phase an analysis is made of

the job an individual performs. This job, or task analysis

reduces the job to its component parts. A hierarchical

structure of a job is shown in Figure 4-2. If a formal

task analysis has been completed by the Office of manpower

Utilization (MPU), Manpower Plans and Policy Division, Man-

power Department the data from it can be refined and used,

thus reducing mucb of the effort called for in this first

dtep. Unfortunately, many schools in the past have not

been provided, r have not availed themselves of the office
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FIGURE 4-2

JOB/DUTY/TASK/ELEMENT HIERARCHY

JOB

'IISELEMENT [ELEMENT I EEME N T

JOB: The duties, tasks and task elements performed by one
individual constitute his job. Jobs are identified by
MOSs and form the basis for determining individual
qualifications. Marines are selected, classified,
trained and assigned for jobs represented by billets.

DUTY: A duty consists of one or more tasks performed in one
functional area. A duty is the -a or subdivision of
the work performed by one individual. The requirement
to perform a duty occurs frequently and involves work
requiring closely related skills and knoweldge. A duty
is generally performed in a prescribed manner to a set
standard.

TASK: A task constitutes a logical and necessary step in the
performance of a duty. A task is the smallest unit of
meaningful work performed or done for its own sake in the
eyes of the job incumbent.

TASK ELEMENT: A task element is the basic work unit performed
by an individual accomplishing a task. These are the
smallest steps into which it is practical to subdivide
any work operation. (This is the level upon which the
ISD process focuses.)

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Instructional Systems Develop-
ment, Marine Corps Order P1510.23B (Washington: 30 January 19"/?',
p. 7-4, 2-5; and Telephone Conv.rsation with Major W.R.
Masciangelo, Office of Manpower Utilization, Quantico, Virginia,
17 March 1978.
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of Manpower Utilization task analysis results.*

In the second step of the first phase, tasks are

selected for which formal training will be provided. Some

tasks do not recuire formal training, for example, sweeping

with a broom. The third step is the construction of job

performance measures (JPMs), or tests that will be used to

evaluate the proficiency uf a Marine holding the job. The

fourth step of this phase is the analysis of existing courses

to determine if another course or materials from that

course might be used to accomplish the required training.

The fifth step of the fir t phase is an extremely im-

portant one because it has wiaa ranging implications. In

this step, an instructional sehtag is selected for eachi

task. Table 4-I shows the five possible settings. The

selection of a setting of other than formal school means

that responsibility for teaching the task will rest with

another command. MCO P1510.23B (and preceeding orders in

the series) leave unanswered a critical question in this

step--How is knovledge of the requirement to provide train-

ing for tasks "selected out" passed to the esponsible

command?

The first step in phase two, Design, converts the tasks

and task elements identified in the previous phase to

*Paragraph 220.1 of MC' P1510.23A charged the Training

Division with the responsi, Aity of providing task analysis
results to formal schools. MCO P1510.23B, which super-
ceded MCO P1510.23A, in para :raph 210.4.b places this
responsibility on the Office cf Manpower Utilization.
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TABLE 4-1

INSTRUCTIONAL SETTINGS

SETTING EXAMPLE

Formal Schools Schools as outlined in MCO P1500.12,
such as Command and Staff College,
,Engineer School, InstructiQnal
'Management School, etc.

Command Schools Schools established by division,
wing/district and other Marine
Corps commands to meet a local
requirement such as a noncommis-
sioned officer leadership school.

On-the-Job Training Self-explanatory.

Self-teaching MCI course, Extension Course,
Exportable Packages Training Extension Courses (TEC),

etc.

Job Performance Aids Decal with operating instructions
placed on Light Antitank Assault
Weapon (LAW), plastic card out-
lining five paragraph order,
checklists, etc.

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Instructional Systems Develop-
ment, Marine Corps Order P1510.23B (Washington, DC: 30
January 1978), p. 2-10.
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objectives. Each objective must contain a behavior (action

verb), condition, and proficiency element. Objectives pro-

vide the transition from the job environment to the train-

ing environment. Tests are developed from the objectives

in step two, entry behavior is specified, and the course is

sequenced and structured.

During Development, Phase Three, objectives are classi-

fied in the first step by learning activities and events.

In the second step, materials are reviewed to determine

those suitable to support the planned instruction and an

instructional strategy (method of instruction combined with

media such as films, sound-on-slide devices, etc.) is

selected in the third step. In the final two steps lesson

plans, supporting media and all associated materials are

developed and validated.

In Phase Four, Implementation, all administrati.ve and

logistical details necessary for the course to be taught

are checked and the instruction is coordinated.

Phase Five, Validation, is where all the data needed to

conduct internal and external evaluations of the instruc-

tion are collected. After careful consideration the re-

visions are made to eliminate any errors or upgrade weak

areas.

ISD by all evidence is an accepted procedure in formal

schools throughout the Marine Corps today. The establish-

ment in 1977 of the Instructional Management School at
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Marine Corps Development and Education Center as a formal

school provided an institutional base of "expert knowledge"

of ISD for the Marine Corps. This base will enable ISD

procedures to be standardized throughout the Marine Corps

training activities. This standardization will be further

assisted- by the placement of two regional instructor schools

under the academic supervision of the Instructional Manage-

ment School as of 23 February 1978.* The major difficulty

with implementing ISD in the Marine Corps is the limited

numbers of personnel aL each school available to conduct

the analysis required in the first phase of the procedure.

MCO P1510.26, Unit Level Training Management. This

directive was promulgated in May 1971 to provide guidance

to unit commanders on the use oi the systems approach to

training. The principles and procedures contained in MCO

1510.23, Design of Courses of Instruction (the first in the

series of ISD orders) were translated and presented in suf-

ficient detail in an effort to permit their at.,iication to

development of a command training program. Coitunanders are

required by this order to examine Marine Corps Order P1200.7,

the Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) Manual and ether

higher Headquarters' directives to determine requirements

for individual performance. After "...taking into

* These schools are located at tae Service Support Schools,
Marine Corps Base, Camp Lejeune and the Landing Force Train-
ing Command, Pacific. Both are formal schools.
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consideration such guidance as may be provided..." in these

directives "...the commander himself determines the individual

performance requirement objectives necessary by virtue of

his command mission.
'3

The Unit Level Training Management Order is still in

effect, but discussions with commanders and training offi-

cers indicate it is seldom used. This is probably because

it is difficult for those not familiar with the ISD process

to follow. Also, unit commanders face the same problem as

school commanders do, limited personnel qualified to conduct

analyses and to develop objectives. Most officers believe

it is unreasonable to expect battalions and squadrons to

even attempt such a major undertaking and that it would be

a duplication of effort Marine Corps wide.

The Marine Corps Task Analysis Program

Knowledge of how training requirements are specified is

not complete without an understanding of the impact of the

Marine Corps Task Analysis Program. The Task Analysis Prog-

ram was initiated in late 1969 for the purpose of improving

manpower utilization through the systematic identification,

collection and analysis of data concerning tasks performed

by Marines. The program is conducted by the Office of Man-

power Utilization (MPU), a branch of the Manpower Plans and

Policy Division, Manpower Department. Though a Headquarters,
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U.S. Marine Corps, agency, the Office of Manpower Utiliza-

tion is physically located at Marine Corps Base, Quantico,

Virginia.

A task analysis is conducted in seven steps (see Figure
4

4-3). The steps are briefly described in the following

paragraphs.

(1) Research. In this step, an intensive study is

made of the occupational field being analyzed. Technical

manuals, programs of instruction, and assignment and

classification criteria are reviewed. Marines who are

"experts" in the field, such as military occupational specialty

sponsors at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps and instructors

at formal schools are interviewed to secure information.

(2) Development of Trial Task Inventory Booklet.

In step two, the data gathered during the first step are

used to construct a task inventory which is then restructured

into a questionnaire.

(3) Observation and Interview. During this step

Marines who are filling billets in the occupational field

are interviewed and observed in the performance of their

jcbs.

(4) Completion of Task Inventory Booklet. :nforma-

tion derived from the observations and interviews is used

to validate the task inventory. This inventory is incor-

porated into a questionnaire covering tasks as well as the

experience and training of billet holders.
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.(5) Administration of Questionnaire. The question-

naire developed in the previous step is .administered to a

representative sample -of Mi.nes filling billets in the

occupational field being studied.. The completed question-

naires reflect the work activities of each Marine and the

time spent on tasks listed.

(6) Analysis. In .step six, the responses to the

questionnaire are processed through a series of computer

programs--called Comprehensive Occupational Data Analysis

'Programs ,(CODAP). The programs use clustering techniques

to identify jobs within an occupational field and to deter-

mine relationships. The results produced through CODAP are

analyzed to determine what changes or variations might enable

improvements in occupational field classification, .assign-

ment, training, grade and military occupational specialty

structure, job requirements and job validation.

(7) Report. Finally, in step seven, a report con-

taining recommended changes is prepared for review by various

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps agencies, and approval by

the Chief of Staff. The Manpower Control Branch of the Man-

power Plans and Policy Division is responsible for monitor-

ing implementation of approved recommendations. The Office

of Manpower Utilization uses the information derived from

the analysis to update the Military Occupational Specialty

(MOS) Manual as required, and forwards appropriate portions

of the analysis to Marine Corps formal schools. As noted
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previously, the responsibility to provide task analysis

results to formal schools resided with the Training Division

prior to publication of MCO P1510.23B on 30 January 1978.

During visits to formal schools it was indicated they did

not always receive these data in the past. Significantly,

other Services' schools which train large numbers of Marines

are not provided the data, either. Instructors in some

"Marine unique" courses taught in the Naval Technical Train-

ing Command have not used task analysis data to develop

instruction. In a few cases they have used information from

the Navy Occupational Task Analysis Program (NOTAP).

The Office of Manpower Utilization has completed studies

of 31 enlisted and seven officer occupational fields. In

addition, analyses have been conducted of one officer mili-

tary occupational specialty, all officer Special Education

Program billets, and two enlisted "B" billets (recruiter-

8411 and drill instructor-8511). A "training task analysis"

has been done for the SNCO Academy. A recent independent

study of the Marine Corps Task Analysis Program concluded

that the program, "...'in spite o its austere budget and

limited staff, has produced a high return on the investment

the Marine Corps has made .... ,5

Task analyses done by a number of agencies external to

the Marine Corps are of interest to Marines and have been

used to varying degrees in developing courses Marines attend.

The Undergraduate Pilot Training Task Analysis done by the
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Chief of Naval Air Training is one example. Three other

examples done by the Human Resources Research Organization

are: (1) Combat Job Requirements for Principal Staff

Personnel: Division, Brigade, and Battalion; (2) Knowledge,

Skills, and Thought Processing of the Battalion Commander

and Principal Staff Officers; and (3) Systems Engineering

of Training for Eight Combat Arms MOS. Of particular con-

cern to Marines involved in aviation training are the results

from the Navy Occupational Task Analysis Program (NOTAP).

The Naval Technical Training Command develops many of its

programs of instruction based on NOTAPs data.*

Communicating the Requirements for Individual
Training

Requirements for individual training which have been

specified must be communicated to subordinate commanders.

Orders and bulletins are normally used to do this. An

examination of the 44 Marine Corps directives which contain

training requirements reveals that:

(1) Sufficient details are not provided for Career

MOS Training.

*There is a consensus among many officers of the Naval
Technical Training Command that NOTAP fails to directly re-
late tasks to specific aircraft equipment and is, therefore,
not as valuable in the ISD process as it could be. 6 To
correct this, the Chief of Naval Education Support, a separate
functioning command under the Chief of Naval Education and
Training, is conducting a training and related equipment task
analysis for the Naval Technical Training Command.
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~(2) Responsibility for some skill qualification

~training requirements is not fixed.

~(3) Several requirements are duplicated in different

directives.

(4) Some requirements are not coordinated with other

similar requirements.

The following paragraphs describe examples of the problems

noted above.

~Marine Corps Order 1510.2H, Individual Training of En-

Ii

list (2) M rinssae htti hesponsibility for soesklauaiicto

trmannge roequren t is er not ie steopotnt

to improve his or her MOS skill and knowledge based on the

requirements outlined in..." the MOS Manual. Approximately

i20 or 30 genera statements of the requirements for each

MOS are conta i n the Manual. Most of these statements

have been distilled from the detailed task inventories pro-

duced by the Marine Corps Task Analysis Program.* ommanders

and traning officers interviewed during the course of the

research for this report were of the opinion that these

statements are not sufficiently detailed, and thus, can not

be used to develop thentsrf the objectives for an MOS

training program. If the guidance contained in Marine Corps

Order P15i0.26, Unit Level Training Management was followed

the commander would have to do a detailed analysis for each

r fMOS tirements for those occupational fields which
have not been task analyze e aed by MOS specialists
at Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.
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MOS in his unit, repeating the analyses from which the general

statements of requirements in the MOS Manual were derived.

The solution would appear to be to provide to unit commanders

copies of the task inventories prepared during formal task

analyses. A review of several uf these inventories, however,

indicates that the tasks would need to be converted to per-

formance objectives before they could be used.

In the discussion of the Instructional Systems Develop-

ment (ISD) process in the previous section of this chapter,

it was pointed out that during the fifth step of the process

the responsibility for teaching some tasks can be placed in

a setting other than a formal school. This means that Head-

quarters, U.S. Marine Corps could assign a school the mission

r of training Marines in a certain MOS and the school could

pass a portion of this responsibility elsewhere. Signifi-

cantly, the fact that certain tasks have been "selected out"

is not required to be transmitted to higher headquarters or

to other commands made responsible to provide training for

the tasks.

Though the number of requirements which are duplicated

is not great they do cause some confusion. Figure 4-4 shows

those requirements contained in more than one directive.

The plurality of requirements for individual training in

the infantry occupational field provides a striking example

of a lack of coordination. To illustrate, a conscientious

commander who followed the procedure outlined in the Training
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FIGURE 4-4

DUPLICATION OF TRAINING REQUIREMENTS

SUBJECTS DIRECTIVES

Code of Conduct MCO 1510.2H (Enclosure (3)
para l.a)

MCO P3000.1D (para 2000.l.i(i))

MCO P5800.8A (para 1003)

Uniform Code of MCO 1510.2H (Enclosure (3)
Military Justice para l.b and c)

MCO 1510.25A (para 5.e)*

MCO P1070.12C (para 3010.2m and
4012.3m)

Personal Conduct MCO 1510.25A (para 5h)*

MCO 3000.1D (para 2000.1.i(4))

Leadership MCO 1510.2H (para 5.c and Enclosure
(1))

MCO 5390.2A

*Compliance with the training requirement contained
in any other directive constitutes compliance with
the requirement contained in MCO 1510.25A.
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Management Manual (MCO 1510.26) and analyzed the documents

which were potential sources for infantry training require-

ments would necessarily consider first the MOS Manual. Con-

tinuing his search he would find requirements in FMFM 1-2,

Troop Leader's Guide and in the Mission Performance Standards

(MPSs) and supporting tests of the Marine Corps Combat Readi-

ness Evaluation System (MCCRES). If he looked to see what

documents detailed the requirements for initial MOS training

he would find that infantrymen in the 2d Marine Division are

trained in accordance with MCO P1500.32B, Entry-Level Skill

Qualification Training (Ground) while those who attend the

Infantry Training School (ITS) are trained in accordance

with that School's Program of Instruction. Performance

objectives in these two documents are different. If the

commander were aware of actions at Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps he would know of the considerable interest in develop-

ing a Marines' Handbook* containing individual performance

standards.8 The six sources of infantry training require-

ments are for the most part expressed as objectives which

make them relatively easy to compare. There is no evidence,

however, that these objectives have ever been examined by

one agency in an attempt to validate and standardize the total

requirement.

* This Handbook would be similar to the Soldier's Hand-

book developed by the U.S. Army.
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Classification of Military Qualifications

Closely associated with the process of specifying train-

ing requirements for entry-level skill qualification train-

ing is the classification of military qualifications. This

section explains the relationships.

Classification of military qualifications consists of

assigning, changing, voiding and converting military-occupar

tional specialties (MOS) in order to accurately identify

each Marine's current qualifications. The Military Occupa-

tional Specialties Manual (MOS Manual) outlines the essen-

tial duties and tasks required for each MOS and is the

primary reference used for classification. Interviews,

classification tests, and special tests are employed to

obtain information needed for the classification of Marines.

The discussion can be more easily followed form this point

if reference is made to Figure 4-5.

Enlisted Classification. Enlisted Marines are classified

by the Enlisted Assignment Branch (MMEA), Personnel Manage-

ment Division, Manpower Department. Marines are initially

classified shortly before graduation from recruit training

with the assistance of the Automated Recruit Distribution

Process (ARDP). The ARDP utilizes the Recruit Distribution

Model (RDM) to optimize the match between MOS prerequisites

and individual characteristics and aptitudes as reflected

in classification test scors", scores on special tests for

electronics, and reports on the level of civilian education
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achieved. MOS prerequisites are validated by the Manpow r

Management Information Systems Branch (MPI) of the Manpower

Plans and Policy Division. Original M03 prerequisites were

developed based on an analysis of Army MOS requirements,

coupled with input from MOS specialists and formal schools.*

Validation of these requirements does not occur on a routine

basis.** Many course prerequisites for entry-level skill

* In 1963 the Marine Corps commissioned a study of MOS
prerequisites. This study, conducted by H.A. Edgerton, set
standards based on a classification test battery made up of
11 tests obtained from the Army. Since differences were
found between Army and Marine Corps jobs the tests were
evaluated in terms of Marine Corps experience. These tests,
known as Army Classification Battery-61 (ACB-61) were used
at the recruit depots from 1961 until 1976 when they were
replaced by the Armed Forces Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) Forms 6 and 7. ASVAB 6 and 7 have a high correlation
with ACB-61. ASVAB 6 and 7 are also used to screen appli-
cants for enlistment of the Armed Forces Examining and
Entrance Stations (AFEES). If ASVAB 6 is used to screen an
individual at an AFEES, an ASVAB 7 will be used to classify
him at a recruit depot or vice versa. Since enlistment
guarantees are made based on the ASVAB given at the AFEES
this test becomes a vehicle for partially determining classi- . .
fication of Marines enlisting under a guarantee, presently
about 60 percent of total enlistees. The Marine Corps has
been reluctant to use tests administered at AFEES for classi-
fication because of the unreliability caused by compromises.
Obviously, guarantees must be honored, so some Marines are
assigned MOSs who are later found not to meet prerequisites
based on the tests given at the recruit depots. The Recruit
Distribution Process is constrained to honor these guarantees.

** The Marine Corps Operations Analysis 'roup, Center for
Naval Analyses completed a study on MOS prerequisites in 1977
and is presently conducting another.9 The Naval Personnel Re-
search Center (NPRDC) is also conducting a study. Urifcrtunately,
research efforts validating MOS prerequisites have, to date,
been based on final class standing rather than actual job
performance.

1 0
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qualification training (thus, inherently MOS prerequisites)

are listed in Marine Corps Order P1500.12H, Marine Corps

Formal Schools Catalog and others are contained in the Re-

cruit Distribution Model's Dictionary of Job Prerequisites.

MOS prerequisites are also contained in the MOS Manual. All

three sources need to be consulted to gain a complete picture

of MOS prerequisites. Some enlisted Marines are reclassified

during their careers through lateral movement between MOSs.

A small percentage have MOSs voided as a result of demon-

strated deficiencies in performance of requirements.

Officer Classification. A manual process is used by

officer monitors of the Officer Assignment Branch (MMOA),

Personnel Management Division to classify officers. The

classification process takes into account individual char-

acteristics and abilities as reflected in a classification

test scores. Some officers are guaranteed specific training

upon entry into the Marine Corps (flight and naval justice

programs). These officers are, in effect, classified upon

commissioning and are assigned a basic MOS. Initial classi-

fication is done by the Officer Assignment Branch in co-

ordination with The Basic School. Some officers are re-

classified during their careers through lateral movement

between MOSs. Others receive additional MOSs as a result

of training or experience.

Assignment to Formal Schools. Assignment of Marines to

entry-level skill qualification training is a function
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performed simultaneously with classification to an MOS. School

prerequisites in this case are in effect MOS prerequisites

and vice versa. Thus, the problems noted above concerning

the ambiguities between the results of tests given at the

AFEES and the recruit depots affects the assignment of Marines

to schools for entry-level skill qualification training as

well as the awarding of MOSs. Some who do not meet school

entrance requirements (based on the ASVAB test administered

at recruit depots) will nevertheless receive orders to school

because of enlistment guarantees (guarantees provided to en-

listees based on results of the ASVAB test administered at

the AFEES). This problem does not occur after entry-level

training because school or course prerequisites for all post
L

entry-level training are based on test results from the ASVAB

administered at the recruit depots.

A recent report which analyzes the policies and methods

used to assign Marines to entry-level schools concluded that:11

(I) Published requirements for school eligibility were

not always enforced since ineligible students were atten5ing

some courses.*

(2) Criteria for entrance to schools often failed

to differentiate between those who were qualified a..d un-

qualified.** In fact, in some courses, those who were "un-

qualified" performed better than those who were "qualified."

* Ineligible is a failure to meet mandatory entrance

requirements.

** Unqualified implies a high probability of failint or per-
forming poorly in a course.
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(3) Significant-numbers of recruits were ineligible

for assignment to some sch, ls because they were unable to

meet two distinct prerequisites, though each prerequisite

predicted success equally well. Relying on one prerequisite

would have increased the available population by 30 percent

in some cases,.

(A-) The General Classification Test (CGT) was found

to be a better predictor of -school performance than General

Technical (GT):scores. Only the GT score is used presently.

The GCT score is 'the average verbal, arithmetic reasoning,

and pattern analysis -subtest scores.

( 5) -A high school diploma was equivalent to about

ten points on the 'best predictor score in each school. In-

terestingly, granting ten points to high school graduates

would make more minority recruits eligible for assignment

to technical schools.

Relationships. The diagram at Figure 4-6 has been con-

structed to help explain the relationships between the Marine

Corps Task Analysis Program, the Instructional Systems Develop-

ment (ISD) process, the classification of Marines by MOS,

and the policies used to assign Marines to formal schools.

(J) Enlistment Criteria. Applicants for enlistment in

the Marine Corps must meet certain physical, mental, and moral

criteria. These standards have been established to ensure

all individuals who are accepted into the Corps have the

potential to fill a billet and perform successfully.
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Enlistment criteria are, in effect, predictors of success

in the Marine Corps. Ideally, the total mix of recruits

for any given period of time will match or exceed minimum

requirements at a specified future date, and there will be

no "unassignables." It is possible for all enlistees during

a given period to meet minimum enlistment standards, yet,

in the aggregate not match Marine Corps requirements because

there are too few with high enough aptitudes to fill skilled

technical fields. For this reason, a proper "mix" must be

enlisted during each recruiting cycle.

(2) MOS Prerequisites. There are certain prerequisites

required for each MOS in th'e Marine Corps. These prerequisites

are contained in the MOS Manual. These MOS prerequisites

are inherently a part of the prerequisites for entry-level

skill qualification training courses and are reflected in

the Formal Schools Catalog and the Recruit Distribution

Model's Prerequisite Dictionary Control Deck. MOS pre-

requisites are predictors of success in the M^S to which

they apply.

(3) School Entrance Requirements. Each school or train-

ing course which Marines attend has entrance requirements.

These requirements or prerequisites are intended to dif-

ferentiate between those Marines who are like!y to fail the

school and those who have a high probability of success.

Again, the prereqnisites are predictors; in th-s case of the

ability to complete a school or course.
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(4) School Graduation Requirements. Graduation require-

ments are established to ensure students are able to perform

to the required standards before they are sent to fill a

billet. Therefore, these requirements should correlate

directly with the performance requirements of the job. Gradua-

tion should be evidence of the ability to perform successfully

in an MOS.

(5) Job Performance Measure. Job performance measures

are clear statements of what performance is expected in a

)job. They are derived directly from the tasks identified in

a task analysis or during Instructional Systems Development.

From the foregoing descritptions of the purposes of

the various criteria, prerequisites, requirements, and job

performance measures, it becomes apparent that they must

necessarily interrelate. Job performance measures are, how-

ever, the focus of the process. During the Instructional

Systems Development (Phase Two, Step Two, Development of Tests)

graduation requirements must be correlated directly to job

performance measures. These job performance measures are

derived from the tasks identified by the Marine Corps Task

Analysis Program or by the school's "table top" analysis.

If the graduation requirements and job performance measures

are not correlated there is no way to assure that graduates

will be properly trained for the billets they are to fill.

Likewise, school entrance requirements must accurately predict

success (measured by graduation) or some individuels will be
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assigned to courses which they are not capable of completing.

The reverse might also occur, Marines may be denied entry

into schools for which they are fully qualified. Verna's

study, Analysis of Marine Corps School Assignment and Per-

formance clearly shows that mis-matched entry and graudate

requirements have existed in the past. Problems similar to

those just described will also develop if MOS prerequisites

are not correctly formulated to accurately predict success

in a job. There is an obvious tie-in between MOS pre-

requisites and entrance requirements for a school whose

program of instruction is intended to prepare a Marine for

that MOS. Ultimately, enlistment criteria must predict

success in at least one Marine Corps MOS. As noted above,

there needs to be a hierarchy of test items to differentiate

between those individuals who are qualified within the range

of least to most highly skilled MOSs. Accession and classi-

fication plans must ensure a "fit" between the numbers re-

cruited at each level of qualification and the number needed

in each MOS.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. Training requirements which are specified

in any way other than as tasks or objectives guide commanders

very little in developing their training programs. Those

requirements which mandate time often hinder efficient train-

ing management since they require the use of resources

whether the training is needed or not.
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Recommendation. That in the future the Training Division

not concur with the publication of any directive which levies

a training requirement in terms other than tasks or objec-

tives, unless a demonstrable need to specify time can be estab-

lished. That the Marine Corps request the Secretary of

Defense and the Secretary of the Navy to have all training

requirements set by their offices stated as tasks or

objectives.

2. Conclusion. Marine Corps Order PI510.23B, Instruc-

tional Systems Development does not require Marine Corps

formal schools that provide MOS training to use the data

provided from the Task Analysis Program in their development

of programs of instruction. Conceivably, a school's analysis

could identify different tasks than those identified in. the

Task Analysis Program. If this happened the school might

not train Marines to perform tasks needed on the job, or

it might train them to perform tasks which are not needed

on the job.

Recommendation. That a change be made to Marine Corps

Order P1510.23B requiring Marine Corps formal schools that

provide MOS training to utilize data from the Task Analysis

Program as the basis for developing programs of instruction.

3. Conclusion. Task analysis data have in the past

not been routinely provided by the Training Division to

Marine Corps formal schools which provide MOS training.
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Recommendation. That the Training Division provide the

office of Manpower Utilization with a list of Marine Corps

schools that conduct MOS training. That the Office of Man-

power Utilization establish procedures to ensure schools

on the list are given data from appropriate task analyses

as available.

4. Conclusion. Other Service schools that conduct MOS

training for Marines are not provided with, nor does any

directive require them to be provided with, data from the

Task Analysis Program. As a result, instructors for "Marine

unique" courses taught at the Naval Technical Training Com-

mand and "Marine unique" sub-courses or classes taught at

U.S. Army schools have no detailed information upon which

to base the development of instructional material for Marines.

Recomnendation. That the Training Division provide the

Office of Manpower Utilization with a list of other Services'

schools that provide MOS training to Marines. That the

Office of Manpower Utilization establish procedures to en-

sure schools on the list are given data from appropriate

task analyses, as available. That the letters of introduction

provided to Marine liaison officers at these schools be

modified to include a statement similar to the following:II
The Marine Corps Task Analysis Program has as

its main purpose the improvement of manpower utiliza-
tion through the acquisition and analysis of job
related data. The detailed job description and task
lists that result from task analysis can provide
valuable data for instructional systems deveJopment.
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The Office of Manpower Utilization will routinely
forward these data to you upon completion of a
task analysis of any occupational field for which
the school you are assigned to provides instruction.
These data are to be made available to the approp-
riate course content review board. You are directed
to review programs of instruction as they are de-
veloped to ensure "Marine unique" skills are included
in courses Marines attend. Marine Corps Order
P1510.23B, Instructional Systems Design will aid
you in this effort.

5. Conclusion. Though commanders are required to provide

MOS training they are not provided with sufficient detail on

the performance requirements for each MOS. Moreover, they

have no way of determining what requirements they are respon-

sible for and what requirements are met in other settings.

(This latter problem is discussed further in the next con-

clusion.) Task lists or inventories are not in a form com-

manders would find easy to use.

Recommendation. That a study be conducted to determine

what personnel and financial resources would need to be made

available to staff an agency which would convert task analysis

data into a format usable to commanders. This agency would

in effect be developing performance objectives using

Instructional Systems Development (ISD) procedures. Also,

this agency would determine what instructional setting had

been selected to provide the training for each performance

objective. Information on the objectives and instructional

setting would be placed in automated data bank and printed

out by: (1) type command, (2) occupational field, or (3)
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MOS. A sample of what a page from such a printout might

look like is shown in Figure 4-7. Printouts by type command

would enable each commander to have an "MOS Manual" listing

the detailed performance requirements for every ,MOS in his

unit. In addition, it would inform him if training to meet

the requirement was to be provided by formal school, command

school, on-the-job training, self-teaching exportable packages,

or job performance aids. Marine Barracks, ships detachments

and other commands assigned Marines who have a variety of

MOSs would need to request printouts on an individual "as

required" basis. Printouts by occupational field would pro-

vide similar information to such personnel as division or

wing communication officers, supply officers, intelligence

officers, etc. Individual MOS printouts could be reproduced

and provided to Marines in the form of a handbook allowing

them to see what skills they should be able to perform for

each grade.

That the study further determine the organization to

which this agency should be assigned. Ones which should be

considered are the Marine Corps Institute, the Office of

Manpower Utilization, and the Instructional Management School.

6. Conclusion. When formal schools select an instruc-

tional setting other than the "formal school" they are in

most cases tasking another command to provide this training.

However, no procedure exists to ensure that the command pick-

ing up responsibility for the training is made aware of the

fact.
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£=,V1&wtt=,1aLiLju,. *nat a, cnange De maae to Marine Corps Order

P1510.23B , Instructional Systems Design, requiring commanders of

formal schools to identify the instructional settings they recom-

mend for those performance objectives they have "selected out."

Such recommendations would be attached to programs of instruction

submitted to Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, for approval. Upon

approval of the recommendations, the Training Division would di-

rect those commands responsible to provide training for the per-

formance objectives "selected out." If the agency described in

the previous recommendation were in existence, it would update

its data bank and provide revised printouts to those concerned.

7. Conclusion. Recent studies have attempted to validate

MOS prerequisites based on school performance rather than job per-

formance. This procedure places the focus of attention on how a

Marine does academically rather than how he or she performs on

the job. Figure 4-6 depicts the relationships which must exist:

job performance measures to MOS prerequisites; job performance

measures to school graduation requirements (Instructional Systems

Development should develop this relationship); and school gradu-

ation requirements to school entrance requirements. Theoreti-

cally, school entrance requirements should predict success on the

job as accurately as MOS prerequisites, and MOS prereq:isites

should predict success in school as accureately as schoo± entrance

requirements.

Recommendation. That all future validations of MOS pre-

requisites be based on job performance vice school performance,
1 3
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CHAPTER V

INDIVIDUAL AVIATION TRAINING

Background

The main purpose of this chapter is to examine train-

ing of aviation officers and enlisted Marines. The first

area covered will be the training provided for officers in

aircrew flight status. Specialized follow-on training

provided by Navy and Marine Corps training squadrons and

career MOS training will be briefly covered. The second

area will cover enlisted aviation training accomplished

by the Chief of Naval Technical Training, the Naval Avia-

tion Maintenance Training Group and Detachments (NAMTRADETs),

Marine Corps Training Management Units/Elements (TMUs, TMEs)

and individual Marine aircraft squadrons. This chapter

will not specifically address Marine Corps aviation air

control or air traffic control training, but will focus on

aircraft related training.

Both officer and enlisted aviation training programs

will be discussed in terms of the model developed in Chapter

II, Figure 2-4. Since no single source document describes

aviation officer or enlisted skill qualification training

in the Marine Corps, terms and definitions are extracted

from the following documents: Department of Defense Mili-

tary Manpower Training Report for FY 1978; Marine Corps

Order P3500.8, Aviation Training and Readiness Manual;
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Marine Corps Order 1510.2H, Individual Training of Enlisted

Marines; Marine Corps Order 1500.12J, Formal Schools Catalog;

and, Naval Education and Training Bulletin 10500, Catalog

of Navy Training Courses (CANTRAC).

Officer Flight Training

Officer Flight Training is divided into four categories:

flight familiarization training, undergraduate pilot train-

ing, undergraduate navigator training, and "other flight

training." Flight familiarization training supports the

officer acquisition effort. It is used as an incentive to

attract potential pilots and as a screening tool to elim-

inate those not qualified. The training is carried out

through the Naval Reserve Officer Candidate and Platoon
~1

Leaders (Aviation) programs.

Three organizations contribute to training flight offi-

cers: the Naval Air Training Command, Marine Corps Combat

Crew Readiness Squadrons/Elements, and Fleet Marine Force

tactical squadrons. The instruction provided to candidate

Naval Aviators by the Naval Air Training Command is re-

ferred to as undergraduate flight training. Its purpose

is to qualify officers in basic flight skills in a general

class of aircraft (jet, propeller, or helicopter).2 Under-

graduate flight training includes aviation indoctrination

and primary instruction for all students. This is followed

by intermediate strike and advance strike training for jet
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pilots and intermediate, basic, and advanced helicopter

training for helicopter pilots. Figure 5-1 shows how train-

ing progresses from officer basic training through advanced

strike or advanced helicopter undergraduate flight training.

Undergraduate Naval Flight Officer (NFO) officer in-

doctrination is the same as that received by pilots. This

is followed by a systems fundamentals and practical flying

course conducted in the Basic Naval Flight Officer phase.

The NFO then receives training in one cf two advanced phases:

radar intercept, or tactical navigation training. See

C Figure 5-2 for an illustration of the system.

There are 10 Marine Corps Training Squadrons. Their

purpose is to provide newly designated Naval Aviators and

Naval Fli1ht Officers with training in operational FMF air-

craft. This results in the assignment of a specific hard

skill MOS. Training elements are a part of tactical squadrons.

Additional aircraft and personnel are attached to an opera-

tional squadron for the purpose of accomp'.ishing individual

aviation training. To date, eight elements have been estab-

lished for four types of aircraft: OV-10 (Bronco), AH-lJ

(Cobra), UH-lN (Huey), and C-130 (Hercules). The training

conducted by the training squadrons/elements and tactical

squadrons is governed by the Aviation and Training Readiness

Manual, Varine Corps Order P3500.8D. In addition to flight

training, the manual sets forth requirements for training in
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SI
ej'etion seatse flight.physiology, flight simulators and flight

safety.

"Other Flight Training" referred to in the Military

Manpower Training Report consists of postgraduate flight

training for flight instructors which is termed career train-

ing in the Marine Corps. Supplemental training identified

in the same report is referred to as follow-on training in

the Marine Corps, and is the training discussed above that

is conducted by the operational Fleet Marine Force by

training Gquadrons. Marine Corps follow-on training is

"1 depicted in Figure 5-3.

Determination of Requirements for Naval

Aviators and Naval Flight Officers

Undergraduate flight and NFO training require an average

of a year to a year and a half at training establishments and

a minimum of six months additional instruction in Fleet Marine

Force operational training squadrons. Aviation officer

S1~ requirements are based upon the force structure and additional

personnel needed to sustain flight operations after mobili-

zation until increased output from the Naval Air Training

Command can be provided.

The total number of Naval Aviators and Naval Flight

Officers on hand is compared to force structure requirements.

After accounting for attrition, EAS and retirement, under-

graduate aircrew training rates and accession requirements

for aviation are derived.
4
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MOS Training

For experienced aircrews* additional postgraduate flight

training is available based on individual qualilications and

the needs of the various aviation units. This training is

categorized as career MOS training within the Marine Corps.

An example of a school that provides this training is the

Navy Fighter Weapons School. Marine Corps graduates of this

school receive additional MOSs as tactics instructors in

fighter aircraft squadrons. Additional training in this

category is also provided to attack helicopter pilots and

to special weapons delivery aircrews. Career training in aj non-flying category is also provided for Aviation Safety

k Officers, Landing Signal Officers for carrier operations, and

Forward Air Controllers. Upon completion of training in these

specialties, additional MOSs are assigned. Individuals who

receive this training fill specific billets within aviation

unit Tables of Organization. These billets and the training

required are also specified in Marine Corps Order P3500.8D,

Aviation Training and Readiness Manual.
5

The Marine Corps provides career aviation training at

Marine Air Weapons Training Units (MAWTUs). Until recently

the Second and Third Marine Aircraft Wings each possessed a

MAWTU which provided a series of courses for aircrew and

aviation enlisted ordnancemen. With the recent implementation

* Aircrew is a collective term that refers to an individual

or a group of individuals that operate aircraft in flight.
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of Aviation Readiness Project-19, Aviation Weapons and Tactics

Training program, the two MAWTUs will be consolidated at

MCAS Yuma, Arizona. Under the consolidated program the new

Marine "Aviation Weapons and Tactics Unit" will provide career

ground and flight training for selected aircrews to be desig-

nated Weapons Tactics Instructors (WTIs).6 This program involves

all tactical aircraft types in the Marine Corps and will

produce Weapons Tactics Instructors for each type aircraft.

The Weapons Tactics Instructor program will provide a train-

ing base within each squadron for the purpose of providing

weapons and tactics instruction to squadron aircrews. The

Readiness project integrates all Marine Corps tactical avia-

tion, air control and air defense (HAWK missile battalions)

into one training program.

Methods-Used to Train

Methods used to conduct flight training are grouped

under four headings: academic, flight support, simulation,

and flight tutorial.7 In the academic and flight support

training, lecture, self-paced instruction, demonstration,

and discussion are methods employed. In addition, procedure

trainers and mock-ups are used to enable the student to

demonstrate and perform on the ground, the skills required

in the air.

The Navy and Marine Corps have, for the last several

years, been emphasizing the increased use of flight simula-

tors. The Naval Air Training Command is considered a ledder
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in the aviation training field in the integration of real-

8
istic simulators into the flight training program.

Audiovisual media also play an important role in avia-

tion training. A wide range of films, slide, and tape media

are available for training presentations. Recently a major

effort has been undertaken to provide an integrated multi-

media training package for specific aircraft to Fleet Marine

Force squadrons. The Naval Air Training Command is also

beginning to acquire integrated multi-media training packages

ii ' to supplement flight academics and support presentations.

The flight tutorial involves demonstrating flight tech-

I 'niques using equipment on the ground and in the air and then

allowing students to perform the same techniques.

Training Evaluation

Aviation training evaluation is accomplished through

testing aircrews and evaluating instruction.

OPNAVINST 3710.7H, Naval Aviation Training Operating

Procedures Standardization (NATOPS) General Flight ani Opera-

ting Instructions requires annual instrument flight certifi-

cation which includes written examinations and a flight

performance check for all aviators and naval flight officers

in an operational flight status. Annual aircrew tactical

evaluations are also required by this instruction. NATOPS

manuals that are prepared for specific type aircraft are used

as the source for examination questions.
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The quality of instruction is validated through tests

and flight checks of individual instructors. Lecture and

support presentations are annually reviewed for validity

by designated experts. Additional.y, internal feedback

is received from students.

Provisions exist for feedback from the Fleet and Fleet

Marine Force to the Naval Air Training Command but the system

is not active. 9  There does not appear to be a formal

requirement in the Marine Corps Aviation Training and Readi-

ness Manual to provide a feedback system from regular FMF

squadrons to the individual training squadron. Some training

squadrons have devised systems for feedback by sending

questionnaires to operating squadrons after individual air-

crews have-completed the specified syllabus.

Training Management

The prerequisites for individuals to qualify for

specific aircraft training pipelines is established by the

Naval Air Training Command. These criteria are based on

performance in flight tutorial, academic, and flight sup-

port training. Individuals who meet the established criteria

are placed in the jet, helicopter, radar intercept officer,

or navigator training tracks based on their performance and

guidance from planned Marine Corps needs contained in the

Marines Corps combat crew training plan discussed in Chapter

XXII.

Ill
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Upon reaching the Fleet Marine Force as designated

Basic Naval Aviators and Basic Naval Flight Officers the

respective aircraft wings assign the aircrews to a specific

aircraft training track based on guidance received from Head-

quarters Marine Corps in the combat crew training plan.

Training Resources
(Officer Aviation Training)

Dynamic application of the individual training model

outlined in Chapter II, Figure 2-4 involves the use of

resources. Resources have been defined in this study as

personnel, materials, money, and time. The aviation

officer training system which consists of the Naval Air

Training Command, Fleet Marine Force training squadrons/

elements and operational combat squadrons, utilize these

resources to produce an output: qualified aircrewmen.

Naval Air Training Command Planning Factors. The Naval

Air Training Command uses a Planning Factor methodology for

determining the resources needed.* From a required output

of trained naval aviators and naval flight officers the

planning factors are used to derive the resources needed to

sustain Fleet and Fleet Marine Force aircrew force structure.

The methodology generates a sliding scale of required flight

instructors, aircraft flight hours, and academic support

*The Planning Factor methodology has been developed by

Mr. Ramsey Stewart, Deputy ACOS for Flight Training (Code N-4A),
Staff, Chief of Naval Education and Training, Pensacola,
Florida.
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to complete the qualified nuzmber of aircrews in a given

fiscal year. When distortions occur, the approved curriculum

is held constant with the flight instructor, aircraft, and

academic resources available. Student production is then

controlled to match the available resources within certain

limited expansion capabilities. This often results in re-

duced production of qualified students from the various

syllabi and pooling* of students at various transition

points in the training pipelines.** A recent undermanning

of flight instructors has existed in Naval Air Training

Command squadrons which has resulted in reduced student

output. The Commandant and Chief of Naval Operates are

aware of this situation and corrective action is being taken.

The time required for this corrective action to take effect

is such that reduced output to the Fleet Marine Force "1Ii

be felt before the system will return to balance.10

A traditional distortion of the level input requirement,

upon which the Planning Factor Methodology is based, has

been sedsonal increases in flight students. This seasonal

input tracks with the officer accession cycle following

summer graduation. Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps, Depart-

ment of Operations and Training and the Manpower Department

*Pooling is a term used to identify flight students

who are held prior to c.mmencing a training phase due to
backlog of other students in advanced portions of theflight syllabus.

**Pipeline is a term used in conjunction with the variouscurricula available in the Naval Air Training Command, e.g.,Jet, Helicopter, Radar Intercept Officer, Jet Navigator.
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have recently established a policy of "pooling" prospective

aviation designated officers prior to assignment to the

Naval Air Training Command. This procedure should have

positive long term effects on the aviation training system.
1 1

By maintaining a level input that mauches training resources

in the aviation training system, large fluctuations in

students to train versus availble resources should be dampened.

Fleet Marine Force Training Resources. Fleet Marine

Force training squadrons and elements are structured

by Tables of Organization (T/O) and Unit Equipment

lists (U/E).* Changes in resources to accommodate dramatic

increases or decreases in replacement aircrew training re-

quirements are compensated for by changes in training squadron

Tables of Organization and Unit Equipment lists. 12 Generally

cyclic changes in training requirements occur too rapidly

to be handled by a T/O or U/E change which is a lengthy

process. The training squadrons must, therefore, absorb

these fluctuations.

The Fleet Marine Force training squadrons that possess

aircraft having pilot- and naval flight officer positions must

also integrate students arriving from different training

command pipelines, e.g., pilot and navigator training tracks.

*Unit Equipment (U/E) list is an aviation term which

soecifies the number of aircraft per squadron. Once the
number of aircraft is determined, aircrew seat ratios and
enlisted maintenance operating factors are used to determine
the number of aircrews and enlisted maintenance support
required.
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Since training command completion times vary, the training

squadrons must pool aviators and naval flight officers to

achieve an optimum training aircrew mix for more efficient

use of training resources. This situation is less than

desirable. Being at the end of the aviation officer training

system, this in unavoidable and is recognized. 1 3 The policy

of level input at the beginning of the aviation training

system should also assist in solving many of the resource

versus training output problems in Marine training squadrons.

Enlisted Aviation Training Requirements

The increased complexity of aircraft and related systems

has required a rapid expansion of aviation equipment-

related occupational specialties within the Marine Corps.

Until 1969 aviation specialties were identified by 39

general military occupational specialties (MOSs).1 4 Today

approximately 124 MOSs are identified relating to aircraft
15

and related support equipment. Certain occupational

specialties remain general in nature and are sometimes re-

ferred to as "ambiguous" MOSs. Personnel trained in

these areas are trained on specific aircraft equipment

but may be assigned to work on any aircraft requiring their

particular skills. 16 An example is the aircraft metalsnith

occupational field. One MOS is identified for all Marine

Corps aircraft. Individuals trained on specific aircraft

are often assigned to different equipment or aircraft due to

a lack of visibility in equipment skill in this general

occupational field.
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The management of aviation enlisted training requires

jprecise control due to the multitude of skills and generally
small size of squadron units. Aircraft squadrons, considered

equivalent to battalions from a command viewpoint, usually

require the equivalent of an infantry company in total per-

sonnel, approximately 150-200 men. Personnel with different

aircraft equipment-related skills are ofLen divided into 10

to 15 separate work centers. The authorized strength for

U- .these individual work centers, generally varies from 10 to

[ 25 enlisted technicians. Small deviations in the recruit-

ment, training, and timing of assignment for aviation en-

listed skills may create large fluctuations of specific

skills in small aircraft squadron work centers. This often

becomes a major squadron maintenance problem.

Training Requirement Classification

Within the context of the individual training model

presented in Chapter II, Figure 2-4, training of aviation

enlisted men provided by the NTTC to achieve an initial oc-

cupational specialty is considered Skill Qualification Train-

ing. Training conducted by aircraft squadrons after skill

qualification is defined as Mission Oriented or functional

training. Career Marines who are provided Navy "skill pro-

gression training for Advanced Pay Grades" are classified

as being trained under Career MOS Training within this study.
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Instructional Setting

Aviation enlisted training utilizes all five means or

instructional settings defined in the outline of the in-

dividual training model depicted in Chapter IT. These set-

tings are: formal and command schools, on-the-job train-

ing, self-teaching exportable packages (correspondence

courses), and job performance aids.

Formal Schools. All Marine aviation enlisted skill

qualification training begins with formal schooling. The

numerous courses of instruction are controlled by the Air

Warfare Training Branch, Chief of Naval Technical Train-

ing (CNTECHTRA), headquartered at Naval Air Station, Memphis,

Tennessee. The locations, number of courses, and general

subject areas are shown in Table 5-I. Organizationally,

training is conducted at Naval Air Technical Training
Centers (NATTCs).

A simplified illustration of Marine aviation skill qua'-

ification training pipeline is shown in Figure 5-4. The

sequence for aviation enlisted training is referred to by

the Navy as a class "Al" training pipeline. This train-

ing curriculum moves the student from basic aviation funda-

mentals schools to an enlisted initial skill training
17

school conducted at the various NATTCs. After "A" schoc.

the aviation enlisted student is channeled to a Marine
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TABLE 5-I

COURSES OFFERED BY THE AIR WARFARE

TRAINING BRANCH CNTECHTRA

ACTIVITY #COURSES SUBJECT AREA(GENERAL)

NATTC Lakehurst, NJ 29 Aircrew Survival
Equipment

Launch & Recovery

NAVTECHTRACEN Meridian, MI 5 Aviation Supply/
Administration/
Operations

NATTC Memphis, TN 35 Aviation Mechanical

NATTC Memphis, TN 20 Aviation Avionics

NATTC Memphis, TN 12 Aviation Ordnance

Naval Aviation Maintenance 800-840 All Areas
Training Group/Detachments

Source: Chief of Naval Technical Training, Air Warfare
Branch, Present Navy/Marine Corps Aviation Training, TABG
Point Paper (Memphis, TN: 4 April 1977).
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Aircraft Wing Training Management Unit/Element (TMU/TME).*

This organization administratively schedules the enlisted

student into a combination of formal schooling and on-the-

job training which directs him towards a specific aircraft

or systeris occupational skill. The forraal schooling (re-

ferred to as "Cl" schools by the Navy) provided in this

area is accomplished through Naval Aviation Maintenance

Training Detachments (NAMTRADETs) located at various Navy

and Marine Corps Air Stations. This schooling is also

termed skill progression training by the Navy. Upon com-

pletion of training within the Training Management Unit

(TMU/TME) the individual is assigned to the FMF.

On-the-Job Training (OJT). This training is accomp-

lished in Fleet Marine Force squadrons. While individuals

remain under control of the Training Management Units it

is referred to as "Laboratory Training.
18

Self-Teaching Exportable Packages. Correspondence

courses (self-teaching packages) are available from the

Navy Correspondence Program which provide self-study media.

These courses are available to individuals through the

Navy Correspondence Course Catalog, NAVEDTRA-10061.

*These organizations are defined in MCO 1500.31C Avia.
Encl. Trainee Management Unit (TMU) Training. Formal school
and OJT is specified for aviation MOSs in this order.
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The personnel Qualification Standard (PQS) publica-

tions are available to individuals training on specific

aircraft weapons systems. These publications contain

knowledge and skill requirements which individuals ought

to know within their MOS. PQS has not been formally

adopted by Marine aircraft squadrons for individual use.

Current budgetary limitations within the Navy could pos-
19

Job Performance Aids. The most important job perform-.

ance aids available to aviation enlisted technicians are

the maintenance handbooks associated with specific air-

craft. Recognizing this, the Chief of Naval Material and

Chief of Naval Education and Training are sponsoring the

Naval Technical Information Presentation Program (NTIPP)

to improve technical manuals as "job performance aids."
2 0

Other unit job performance aids utilizing a multi-media

presentation are under consideration by Headquarters, U.S.

Marine Corps for squadron use in accomplishing individual

training at the aircraft squadron and maintenance squadron
21

level.

Methods Employed in Conducting Training

Within the naval aviation enlisted training system,

lecture and programmed instruction methods are heavily relied
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upon during initial schooling of "A" schools. Subsequent

training in skill progression courses provided by Naval

Aviation Maintenance Detachments (NAMTRADETs) use programmed

instruction, lectures, and also rely on demonstration and

performance methods using training mock-ups.* Operational

squadrons use lecture and demonstration methods when conducting

mission-oriented training. This is commonly called "techni-

cal training," a Navy term used in the OPNAVINST 4790.2A,

Naval Aviation Maintenance Program, which directs Naval

Aviation units to conduct this training weekly.

Training Evaluation

Training in formal schools is evaluated by testing

and internal evaluation of instruction. External evaluation

or feedback is primarily accomplished by informal feedback

and conferences. The Chief of Naval Operations recently

established the requirement for a viable feedback and infor-

mation system between the Fleet, Fleet Marine Force and the

Naval Education and Training Command.2 2  Content validation

is accomplished through internal review with course content

revisions sent to Fleet Marine Force aviation units for

comment.

Training evaluation of individuals within Marine aviation

units is based on the commander's observation. A recent

• Mock-ups are training devices that function similarly

to related aircraft equipment or systems that individuals
are being trained to maintain.
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study of unit aviation enlisted training jurveyed enlisted

Marines in aviation units on individual training and eval-

uation at the squadron level. The majority of Marines sur-

veyed desired a combination of subjective evaluation, formal

testing and some MOS-related job performance aid such as the

Navy Personnel Qualification Standard (PQS) system to assist
2 3

on-the-job training. The study, Analysis of Organizational

Aviation Maintenance Training Within the United States Marine

Corps- by Major Coleman Kuhn, USMC, gives a clear, statistical

based picture of present individual aviation training con-

ducted at the squadron level.

Training Management

Formal schooling of aviation enlisted training is[ managed by HQMC. This process is fully described in Chapter

XI of this study. Training in the Navy Technical Training

Centers is managed by the Navy Integrated Training Resources

and Administrative System (NITRAS). HQMC interfaces with

NITRAS for Marine aviation requirements as described in

Chapter XI..

The Training Management Unit/Element is being reor-

ganized to improve management of aviation skill qualification

training. A single TMU will be established at Memphis,

Tennessee, to control all subordinate Training Management

Elements (TMEs) located in Marine Air Wings. The Aviation

Training Branch, Training Division is considering 3 "model

manager" concept for each specific occupational specialty
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training track in conjunction with the single TMU. The

objective of this concept is to monitor revisions in formal

skill qualification schools. This would provide a structure

to accommodate changes in formal school performance objectives

with the TMU/TME on-the-job training phase, or squadron

technical training phase of aviation enlisted skill qualifi-

cation.

To assist in the management of aviation skill quali-

fication, the Marine Corps is acquiring the Versatile Training

System (VTS). This will provide computer managed instruction

(CMI) and computer assisted instruction (CAI) capability to

Marine Corps aviation training activities.

Training Resources

The cost to the Marine Corps for aviation skill quali-

fication training from Navy schools is instructors. Training

equipment is provided by individual aircraft weapons system

managers, and other required resources are provided by the

Naval Technical Training Command. Squadron training resources

are the aircraft assigned, technical manuals and locally

developed lesson plans.

P: oblems in the training resource area involve the

traditional areas of personnel, equipment, funds, and time.

Recent actions in recruiting of aviation assignment

guarantees appear to acknowledge the seasonal fluctuations

in the recruiting "market." However, this creates a dis-

connect with the Navy "school system" which is based on level
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input with seats negotiated by the Marine Corps with

OP-99, using the NITRAS system, on a chree year projec-

tion'basis. Annual or "periodic pooling" of aviation

enlisted recruits will result unless a formal plan is developed

to accommodate seasonal recruiting fluctuations. Assigning

aviation recruits to TMU/TME and squadrons has been tried

previously on a make-shift basis. A formalized procedure in

this area could accommodate seasonal recruiting markets and

level input school requirements.

In recent years pressures on the training pipeline have

resulted in a shift from training in the formal school

setting to on-the-job training. A portion of the decreased

schooling in "A" schools has been absorbed in NAMTRADET

courses. Increased pressures to further reduce formal school-

ing will force increased individual training requirements on

operational squadrons. The squadrons at present are not

manned for substantial on-the-job initial skill training.

Other than aircraft and technical manuals, these squadrons

possess few resources to conduct such training. Continuazion

of the trend will increase the present conflict of priorities

among squadron unit training, readiness, and individual

aviation MOS training. This will result in a difficult set

of decisions by the unit commander. Readiness and flicht

hours versus individual training and the training required

by individual Marine enlisted to produce required readiness

and flight hours appear to be in growing conflict. Subtle
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changes in training responsibility from formal schools to

operational units holding unit readiness constant will force

local prioritization at the unit level. Some guidance is

suggested as being appropriate to assist commanders in balancing

unit resources with individual and unit requirements.

Fleet Marine Force Perceptions

In interviews conducted on field trips during this

study, operational units voiced concern over the present

skill qualification system in certain areas. First, there

is concern about the knowledge and proficiency acquired in

the Navy "A" schools. Several inputs regarding the heavy

use of programmed instruction and the lack of performance

methods of instruction were voiced. There is a concern

that programmed instruction is not reinforcing the required

concepts. Second, several organizations felt tho need

for a "real-time" communication system of training tasks,

objectives, and responsibilities between the formal school

system, the TMU/TME, and operational squadrons. In effect,

the FMF squadrons want to know who is responsible for teach-

ing what to the enlisted student. This concern could be

alleviated with the model manager conceDt for individual

skill qualification tracks being considered by the Aviation

Training Branch at HQMC.

An additional concern voiced was the lack of balance

between unit training and individual training in aviation

,V squadrons. The emphasis on tactical exercises, readiness
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reporting, and unit readiness militates against effective

individual training. Emphasis is given essential subjects,

rifle range and the Physical Fitness Test (PFT), but little

time is left for individual aviation maintenance training.

The final area of concern was the ambiguous MOS area

of certain aviation MOSs. Certain general aviation skills,

specifically, metalsmiths, hydraulics, flight equipment,

ejection seats, and ordnance are trained on specific air-

craft; however, in the present MOS structure this is not

identified. This lack of equipment identity also breaks

down between the operational aircraft squadron and the main-

tenance squadrons. The quotations and percentages noted on

misassignment in these MOSs have not been quantified. Addi-

tional study in the area of training costs on specific

equipment and having personnel management flexibility in

these general MOSs should be closely examined and the re-

sults explained to the aviation maintenance community.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. When the number of flight students ex-

ceeds the resources of the Naval Air Training Command, queuing

of students occurs. The uneven flow causes large fluctua-

tions in the requirements for resources. These fluctuations

are greatest at the end of the flight training pipelines,

the Marine training squadrons. Since FMF aviation training

squadrons operate with fixed T/Os and aircraft assets,
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surges in the number. of students are difficult to handle

efficiently. Efficiency is important since FMF opera-

tional aircraft are the most expensive to operate.

Recommendation. That the recent Marine Corps policy of

pooling aviation students prior to assignment to the Naval

Air Training Command be continued.

2. Conclusion. There is no formal information system

to provide feedback on student performance from Marine

training squadrons and operational squadrons to the Naval

Air Training Command.

Recommendations:

That the Marine Corps initiate efforts to improve

feedback trom the FMF to the Naval Air Training Command.

That a feedback system from Marine operational

squadrons to training squadrons be developed.

3. Conclusion. Due to a limited buffet enlisted avia-

tion technicians presently spend less t:=e training at

formal schools than in the past. However, a system has

not been devised to transmit to the Trainee Management Units

and Elements (TMUs and TMEs) changes tha: have been made

in formal school training.

Recommendation. That the "model manager" concept for

evaluating enlisted training be adopted wi-h the objective

of monitoring formal school programs of instruction and in-

forming TMUs and TMEs of changes as they :z-ir.
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CHAPTER VI

OFFICER CAREER TRAINING

-General

A discussion of officer career training must begin

with an explanation of terms. This is necessary since

various documents refer to the same types, levels, or

means of training by different names. The problem exists

because there is no single staff agency or source docu-

ment that identifies the officer career training system.

Contributing to the problem are a number of outdated

directives. These directives will be identified later

in the chapter. Revision of directives, however, will

not resolve the confusion unless a common set of terms

and definitions is adopted. Table VI-I is an example

of the problem. The three levels of Professional Military

Education are described in the sources shown. Marine

Corps Bulletin 1552, General Training Information, of 30

June 1977 appears to be an attempt to change the terms

used to describe the three levels to agree with Department

of Defense terminology. The attempt was only partially

successful since it failed to change the names used to

identify the levels of schools attended by captains and

lieutenant colonels to agree with those used in the De-

partment of Defense Military Manpower Training Report.
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It should be noted that the terms used in the report are

also used by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps officials

when testifying about training matters before the Congress.

A second problem, voiced by officers in the field and

recognized by cognizant staff officers, is a lack of under-

standing of officer career training and its impact on

selection for promotion.

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to explain officer

career training. This will be accomplished by building

a conceptual model using information obtained from exist-

ing Marine Corps documents. When conflicts in terminology

are encountered, they will be identified.

Career Training

According to the Marine Corps Manual, officer career

training is accomplished primarily by formal school train-

ing and practical experience gained through controlled duty
I 1

assignments. The manual also states that, "Formal School

Training consists of all training conducted a: schools or

courses for which quotas are established by :he Commandant

of the Marine Corps." 2  Career schooling is defined as

that training and education conducted for officers beyond

entry and basic le'el...." by the Career Planning and
3

Development Guide. The guide includes professional
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schooling, technical training, education leading zo advanced

skills, and programs that result in baccalaureate and ad-

vanced degrees as part of "career schooling."

Career training is divided into three parts: leadership

training, professional development education, and military

occupational specialty training. Leadership training will be

covered in Chapter VII. Professional development education

is a term not found in Marine Corps directives. However,

it is used by the Department of Defense and it encompasses

advanced education in military schools and civilian educa-

tional institutions. See Figure 6-1 for a conceptual diagram

of officer career training.

Military Occupational Specialty Training

How the assignment of a military occupational specialty

occurs is best explained by briefly reviewing parts of three

marine Corps directives: Marine Corps Order P1200.7C, Mili-

tary Occupational Specialties Manual; Marine Corps Order

P1000.6, Assignment, Classification and Travel Systems Manual;

and Marine Corps Order P1500.12J, Formal Schools Catalog.

The Military Occupational Specialties Manual is the

cornerstone of the personnel system in the Marine Corps.

*z groups similar skills into functional areas known as
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occupational fields. Each military occupational specialty

is identified by a four digit number. The firs two digits

represent an occupational field. The last two digits are

referred to as the skill designator and represent the skill

level that the individual has achieved.4

Officers are assigned a primary MOS which represents

their primary field of expertise and may be assigned one

or more additional MOSs if they acquire additional skills.

This concept is further explained in the Assignment, Clas-

sification and Travel Systems Manual which states that

classification of military qualifications consists of assign-

ing, changing, voiding or converting military occupational

specialties in order to identify each individual's current

qualifications. The primary MOS assigned an individual

identifies his most significant qualifications. Additional

MOSs may be assigned to identify other significant qualifica-

tions different from those identified by the primary MOS.5

Officers receive an MOS based on successful completion

of requirements that include attendance at a formal school.

The Formal Schools Catalog is the official source of

guidance and information for courses of instruction offered

to support the Marine Corps Formal Schools program. Courses

listed and described in the catalog are conducted by the

Marine Corps, other military Services and civilian agencies.

The course description includes information about the school

and the MOS for which the school trains the individual.
6
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DOD guidance for budget preparation and for prepara-

tion of the Military Manpower Training Report requires that

MOS training be grouped under the title "Specialized Skill

Training." This type of training is further divided into

initial skill training, skill progression training, and
7

functional training. The latter two will be explained

below. The term initial skill training is not widely used

in the Marine Corps. It encompasses two types of training

conducted by the Marine Corps, officer basic training and

skill qualification training. To put it another way,

initial skill training for officers equates to training

at The Basic School and at the first formal school an offi-

cer attends where a military occupational specialty is

awarded.

Although initial skill training is obviously associated

with an officer's career, in this paper only skill progres-

sion and functional training are included in the definition

-:f career training.

Skill Progression Training. Skill progression training

is conducted for officers with several years of practical

experience and offers an opportunity to acquire the know-

ledge needed to assume more advanced responsibilities.

Its purpose is to provide intermediate and advanced train-

ing above the initial skill training level in the latest

technical and managerial techniques. Marine Corps officers
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attend 77 courses with an average length of 89 days in a
8

variety of specialized subjects.

Functional Training. This training is in subject

areas which cut across the scope of military occupational

specialties and provides additional required skills with-

out changing the students primary specialty or skill level.

Scuba training is an example.

Professional Development Education

The purpose of professional development education is

to provide training and education to career military per-

sonnel and to prepare them to perform increasingly complex

tasks which become their responsibility as they progress

in their military careers. Whereas MOS training is direc-

ted toward specific job skills, professional development

education is concerned with broader professional develop-

ment goals in subject areas such as military science,

engineering, and management. It is conducted at both mili-

tary and civilian institutions. Some enlisted personnel

participate in courses included in this category. The

Staff Noncommissioned Officers Academy is an example.

However, most of the programs are for the professional

development of officers.
9

As indicated in Figure 6-1, professional development

education can be divided into the College Degree Program,
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College Degree Program. This program permits qualified

officers to attend regionally accredited colleges and

universities on a full-time basis to fulfill resident re-

quirements for a baccalaureate degree. Officers must

have accumulated sufficient college credits to permit

them to obtain degrees within a maximum period of 18 months.

Officers receive full pay and allowances but must bear
10

all expenses.

Although the management of graduate education programs

was retained under the cognizance of the Deputy Chief of

Staff for Manpower when the Operations and Training Depart-

ment was established in 1976, the College Degree Program

was not. The rationale for this decision is explained

in the following recommendation which was approved by the

Commandant of the Marine Corps.

It is recommended that management of graduate
education programs remain under the cognizance of
the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower and that
this function be transferred to the Personnel
Management Division. In the proposed reorganiza-
tion, the College Degree Program is retained with-
in the Education Section combining it with similar
full-time enlisted education programs. Separa-
tion of the officer educational programs in this
manner will serve to consolidate all Marine Corps

education programs below graduate level within
the Training Division while maintaining, under
Manpower, the centralized management of graduate
education. The Honorable William P. Clements, Jr.,
Deputy Secretary of Defense and Chairman of the
DOD Committee on Excellence in Education has
directed that graduate education be centrally
managed. In complying with the letter and tne
spirit of DOD guidance, it is considered appro-
priate that the responsibility for soliciting,
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selecting, and managing officers in graduate educa-
tion be closely aligned with the management and
assignment of graduate-trained assets currently
accomplished by the SEP Monitor within the Officer
Assignment Branch of the Personnel Management
Division.II

Graduate Degree Programs. There are six of these pro--

grams. One is the Special Education Program. It's objec-

tive is to provide qualified officers for specific staff

billets requiring advanced education and to maintain an

inventory of officers trained in numerous specialized and

management areas to meet the requirements within the

Marine Corps. The training provided is the minimum

requisite education necessary to meet billet requirements.

Civilian educational institutions, the Naval Postgraduate

School, and the Air Force Institute of Technology are

utilized by the Marine Corps to provide this education.
1 2

Another program is the Excess Leave Program (LAW). It

was established to promote the opportunity for a small

number of career-oriented commissioned officers to complete

law school and then to be designated as judge advocate

officers. Officers selected for this program do not re-

ceive pay and allowances while they are in excess leave

status and attending school. They also do not receive any

government funding for tuition, books, fees, or other

13
expenses.

The Advanced Degree Program augmentc the Special Educa-

tion Program in providing an additional source of trained
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officers for specific billets, by providing career motivated

officers an opportunity to receive advanced degrees, and by

providing a career incentive for the procurement and re-

tention of officers. Graduate study is limited to those

disciplines in which the Marine Corps has validated require-

ments. All tuition, fees, books, and other educational

costs must be borne by the officer but he may utilize

in-service VA benefits if he rates them. He does, however,
14

receive regular pay and allowances.

A fourth program is the Funded Legal Education Program.

It was established -so that a small number of career-

oriented commissioned officers could attend accredited

law schools and subsequently be designated as judge ad-

vocate officers. Officers selected for this program re-

ceive tuition, full pay and allowances, and a -aximum of
15

$150 annually for books and fees determined to be necessary.

The final two programs affect only a few !arines each

year. They are awarded to especially capable officers on

a competitive basis. They are included in this 5iscussion

so that all graduate programs are identified. 7he names

of these two programs are the Burke Scholars and -:he

Olmstead Scholars.*

*Burke Scholars Program is the Marine Corps equivalent

to the Rhodes Scholar Program. Participants are identified
while at the Naval Academy and reselected after a zour with
a Marine Corps Unit.

Three Marines a year are selected as Olmstead Scholars.
Officers with from 3 to 6 years active duty time are eligible
for the program.
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Professional Military Education (PME). Professional

Military Education is a term that through common usage

has come to identify the top three levels of professional

military schools. It is not completely defined in any

publication or document but a reasonable definition can

be constructed from its general use in the Military Manpower

Training Report for FY 1978, the Chairman, Committee on

Excellence in Education memorandum on Intermediate Level

Staff Colleges of 1 December 1976 and the Interservice

Training Review Organization Procedures Manual. These

documents refer to PME schools as those having a curriculum

that is service-wide and mission-oriented in scope rather

than oriented to skills within a specific part of the ser-

vice. They also indicate that this type of school has a

curriculum which deals with the development of management

skills necessary for increased command and staff respon-

sibility common to most or all branches of the U.S. Mili-

tary Services. The courses are taught by the Military

and do not result in the awarding of a degree. Profes-

sional Military Education provides progressive training

related more to an increasing responsibility associate:

with career progression than to an individual's current

assignment or specialty. As indicated in the beginning of

this chapter and illustrated in Table 6-1, the name given

to the three levels of Professional Military Education
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differs depending on the document consulted, Although the

Interservice Training Review Organization established a

Professional Military Education Subcommittee to investigate

the commonalities of professional military institutions,

the subcommittee is disestablished.* The organization's

Procedures Manual explains the reason for disestablishment

as follows:

Initiatives in the professional military educa-
tion area have been preempted by self-initiated ef-
forts of the Service schools and by such high level
interest as the DOD Committee on Excellence in
Education. The self analysis caused by such activ-
ities has resulted in a general evaluation of PME
from the standpoint of value, uniqueness, common-
ality, quality and cost. The PME subcommittee at
its inception chose to monitor these evaluations
rather than duplicate efforts underway. The
approach has avoided costs in both travel and time.

In the text that follows, the terms currently used by

the Marine Corps; career, intermediate, and top; will

identify the three levels of Professional Military Education.

A new method for selecting officers to attend PME

schools was approved in 1977.** The method, designed to

insure equitable selection opportunity of the highest

quality unrestricted career officer regardless of time

* The Interservice Training Review Organization was
established as an informal agency within DOD to review all
service training and education with the goal of eliminating
duplication, reducing costs, standardizing instruction and
in general increasing training efficiency consistent with
readiness.

** See Appendix I for a detailed explanation of the
selection process.
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on station considerations, began with the selection of stu-

dents who matriculate in academic year 1978/1979. Selec-

tion procedures common to all three levels include a formal

selection board. An explanation of the criteria for

selection to each level of school is included in the follow-
17

ing paragraphs. See Figure 6-2 for a breakdown of schools

by level. The lowest level of PME school is the career

level. The Amphibious Warfare School is the only school

that Marine officers attend that falls into this category.

Career Level School. The school is service-wide in

scope. It prepares captains with some experience in opera-

tional units for duties through the grade of lieutenant

colonel with emphasis on command duties at battalion and

squadron level and staff duties at battalion, squadron,

regiment, group, and amphibious brigade levels. The Marine<I Corps Amphibious Warfare School Extension Course (MCAWSCEC)

is a non-resident course available for personnel not able

to attend the resident course.

The precept for the 1978 academic year board indicated

that officers would be considered for school regardless of

availability and that officers who had demonstrdted out-

standing potential for future service and whose records

indicated that they would be utilized in positions of in-

creasing responsibility should be selected. Officers who

had attended a Career Level School previously were not

eligible. A primary and alternate quota distribution was
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established for air and ground MOSs. A further primary

and alternate quota distribution among ground MOSs was

also established. Command Generals, District Directors

and Commanding Officers of separate commands were allowed

to recommend waivers, in exceptional cases, for officers

above the promotion year group eligibility zone. In addi-

tion to Amphibious Warfare School the following schools were

considered to be career level: Infantry officer Advanced

Course, Field Artillery Officer Advanced Course, Engineer Of-

ficer Advanced Course, Army Officer Advanced Course, and Signal

Officer Advanced Course.1 8 Since the Amphibious Warfare School

jis the only one currently recognized by the Department of De-

fense as a Career-Level School., it is uncertain how quotas

to the other schools will be filled in the future. Cognizant

staff officers at HQMC are workina on this oroblem.

in':ermediate Level Schools. The second of the three

leve's of schools is the intermediate. These schools are

attended by majors. The education rec-eived prepares offi-

cers to handle operational problems of a joint and combined

nature and to understand the rationale for the existence

and deployment of forces. The Marine Corps Command and

Staff College falls under this category and is mission

oriented. Figure 6-2 identifies the Intermediate Level

Service Schools. The criteria for selection to this level

of school for academic year '.978 were the same as for the

Career Level. Officers were considered regardless of
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availability. Demonstrated outstanding potential for

future service as well as future utilization in positions

of increasing responsibility were requirements for selec-

tion. Officers who had previously attended an intermediate

level school were not eligible.
19

Top Level Schools. The highest level of Professional

Military Education is the Top Level School. These schools

prepare officers for senior command and staff positions

at the highest levels in the national security establish-

ment and the allied command structure. The Marine Corps

sponsors no resident top level school but shares the

Naval War College with the Navy. Marine Corps officers

also attend other U.S. and foreiign nation senior service

colleges.

Two boards met in 1977 to select officers to attend top

level schools. One board considered colonels and senior

lieutenant colonels. 2 0 The other considered only lieutenant

colonels promoted in the years 1974-1978. The criteLia for

selection were similar to those used by the career and

intermediate level school boards except that additional

criteria were established for selection of students to

attend the National College and the Industfial College of

the Armed Forces. It was desired tha: National War College

selectees be in the grade of colonei/lieutunant colonel,

have 15-25 years of service, possess a baccalaureate degree
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and be a graduate of the Armed Forces Staff College or

a Service Command and Strff Course. It was desirable that

Industrial College of the Armed Forces selectees be grad-

uates of the Armed Forces Staff College, a Service Command

and Staff Course, or have completed the Industrial College

of the Armed Forces Correspondence Course, "The Economics

of National Security." 21 See Figure 6-2 for a list of

top le".el schools.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. That various Marine Corps directives refer

to the same types, levels and means of training by different

names.

Recommendation. That a common set of terms that

identify the types, levels and means of training be adopted

for use by all Marine Corps activities.

That the Professional Military Education Subcommittee

of the Interservice Training Review Organization be re-

established and assume the task of standardizing training

related terminology within the Department of Defense.

2. Conclusion. That there is a general lack of understand-

ing among Marine officers about career training and its

impact on selection for promotion.

Recommendation. That Marine Corps Order P1040.32,

Career Planning and Development Guide Volume II (Marine

Officers) be revised tc include a detailed explanation of

all phases of career training and its impact on selection

for promotion. 147
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3. Conclusion. That the precepts for the academic year

1978 career, intermediate, and top level school selection

boards indicated that officers should be considered for

schools regardless of availability. The precepts further

suggested that officers who had demonstrated outstanding

potential for future service and whose records indicated

that they would be used in positions of increasing respon-

sibility should be selected for schools.

Recommendation. That the selection precepts used in

academic year 1978 be used for all future selection of offi-

Icers for Professional Military Education.

L
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CHAPTER VII

LEADERSHIP TRAINING

Background

Leadership training requirements emanate from commanders

and three Marine Corps directives; the Marine Corps Manual;

Marine Corps Order, 1510.2H, Individual Training of Enlisted

Marines; and Marine Corps Order 5390.2A, Leadership Program.

Although the latter two directives have a common foundation

in the Marine Corps Manual, they differ in scope and source

of con'rol as shown in Figure 7-1. The Individual Training

of Enlisted Marines order provides general leadership train-

ing guidance and requires commanders to evaluate noncommis-

sioned and staff noncommissioned officers' proficiency and

leadership ability in accordance with designated performance

objectives. The Training Division, Operations and Training

Department, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps has staff

responsibility for the directive. The order on the Leader-

ship Program, on the other hand, directs all Marines to

participate in annual leadership training instruction.

Training support in the form of educational materials is
1

provided. The Human Resources Branch, Manpower Plans and

Policy Division, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps has staff

cognizance for this program. However, in the reorganization

study that resulted in the establishment of the Operations

and Training Department, the Commandant approved the follow-

ing recommendation on 20 March 1976:
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FIGURE 7-1

SCOPE AND CONTROL OF LEADERSHIP TRAINING

MARINE CORPS
MANUAL

Provides general guidance on military
leadership. Includes definition, pur..;)se
and scope, responsibility, personal re-
lations, relaticns between officers and
men and noncortissioned officers exercising
command authority.

- I INDIVIDUAL TRAINING COMMO NDER'S i
SOF ENLISTED MARINES] GUIDANCE LEADERSHIP PROGRAM

S.O 1510.2H-Provides in- Provided by the Can- MCO 5390.2A pronulgates
formation, policy mandant of the Marine policy and implementing
guidance and implemnta- Corps and subordinate instructions for the
ting instructions per- ccminders. Marine Corps leadership
taining to enlisted program for all Marines.

SMarines at the unit This order is under staff
level. It lists leader- cognizance of Manpower
ship performance objec- Plans and Policy Division.
tives for NCOs and SNCOs.
T!h-is order is under staff
cognizance of Training
Division.

Source: Authors' Conception
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That the implementation functions of the human
relations (leadership), ground safety, and drug
and alcohol abuse programs be transferred to the
Training Division (paragraph III.B.8); such trans-
fer to be deferred until a future date based upon
the recommendations of the staff activities
involved.2

Marines in the field and at Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps have voiced concern about the confusion resulting from

the two unrealted directives as well as the amornt of time

required to accomplish the requirements of the Leadership

Program, 16-24 hours. The remainder of this chapter will

explain the leadership aspects of the directives mentioned

above.

Marine Corps Manual

Paragraph 5390 of the Marine Corps Manual defines mili- 'F
tary leadership as, "The sum of those qualities of intellect, [

human understanding, and moral character that enables a

person to inspire and control a group of people successfully."3

The manual also provides specific leadership guidance

under the headings of purpose and scope, responsibility,

personel relations, relations between officers and men, and

noncommissioned officers.

Individual Training of Enlisted Marines

[ This directive contains information, policy guidance

and implementing instructions that pertain to the individual

training of enlisted Marines. It classifies leadership [
F training and military occupational specialty training under
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the heading of "career training." The order describes

leadership training as the responsibility of each commander

and establishes leadership performance objectives for non-

commissioned and staff noncommissioned officers. The order

explains that permitting potential leaders to apply their

leadership skills and training them in leadership principles

and techniques are means to develop leadership ability.

Leadership Program

This program evolved from the former "Human Relations

Training" which was initiated in response to the racial

violence experienced in the late 1960s. An initial cadre

of Marines was trained to use educational materials and

action programs that were developed by a civilian research

firm (IRI, now IIRI.* The Leadership Prog:am directive ex-

plains the transition from the Human Relations Training

Program to the Leadership Program:

The program's basic objective was, through educa-
tion and action, to insure more constructive re-
lationships among Marines and between Marines and
individuals outside the Marine Corps. Initial
emphasis was placed on resolving racial problems.
Subsequently, the Marine Corps moved to provide
a more comprehensive leadership approach that
would eliminate the need for a separate human
relations training program.4

The Commandant of the Marine Corps set the tone for

Leadership/Human Relations training in a White Letter pub-

lished in 1975:

IRI - International Research Institute, American

Institute for Research; IIR - Institute for International
Research 155



...A review of our program clearly reveals that
it is soundly conceived and is based on standards
that have withstood the test of time. The most
recent evolution in our program has been the plac-
ing of human relations training under the leader-
ship umbrella. Specifically, a significant block
of instruction is now being given in the resident
officer and staff noncommissioned officer schools
at Quantico. This is to help prepare our officers
and staff noncommissioned officers to provide this
education and training throughout the Corps. The
placing of human relations training in the hands of
our leaders is a procedure that has been well re-
ceived throughout the Corps. It augers well for
the future. 5

The current Leadership Program directive is dated 19

May 1976 and explains the organization and management of

the program. The program is carried out by a Leadership

Instruction Department and by commanders in the field.

Leadership Instruction Department. This department is

a field agency of Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps under the

staff cognizance of the Human Relations Branch, Manpower Plans

and Policy Division, Manpower Department. It is located at

Quantico, Virginia. The department's mission is to train

Marine leaders in the principles and techniques of sound

leadership, with heavy emphasis on the Marine Corps leader-

ship program and the leader's role therein. Instructors from

the Leadership Instruction Department teach at the Command and

Staff College, Amphib4ous Warfare Course, Advanced Communica-

tion Officers Course, and The Basic School located at Quantico.

Instructors from the three Marine Corps Staff Noncommissioned
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Officer Academies receive instruction on the leadership

program and in turn present the instruction to the Marines

who attend the academies. See Figure 7-2 for an overview

of the scope of instruction presented at each school. The

department also has a mobile training team. The team pro-

vides training in discussion leading skills at field com-

mands where trained Marine Corps Amphibious Warfare Course/

Advance Communication Officer Course graduates are not

available and where voids in trained discussion leaders

exist. In addition, as part of an effort to continually

improve leadership, mobile training teams will, when directed

by CMC, conduct research, test materials, gather data and

provide staff assistance to commands.

Basic and Annual Leadership Requirements. At the unit

level, commanders are required to conduct the leadership

program in two phases.

Basic leadership training is provided to enlisted Marines

upon arrival at their first permanent duty station. This

initial instruction provides a common foundation in leader-

ship for all Marines that will be used in future problem

solving discussions during annual training. Normally, 7-20

Marines, representative of the unit being trained, are assigned

to each discussion group. Newly commissioned officers re-

ceive this training at The Basic School.
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FIGURE 7-2

SCOPE OF LEADERSHIP INSTRUCTION DEPARTMENT INSTRUCTION

_FSTAFF 
NONCOMMISSIONEDOFFICER ACADEMIES

Trains SNCOs in leadership and
as discussion leaders.*

Trains newly commissioned offi-
cers in leadership and as dis-
cussion leaders.

LEADERSHIP INSTRU& ON
DEPARTMENT -

Trains Marine leaders in MARINE CORPS COMMAND
the principles and tech- AND STAFF COLLEGE
niqups of leadership with
heavy emphasis on the Provides a command perspective
Marine leader's role in of the leadership program, pre-
the leadership program. pares officers to conduct seminars

and to supervise execution of
the program.

SAMPHIBIOUS WARFARE SCHOOL

ADVANCED COMMUNICATION
OFFICERS COURSEI

Trains officers to plan, organize
and conduct leadership training
programs; lead discussions and
conduct seminars.

* Only the instructors at the academies receive classes
from the Leadership Instruction Department. They in turn train
the students.

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Leadership Program, Marine L
Corps Order 5390.2A (Washington: 19 May 1976), p. 1-1.
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Marines who have completed basic leadership training

participate in annual leadership training. This is accomp-

lished through seminars for officers and staff noncommis-

sioned officers. Action and study materials are provided

for use by all Marines. Commanders are given flexibility

to select or develop topics appropriate to their particular

commands.

Commander's Guidance

The commander's guidance based on his perception of the

needs of the command also impacts on leadership training.

The commander exercises his prerogative and directs that

leadership training be conducted, normally at unit schools.

In a more formal vein, cognizant commanders of Marine Corps

Formal Schools determine what, if any, leadership training

is to be conducted.*

Perception of the Leadership Training Program

Early in the research effort a paper that explained

leadership training was distributed to 35 officers for re-

view. The responses received were highly emotional and

indicated general dissatisfaction with Marine Corps Order

I 5390.2A, Leadership Program. The two reasons for the dis-

satisfaction most frequently voiced were: that the time

required to accomplish the objectives of the program was

excessive and that the program was really human relations

training and not "leadership" training.

* Formal School commanders are required to submit Programs

of Instruction to Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps. However,
- -except in rare cases, the leadership training to be conducted

is determined by the cognizant commander.
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One officer, who was formerly associated with the Lead-

ership Instruction Department, provided the results of a

survey he conducted at the officer schools located at

Quantico, Virginia in 1976. The majority of the officers

contacted disagreed with all or part of the programs.

Comments typical of those received in response to the

paper written by the authors were: "I have a lot of heart-

burn over the way leadership programs and formal training

are conducted today. Most of what is written and taught

would make Chesty Puller, Lou Diamond and 'Old Gimlet Eyes'

roll over in their graves." "Leddership training is human

relations training by another name. The time and effort

expended on the program is a crying shame."

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. That the fragmenting of responsibility for

implementing leadership training at Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps has resulted in misunderstanding of leadership train-

ing requirements.

Recommendation. That the implementation of all leader-

ship training be placed under the staff cognizance of the

Director, Training Division, Operations and Training Depart-

ment, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

2. Conclusion. That Marines perceive leadership training

has become a part of human relations training rather than

vice versa.
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Recommendation. That the important subject of human

relations be clearly identified as one of the major compon-

ents of leadership training.

That paragraph 4b of Marine Corps Order 5390.2A be

revised to more specifically explain that human relations

training is a part of leadership training.
6

That the Leadership Instruction Department student

advance sheet for lesson plan BLD (LID) 0635, "Program Out-

lines," that provides the officers at The Basic School an

[ opportunity to discuss the management of the Marine Corps

Leadership Program be revised in the following two places.

In the first sentence of annex A, "The Marine Corps Leader-

ship Program was initiated in response to racial violence

in the late 1960'-s," change the words "Marine Corps Leader-

ship Program" to "Human Relations Program."7  In the first

sentence of annex C, "as compared to earlier human relations

training, which was generally conducted by individuals out-

side the trainees' chain of command, the Leadership Program

is intended to be implemented by unit leaders," eliminate

the inference that human relations training and leadership

8
training are synonymous.
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ing Functions of Headquarters Marine Corps (Proposed),"
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Order 5390.2A (Washington: 19 May 1976), p. 4-2.

3. U.S. Marine Corps, Marine Corps Manual (Washington:
4 February 1961), par. 5390.

4. Leadership Program, p. 2.

5. White Letter from General Louis H. Wilson, Commandant
of the Marine Corps to All General Officers, All Commanding
Officers and All Officers-in-Charge, 4 November 1975.
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CHAPTER VIII

INTRODUCTION TO UNIT TRAINING

Background

This chapter opens with a brief discussion of the need

for more research on unit training. An examination -f the

problem of definitions follows. The remainder of the'chapter

describes Marine Corps unit training within the context of

the model outlined in Chapter II. The description of how

unit training requirements are specified is reserved for

Chapter IX, however, because of the complexity of the subject.

Although unit training is more involved, and probably

more costly, than is individual training, little study has
1

been given to it in the past. Basic questions, such as,

what is achieved as a result of unit training, and when is

unit training preferable to individual training have yet to

be answered satisfactorily.2 Because numerous unresolved

issues hinder the development of improved training methods,

unit training needs to be examined closely. The model

developed in this study provides a framework for such an

iv examination.

Definitions

A number of researchers have observed a need to define

3
the terms "unit" and "unit training." Specifically, what

constitutes a unit and what makes unit training unique? Is
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a unit ...simply a collection of individuals performing

separate [tasks]...in a group context, or [are there] unique

trainable team skills that exist over and above individual

functions?" 4 General agreement has been reached that units

(as distinguished from other groupings of individuals such

as promotion boards, ad hoc committees, or members of a

courts martial) are characterized by the following criteria:

(1) Being goal or mission oriented.

(2) A formal structure.

(3) Members who have assigned roles which are well defined.

(4) Required interaction between members.

Based on these criteria there is a growing consensus that

trainable unit tasks can be identified. 6 These tasks are,

for the most part, in the areas of communication, coordina-

tion, and decision making.

An additional problem of definition stems from the use

of the term "unit training" to describe the location of

training vice the training of units-. In this context

the responsibility for training individuals is placed on

the unit ,).s contrasted to formal schools. The U.S. Army

has attempted to resolve this problem by referring to the

training of units as "collective training." This term is

gaining some usage among Marines since it is referred to

in the new Army Field Manuals, How to Prepare and Conduct

Training (FM 21-6),and Operations (FM 100-5).*

* See particularly Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of FM 21-6 and

page 1-4 of FM 100-5.
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The diversity of terms used to denote a "unit" also

causes confusion. The Defense Science Board was recently

perplexed by the terms crew, group, team, and unit and
7

eventually resorted to the acronym CGTU. The Department

of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms

(JCS Pub 1) defines "unit" and "qroup" as follows:

(1) Unit. 1. Any military element whose struc-
ture is prescribed by competent authority,
such as a table of organization and equipment;
specifically, part of an organizatiin.

8

(2) Group. 1. A flexible administrative and
tactical unit composeA of either two or
more battalions or two lr more squadrons.
The term also applies to ?ombat support
and service support units 9

The terms "team" and "crew" are not ,efined in JCS Pub 1.

In this report the term "unit' is ued in a general or

broad sense to refer to teams, crews, siacs, sections,

platoons, companies, battalions, squadrons, tc. The term

"unit training" will refer only to the training of units.

A Model (,f Marine Corps Unit Train.ig*

Unlike individual training which is separated into seven

categories or types, all unit training is classi:ied as

being mission-oriented. This i.s because unit training is

*Reference to Figure 2-A and Figure 8-1 will enable the

reader to follow the discuL..r:. somewhat more easily. As
previously indicated, the sp. 1fication of unit trainingKrequirements will be covered :n Chapter IX.
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FIGURE 8-1

MARINE CORPS UNIT TRAINING

REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAINING BASED UPON

UNIT MISSIONS AND
AUTHORIZED STRUCTURES
CONTAINED IN UNIT T/Os

REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED BY'

SUBJECTS/ TASKS
TOPICS -BETIVES

-O B JE C T I E

TYPES OF TRAINING

IMISSION-ORIENTEDI

INSTRUCTIONAL SETTING

SRI EXERCISES

[ METHODS OF TRAINING

SEQUENTIAL MULTI-ECHELON
TRAINING (CONCURRENT)

TRAINING

EVALUATION OF TRAININGINPCIN COMMANDERS INFORMATION ENTERED
INSPECTIONS OBSERVATION INTO OR PRODUCED BY

CERTAIN SYSTEMS

rENERA PECIA PERATIONALI  FORSTAT RED

MANAGEMENT OF TRAINING

F m UNIT
6 COMMANDER
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intended only to prepare a unit, as a unit, to perform those

tasks required for accomplishment of the assigned mission.

The two instructional settings for conducting unit train-

ing are drills and exercises. The exercise setting, how-

ever, has many variations, such as, firing exercises, com-

mand post exercises (CPXs), map exercises, etc. Selection

of the setting or the variation of it is based upon the

nature of the requirement and the resources available to

conduct training. Some sources are obviously less costly

while others produce more effective results.*

Drills are a form of small unit training in which funda-

mentals are stressed by progressive repetition. Tasks are

conducted "by-the-numbers." In each drill, the leader states

L the problem to the members of the unit, explains the solu-

Ition, and provides the reason for adopting that particular

solution. The leader then guides the unit through the prob-

lem step-by-step according to the stated solution. On-the-

spot corrections are made of individual actions. The drill

is repeated until the leader is satisfied with the unit's

proficiency.

There are numerous kinds of training exercises. The

jmost common are described in the following paragraphs.

* An excellent discussion on the use and value of field

exercises is contained in Dr. R.E. Sawyer's study titled,
Training Exercises: Cost, Benefits, Problems, and Planning.
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(I) Field Exercise. A field exercise is a tactical ex-

ercise conducted under simulated combat conditions. The per-

sonnel and equipment of the friendly side actually parti:-

cipate in whole or in part-, while the personnel and equip-

ment of the opposing side may be represented or simulated.

Various tactical engagement simulation systems are employed

to improve the-effectiveness of training exercises. Among

those- used for ground training are the Squad Combat Operations

Exercise Simulation (SCOPES) and REALTRAIN systems. With

SCOPES , numbers are placed on the helmets of each Marine and

telescopes are mounted on all weapons. If a Marine can identify

the number on the helmet of an i dividual from the opposing

force he calls the number of a- cont,-ller and gets credit

for a "kill." The telescopes are speolifically gauged to cor-

respond with the probability of a hit at various ranges-.

REALTRAIN expands the concepts of SCOPES to armor and anti-

armor crews. A more sophisticated simulation technique known

as the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES)

is being developed for future use.

Aviation units have Aerial Combat Maneuvering Ranges

(ACMRs) available at the Marine Corps Air Station, Yuma,

Arizona and the Naval Air Station, Oceana, Virginia to sup-

port tactical engagement simulation. Equipment used on these

ranges enable instructors on the ground to monitor aircraft

flight maneuvers and to immediately correct errors or pro-

vide instruction. The results of engagements are preserved

by computers for later study by participating aircrews.
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Field exercises are often classified according to

their purpose, for example, amphibious exercise (PHIBEX),

cold weather exercise (COLDFEX), desert exercise (DESEX), etc.

I. Field exercises may be used as operational readiness

inspections (ORIs), operational evaluations (OPEVALs) or

tactical tests (TAC TESTs) to evaluate the performance and

combat readiness of a unit.

(2) Firing Exercise . A firing exercise involves the

live firing of weapons and munitions on field ranges. Tar-

gets may be stationary or moving. Weapons may be fixed or

moving. Emphasis during firing exercises is normally on

developing speed and precision in identifying and engaging

rtargets. A number of automated targets and simulators are

available and can be used to increase the realism of unit[ -training. Among these are the Small Arms Remoted Target

System (SARTS), several varieties of small arms flash/noise

simulators, and a boobytrap simulator. The SARTS can be

particularly valuable since it enables a small arms range

to be centrally operated, scored, and controlled.

(3) Command Post Exercise. A command post exercise

(CPX) is an exercise for commanders, and staff, headquarters,

and communications personnel. Units are represented by con-

trollers. CPXs can be conducted in the field or in facili-

ties such as classrooms where phones are used in place of

radios. This type of exercise permits commanders and staff
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personnel to apply their knowledge of correct procedure to

a wide variety of tactical situations.

(4) Terrain Exercise. In a terrain exercise commanders

and staff officers or small-unit leaders observe or traverse

a particular piece of ground and discuss the disposition

and employment of simulated units and-weapons.

(5) Map or Terrain Model Exercise. In this exercise a

m.ap, eandtable or some other type of terrain model is sub-

stituted for the actual ground. Commanders and staff offi-

cers or small unit leaders use the map or model to discuss

-:.he disposition and employment of simulated units and weapons.

Most of the exercises described above can be supported

by a Tactical Warfare Simulation, Evaluation, and Analysis

System (TWSEAS-), a computer-assisted control center which

has capabilities for the design, control, evaluation, and

analysis of exercises. The computer processes, and displays

tactical events as they occur and provides a calculated

ou:come for those requiring assessment. TWSEAS enables con-

tr3llers "...to maintain a current and continuous..awareness

of the progress of the exercise action and its degree of

azainment of training objectives. "  Plans call for lo-

ca:ing TWSEAS at each Fleet Marine Force and the Marine

Corps Development and Education Command. Eventually TWSEAS

will be the basis for a communication network among the

cozands and will be used to identify, and to develop and

transmit solutions to unit training problems.
11
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- Reports from the results of formal exercises are sub-

mitted by participating units to the Marine Corps Develop-

ment and Education Command. The "lessons learned" from

these reports are analyzed by the Development and Education

Command, appropriate actions are taken, and the unit which

submitted the report is informed of the results. The original

"lesson learned" and the response from the Development and

Education Command are then entered into the Marine Corps

Key Experiences Evaluation System (McKEES), an automated

system. MCKEES has the capability of recalling this infor-

mation in a variety of categories, for example, by named

exercise, participating command, geographical area, or type

function. Printouts can be provided to field commanders upon

- request. Information from these printouts can aid commanders

in improving future training exercises. Also, trend analysis

by officers from the Education Center can enable training

deficiencies to be discovered early.

There are two methods of conducting unit training. They

are sequential training and multi-echelon (concurrent)

training.

Sequential training of units begins with the training

of the smaliest unit and progresses to the training of the
_: I largest unit. It integrates the smaller units into larger,

coordinated units. Sequential training is most effective

when it is known that members of a unit will be stabilized
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f or a fixed. period and! that the unit will not be committed

to a contingency or operational requirement until completion

of training.

Multi-echelon training- of units. is designed to, train

simultaneously- all elements of the -unit.. For example,, while

fire teams are conducting tactical drills under the direc-

tion of their squad leaders., the platoon commanders and

company commanders are conducting a terrain exercise. Multi-

echelon training requires more care and prior planning- than

the sequential approach, but when utilized properly provides

a relatively high degree of combat readiness for sustained

periods, even with normal personnel turnover.

Unit training can be evaluated by a commander's observa-

tions, by inspections, and by analyzing information which is

entered into or prod,.uced by certain systems.*- Evaluations

determine if a unit can perform the tasks- required for mission

accomplishment.

Since many tasks a unit is required to be able to perform

can be directly observed during routine exercises and drills,

observation is the mcst common form of evaluation. This

type of evaluation is subjective; therefore, it is normally

* This descripticn of how unit training is evaluated is
based on the authors' conception of various Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps programs. No directive explains the relation-
ship of the various methods. Discussion with officers in
the field indicates there is confusion concerning the entire
subject.
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only performed by commanders senior to the commander of the

unit being observed or by recognized experts.

The Marine Corps Manual requires commanders to "...make

or cause to be made such inspections as are necessary to

evaluate all functional areas of their commands..." and to

enable them "...to determine the capability of the command 1o

accomplish its assigned mission."12  Inspections can be

classified into three types; general, special, or opera-

tional readiness.

(1) General Inspections. A general inspection is the

most comprehensive of inspections. All aspects of administra-

tion, intelligence, training, and logistics of a unit, and

every individual and subordinate unit are subject to inspec-

tion. Inspections by the Inspector General of the Marine

Corps are of this type.

(2) Special Inspections. A special inspection is an

inspection limited to a specific function. Each special

inspection has its own distinctive title, for example, supply

inspection, postal inspection, etc. A special inspection is

special because it is singular in purpose. The same in-

spection done in conjunction with inspections of all other

functions becomes part of a general inspection. Examples of

special inspections are those conducted by the Field Supply

and Maintenance Analysis Office (FSMAO), the Food Management

[Team, and the Marine Corps Disbursing On Site Examination

Team (MCDOSET).
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(3) Operational Inspections. An operational inspection

is designed to assess the capability of a unit to perform its

mission. Operational inspections take the form of opera-

tional readiness inspections (ORIs), tactical tests (TACTESTS),

operational evaluations (OPEVALs), training read.ness ex-

ercises (TREs), no notice alert and response drills, and

evaluated field exercises. The Marine Corps Combat Readi-

ness Evaluation System (MCCRES) provides an evaluation system

to support operational inspections. The results of a MCCRES

evaluation show the success, or lack of success, of a unit

training program. MCCRES evaluations are formal (those

requiring a report to the Commandant of the Marine Corps) and

informal (no report required to the Commandant)-.

Evaluations of unit training are inherent in the train-

ing data required to be entered into the Force Status and

Identity Report (FORSTAT) and in the information produced1 by the Flight Readiness Evaluation Data System (FREDS).

"Insufficient/sufficient crews combat ready," "unsatis-

factory/satisfactory readiness tests," and "training incom-

plete/complete" are exarples of FORSTAT reporting entries

which, in effect, evaluate the state of uni training.

As set forth in JCS Pub. 6, vol. II, part 2,
chapter I., the FORSTAT training readiness rating
of aircraft squadrons is equivalent to the per-
centage of authorized aircrews that are mission-
ready. For ground units, the training readiness
rating is a function of the additional. training
time that would be required for the unit to be
fully trained to accomplish its T/O mission.

12
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Two reports produced by FREDS contain information which

can be used to evaluate training. The first, the Daily

Flight Transaction Report accounts for aircrew training that

was accomplished and that which was cancelled. The second,

the Monthly Aircraft Utilization Report provides a record of

the aircraft scheduled and utilized for flight training.

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps manages certain aspects

of unit training such as the scheduling of major exercises

and the monitoring of the Air-Ground Combat Training Program.

For the most part, however, unit training is managed by

field commanders guided by Marine Corps Order P1510.26, Unit

Level Training Management.

During the course of this research effort many Marines ex-

pressed their dissatisfaction with the current method of eval-

uating or inspecting training management. The most frequent

complaint was that training management inspections are

limited to an examination of unit records. The consensus

of those officers interviewed was that the ability of indi-

viduals and units to perform is the important thing, not

paper work showing what training was or was not accomplished.

In effect, they believe that the wrong things are being

inspected. Of course, evaluating the abilities of the

Marines cf a unit, and the ability of the unit itself to

[: perform required tasks would be an immense and probably over-

whelminc 4ob. If such a method were utilized some statisti-

cally valid sampling technique (of individuals/units and

tasks) would, therefore, have to be employed.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

-1. Conclusion. -Until recently there has been relatively

little resear-ch conducted on unit training. The need for

a better understanding of the various aspects of unit train-

ing has led., however., to an increased emphasis on research

on this :subject. Several reports published during the

last four _years contain material of interest to Marine

Corps trainers.

-Recommendation. That officers from the Unit Training

Branch, Training Division and the Readiness Evaluation

Section, Readiness Branch, Operations Division review the

following reports-:

(1) Team -raining and Evaluation Strategies: State-

of-the-Art, Human Resources Research Organization, Technical

Report 77-1, -February 1977. (AD A038 505)

(2) Computerized Collective Training for Teams,

Army Research Institute Technical Report TR-77-A4, February

1977. (AD A038 748)

(3) Combat-Ready Crew Performance Measurement Sys-

tem: Final -Report, Air Force Human Resources Laboratory

Technical Report TR-74-108(I), December 1974. (AD B005 517)

(4) Survey of Unit Performance Effectiveness

Measures, Navy Personnel Research and Development Center

Technical Report 74-il, January 1974. (AD 774 919)
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(5) Development of Unit Performance Effectiveness

Measures Using Delphi Tec'.aiques, Navy Personnel Research and

Development Center Technical Report 76-12, September 1975.

(6) An Assessment of U.S. Navy Tactical Team Train-

ing: Focus on the Trained Man, Training Analysis and Evalua-

tion Group Report No. 18, March 1975.(AD A011 452)

(7) Training Exercises: Costs, Benefits, Problems

and Planning, Marine Corps Operations Analysis Group, n.d.

2. Conclusion. Many Marines lack a comprehensive under-

standing of how unit training can be and is evaluated. The

relationship of each method to a total evaluation program

is not made clear in any Marine Corps directive.

* Recommendation. That the proposed revision to Marine

Corps Order P1510.26 contain a section explaining the evalua-

tion of unit training. Information provided in this chapter

could serve as a basis for that explanation.

3. Conclusion. The Marine Corps has no system to

insure that comprehensive evaluations are made of the capa-

bilities of individuals and units to perform required tasks

and objectives.

Recommendation. That in lieu of random checking of

training records the Inspector General evaluate individuals

and units within a command to determine their capabilities

to perferm required tasks and objectives.
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CHAPTER IX

SPECIFYING THE REQUIREMENTS FOR UNIT TRAINING*

Background

In Chapter IV it was noted that commanders must have

some means to specify training requirements for individuals

in order to communicate to subordinates exactly what they

want accomplished. For the same reason, commanders must be

able to specify training requirements for units. During the

research for this project, it was determined that the Marine

Corps employs the same four methods to specify training re-

quirements for units as it does for individuals. These

methods are:

(1) To list the subject or topics which must be

: covered.H (2) To direct the amount of time to be spent on

training.

(3) To set general goals or purposes.

(4) To establish tasks or objectives which expli-

citly describe what units are expected to be capable of doing

as a result of training.

The following paragraphs contain examples of each method.

Subjects or Topics. Marine Corps Order P1500.17D,

FLF (Uit) Training states that the topict "Operation Security"

* :o ensure a clear understanding of this chapter the
reader should review the first section, "Background," of

Chapter TV.
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and "Cover and Deception" should be integrated into all

phases of operational training.
1 Marine Corps Order P3500.8D,

Aviation Training and Readiness Manual requires the following

subjects to be covered as part of Ground School Training:

"Instrument Flight and Navigation," "Flight Safety,""Intelli--

gence," and "Air Control."
2

Time. One third of all unit training must be conducted

at night to comply with Marine Corps Order P1500.7D, FMF

(Unit) Training. 3 The Aviation Training and Readiness Manual

requires three hours of tactical formation flying for CH-53

Helicopter aircrews as part of their "Combat Ready Training"

syllabus.

Goals. The general goal for unit training contained in

Marine Corps Order 3400.3C, Nuclear, Biological and Chemical

(NBC) Defense Readiness and Training Requirements is, "To

develop and maintain a capability for performing tasks required

to accomplish the unit mission while under NBC attack."
5

The Aviation Training and Readiness Manual states that the

purpose of advanced tactics training for CH-46 Helicopter

aircrews is, "To develop proficiency to conduct tactical

flights with four or more aircraft."
6

Tasks or Objectives. Many of the unit training require-

ments contained in the Aviation Training and Readiness Manual

are stated in measurable and observable terms. For example,

in the fighter weapons syllabus for F-4's, aircrews are "to
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perform a section takeoff; conduct rig and weapons checks

during vectors to operating area; establish combat spread

and conduct visual identification to a short engagement (two

minut s maximum); achieve best shot position: and attack

adversary from abeam and astern."7 Marine Corps Order

P1500.17D, FMF (Unit) Training also has some acceptably stated

objectives. An example is the objective for communications

units "to be capable of providing continuous command and con-

trol communications for a supported unit." 
8

Stating general goals appears to be the most common way

of specifying unit training requirements. Even the "train-

ing objectives" usually listed in letters of instruction

for major exercises are in actuality only broad goals. The

vagueness in this method as well as those of "subjects"

and "time" make them far less useful than "tasks" or "ob-L
-jectives" which are measurable and observable.

Though not a training directive, Marine Corps Order

3501.1, Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation System (MCCRES)

(Volumes II through VII) does contain tasks which are measur-

able and observable. These tasks are incorporated into

mission performance standards (MPSs) which have been developed

(down to battalion and squadron level) for units integral

to a Marine Amphibious Unit (MAU). Efforts are underway

to develop mission performance standards for units integral

to a Marine Amphibicus Brigade (MAB). As explained in

Chapter VIII, the MCCRES is an evaluation system. However,
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the tasks contained in the mission performance standards

can be of exceptional value to a commander developing a unit

training program because they spell out in precise terms what

the unit should be capable of doing.

The Technical Interface Concept for Marine Tactical

Systems lists tasks for all command and control agencies with-

in every organization from division/wing level to battalion

level. 9 This document is not a training directive, either,

however, the tasks which it lists meet the criteria of being

measurable and observable and can be of value to those

responsible for developing and evaluating training programs.

State-of-the-Art

There are no formal procedures for determining unit

tasks which can equate to the sophisticated task analysis pro-

cess or instructional system develooment (ISD) techniques used

for determining tasks for individuals. The need for such pro-

cedures has been recognized by several researchers:

The more widespread application of the systems
approach to tactical team training should be en-
couraged. Better identification (than currently
exiscs) of the tasks requiring performance by men
within teams is needed. This should include all
of the interactions, communications, coordination,
decision making-, and compensatory activities required
in the performance of specific missions. These

* The procedures used in the Marine Corps Combat Readi-

ness Evaluation System to develop tasks appear to rely more
on expert judgment than the rigorous methodologies of task
analysis or ISD.
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data, which can be derived by appropriate job study
techniques, should include acceptable standards of
performance. Given these objective data, meaning-
ful training objectives can be developed and appro-
priate programs of instruction written for their
achievement.10

A major premise of this report is that the
path to developing a systematic approach to team
training ISD is through team task analysis. It is
believed that team-task dimensions will also
delineate other major components of a team training
ISD approach. For example, just as training ob-
jectives are derived from task analysis in individual
instruction so must they be for team training. The
same elements for an individual training objective
must be present in a team training objective: observ-
able outcomes must be defined, task conditions must
be specified, and performance criteria must be set. 1 I

Marines in the field have exhibited a strong interest

in having unit training requirements in measurable and observa-

ble terms. A recent article by a Marine officer identifies

such objectives as the foundation of training programs which

lead to combat readiness.12 The First Marine Brigade believed

that the need was so great that it devoted considerable

effort to developing task lists for units down to the squad

and team level.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusion. A unit is created and exists to accomplish

a mission. The tasks which it has to be able to perform in

order to accomplish a mission must be the objectives of

training. Thus, there is a need to be able to identify tasks

and to translate them into training objectives that are

measurable and observable. The Marine Corps Combat Readiness
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Evaluation System has done this for units organic to a Marine

Amphibious Unit and will soon do it for units organic to a

Marine Amphibious Brigade. However, the tasks have only

been identified for units down to the battalion/squadron

level. Also, the procedures used have relied on expert judg-

ment more than analysis.

Recommendation. That an evaluation be made of the

feasibility (in terms of available resources) of developing

task lists or lists of training objectives for combat and

combat support units down to the squad and team level.

That an examination be made of information concerning

task analysis of units to determine if such procedures could

be utilized in the Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation

System. The literature cited in this chapter would be an

excellent starting point for this examination.
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PART IV

TRAINING MANAGEMENTI:



I RIM

I' CHAPTER X'

AN OVERVIEW OF TRAINING MANAGEMENT

GENERAL

The Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and

Associated Terms (JCS Pub 1) explains that management is a

process consisting of those continuing actions of planning,

organizing, directing, coordinating, and evaluating the use

of men, money, materials, and facilities to accomplish missions

and tasks. 1 Training management is a specialized part of

overall management, and requires the systematic accomplish-

ment of many tasks. Training management can also be de-

scribed as the discipline of using limited resources (human,

physical, financial, and time) in a way that will insure

that training is accomplished effectively and efficiently.

This chapter will explain the management of training

from the following perspectives.

1. Training management at Headquarters Marine

Corps level.

-2. The management of Marine Corps formal schools.

3. The management of individual and unit training

by the commander.

4. The interrelationship of training management

between Headquarters Marine Corps and subordinate units.

5. Perception of training management.
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How the numbers and ranks of individuals selected to

attend formal ,schools is determined, and the interaction

among the -various departments at Headquarters that is required

to arrive at these decisions will be discussed in the next

chapter..

HQMC LEVEL TRAINING MANAGEMENT

The Commandant of the Marine Corps retains training con-

trol over all Marines. Since there is no separate training

command in the Marine Corps, he delegates primary cognizance

in all aspects of individual and unit training and opera-

tional readiness to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations

and Training. The Operations and Training Department is

organized into an Operations Division and Training Division.

Each division is led by a brigadier general. An explanation

of the Training Division's training management responsibility

is contained in its mission statement.

To formulate, develop, and manage military

training and education policies, plans and pro-
grams that will provide officers and enlisted
Marines with the initial skill qualifications and
subsequent career development necessary to meet
the Marine Corps requirements; to exercise overall
responsibility for unit training -of Regular and
Reserve Marine Corps Units; and to initiate, co-
ordinate, and review development of tactical doc-
trine and procedures. 2

[ The Training Division is made up of six branches. See

Figure 10-1 for an organization chart of the division. Each

branch is responsible for the management of some part .)f the
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training system. The following discussion of the branches'

missionS was extracted from the Headquarters Marine Corps

Organiz&tiOnal Manual, HQO P5400.18.

Plans and Budget Branch. Marines in this branch formu-

late and recommend policy and plans to satisfy the require-

ments of training and its management. They coordinate the

development of Marine Corps long range training objectives

and incorporate these objectives into the Marine Corps'

long and mid-range training plans. In addition, officers in

the branch coordinate budget preparation and provide budg-

etary' support for the Training Division. The branch is

made up of the Plans Section and the Budget Section.

Education Branch. The Education Branch's mission

includes providing and managing non-military education pro-

grams for Marines and their dependents. Some of the branch's

functions are listed below.

1. Manages educational selection boards for en-

listed Marines.

2_ -Plans, imp'lements., andsupervises the formal-

ized training cour-se accreditation -process.

3. Manages ful-l time academic-programs (Marine

Enlisted CoMmisSioning Education Program, College Degree

Program,-* SNCO Degree Completion Program and the Broadened

*The College Degree Program is he only officer exclusive

education program controlled by the Training Division. Other
officer programs are under the staff cognizance of the Officer
Assignment Branch, Personnel Management Division, Manpower
Department.
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4 Opportunity for Officers Selection and Training), and the

voluntary education programs for Marines.

4. Collects and provides the Office of Educa-

tional Credit (OEC) of the American Council on Education

copies of all Marine Corps formal school programs of in-

struction for evaluation in terms of academic credit at

civilian educational institutions.

5. Manages developmental reading programs.

[Aviation Training Branch. This unit is responsible for

formulation and recommendation of aviation-related training poli-L cies. It implements, coordinates, and monitors plans to

satisfy the training requirements of tha Marine Corps for

naval aviators, naval flight officers and aviation techni-

- cians. The branch also provides representation to OPNAV

- 'in matters involving aviation training. It is made up of

a Technical Training Section and an Aircrew Training Section.

Individual Training Branch. Marines assigned to this

organization formulate policies for correspondence training,

recruit training, individual training, and foreign military

training. They also prepare programs and manage the imple-

mentation and execution of all individual ground training

(that training necessary to initially qualify all personnel

in a military occupational specialty, and subsequent career

development training appropriately phased to meet advanced

skill and professional requirements.) The branch is made up

of the Schools Section and General Training Section.
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Unit Training Branch. This branch's mission is to

formulate and recommend policies, develop and prepare unit

training plans and programs, and manage unit training of

Regular and Reserve Marine Corps units. Its mission includes

managing the Marine Corps Junior Reser;z Officer Training

Corps program. The branch is divided into the Unit Training

Section and Reserve Training Section.

Training Support Branch. Marines in the Training Support

Branch coordinate and supervise requirements for training

support material and audio-visual equipment. They determine

programs and plans for future utilization of this type

material and equipment and budgeting for necessary procure-[ ments. They also deal with DOD, other Service agencies, and

civilian industry on matters that involve training material

and audio-visual activities. The Branch consists of the

Training Devices Section and Audio-Visual Section.

A review of the missions of the branches and functions

of the sections of the Training Division revealed several

facts. These facts were confirmed through the authors'

observations over a four month period and through interviews

with Marines assigned to the Training Division.

One fact that was immediately apparent was the disparity

among the time required to properly manage a function, the

number of individuals assigned to accomplish the function,

and the tools available to assist in carrying out the function.
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For example, the schools Section is responsible for the

"management of all formal schools (less Aviation), review

of curricula and program of instruction and sponsorship

of T/O's for formal schools (less Aviation)," and is

required "to provide continuous evaluation of the quality
3

of formal schools (less Aviation)." These are only two of

the 13 functions assigned to the section. To carry out the

13 functions, during December 1977, there were four field

grade officers, two SNCO's, two civilian employees, two NCO's,

and one enlisted Marine assigned to the section. A quick

review of the Marine Corps Formal Schools Catalog, MCO

P1500.12J, which lists the formal schools, indicates that

it would be a full time job for members of the section to

carry out the two functions mentioned above. Compounding

the problem are additional requirements assigned to the various

sections that are not listed in the functions. One of theV most time consuming is the preparation of replies to inquiries

made by government officials and the public. A second fact

is that, in several places, the terminology used to describe

functions of the section disagrees with that found in

current directives. "Enlisted Field Qualification Entry

Level Training" and "Initial Accession Training" are two

examples. In addition, names used to identify some of the

sections in the Headquarters Marine Corps Organizational

Manual do not agree with those commonly used by the section,

i.e., Plans/Programs Section vice Plans Section, Enlisted
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Training Section vice Technical Training Section, and Officer

Training Section vice Aircrew Training Section.

Although the Training Division is responsible for the

overall management of individual and unit training, some

training is managed by other divisions; at Headquarters. Most

of the training managed outside of the Training Division is

referred to as related training.* One of the related train-

ing subjects, leadership, is sometimes considered career

training. It was covered in detail in Chapter VII.

Another group of individuals involved in training man-

K agement at HQMC is the occupational field and military

occupational specialty sponsors. Selected Marines at Head-

quarters are assigned this responsibility because of their

knowacdge of the skill involved and with the performance of

Marines assigned that particular MOS.

- MANAGEMENT OF INDIVIDUAL AND UNIT TRAINING BY THE COMMANDER

The Marine Corps Manual explains the commander's role

in training.

The responsibility for both individual and unit
training is vested in the commander. He shall
insure that all training is responsive, practical,
and challenging to the individual and unit concerned.
Training will be accomplished primarily by the em-
ployment of resources organic to the unit. Emphasis
will be placed on the indoctrination of junior lead-
ers in proper methods of training and instruction. 4

* See Chapter III for an explanation of related training.
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Marine Corps Order P1510.26, Unit Level Training Manage-

ment, provides a guide for training management at the unit

level. This directive was published in 1971. Although the

order has not kept pace with changes in terminology that have

been made over the past seven years, the concepts explained

are considered valid. A second source of guidance for the

management of training is Marine Corps Order 1510.25H,

Individual Training of Enlisted Marines. The information

Provided, however, is broad in scope. The source that best

describes training management, in the authors' opinion, is

the draft Training Management Manual, Marine Corps Order

1510.26A that is being prepared by the Individual Training

Branch. The following explanation of the commander's

- -:raining management responsibilities was obtained fromI I Section II of that draft manual.

The development, conduct, and management of training

depends upon the systematic accomplishment of six tasks.

L:-ow well the commander accomplishes these tasks will deter-

Li -ine the effectiveness of his training program. The tasks

=re: planning, scheduling, directing, conducting, super-

.-sing, and evaluating. Figure 10-2 shows how the accom-

plishment of the tasks results in the development of a train-

-inq program that is effective tnd efficient.

Planning determines what the training program should

be. It begins with analyzing documents which define the

performance expected of a unit and the individuals in it,
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j FIGURE 10:-2

OVERVIEW OF TRAINING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

PERFORMANCE REQU:REMENTS

I PLANNING I
-What to do-

SCHEDULING

-How to do it-

S DIRECTING

I-Authorizing it-

I SUPERVISING I 4 CONDUCTING 1
-Making sure it's done- -Doing it-

. [ EVALUATING

--Testing/Observing]

PROGRAM IS EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Training Management Manual
(Draft), Marine Corps Order 15.10-26A, (Headquarters: 1978),
p. 2-2.

identifies training requirements, and results in learning

objectives that are designed to accomplish the requirements.

The planning process determines what the training program

should do. Scheduling shows how to do it. Together they

result in a detailed plan for achieving the learning objec-

tive.
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Directing consists of actions taken by the commanding

officer to authorize the publication of the training

directives and schedules developpd during the scheduling

process.

The key process in the training program is the con-

ducting process. It consists of actions taken to carry out

the instructional program. This process includes prepara-

tion of lessons and exercises, the actual instructing, and

testing. All other tasks have the objective of supporting

the conducting process.

The commander supervises the training program through

inspections and by guiding and controlling the training to

insure that the learning objectives are accomplished.

Evaluation of training is important to the instructor

and commander. To the instructor, evaluation provides

immediate feedback and enables him to identify deficiencies

in student performance. For the commander, evaluation

,ssists in determining the effectiveness and efficiency of

the training program by revealing whether or not the learn-

ing objectives have been accomplished.

MANAGEMENT OF FORMAL SCHOOLS

The chain of command for individual training conducted

at formal schools goes from the Commandant through the base

or depot commander to the director of the school. Guidance

on the operation of the school. is promulgated through two

directives. Marine Corps Order P1510.23B, Instructional
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Systems Design explains the system's approach to course

design and applies to all formal schools. This order was dis-

cussed in Chapter IV. The second directive is titled

Marine Corps Formal School Catalog, Marine Corps Order

P1500.12J. The catalog contains an explanation of the

course purpose and objectives and provides a synopsis of

the instruction for each course.

The cognizant school commander is responsible for the

program of instruction (POI). The program of instruction,

sometimes referred to as a syllabus, is in a standardized

form. Its purpose is to give a detailed listing of subjects

contained in a course and to list the learning objectives

for each subject. Commanders who prepare new POIs or make

major changes to existing ones are required to forward copies

to Headquarters Marine Corps for approval.

As indicated above, one of the 13 functions of the

Schools Section of the Training Division is to review pro-

grams of instruction and provide continuous evaluation of

the quality of all formal schools. Since it is difficult

for the section to effectively carry out this function,

for all practical purposes, schools are controlled by local

commanders. However, assigning of Marines to attend formal

schools is controlled by Headquarters Marine Corps, and

is explained in the next chapter.
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[ CONTROL OF THE MARINE CORPS TRAINING PROGRAM

The Marine Corps study group that looked into consoli-

dation of operations and training functions at Headquarters

had as one of its major objectives the consolidation and

centralization of all training functions within Headquarters

Marine Corps.* When the study recommendations were approved

and the Operations and Training Department was formed, its

mission was:

To assist the Chief of Staff in planning
and coordinating Headquarters staff activities

: ,related to operational, amphibious and training
matters; to exercise primary cognizance in all
aspects of individual and unit training and the
oDerational readiness for all commands and
activities of the Marine Corps; and to act as
acquisition sponsors for selected systems and
equipment.6

However, not all training was placed under the primary

cocnizance of the department. Officer graduate education

and related training (leadership, safety, drug and alcohol,

etc. remained under the staff control of other departments.

F, he grade of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations

and graining is major general. The grade of the commanders

res:osible for conducting most training, other than Formal

Schoc" training, is equal to or higher than major general

(see Figure 10-3 for an illustration of the training functions

not zcntrolled by the Operations and Training Department

The plan for consolidation of operations and training
functions of Headquarters Marine Corps resulted from this
study effort.
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FIGURE 10-3

MAJOR COMMANDS RESPONSIBLE FOR CONDUCTING TRAINING

MANPONER MAPE
DEPARINENT DEPARTMENT

OFIE VOIN ELATED
GRADUATE PRM~ RAININGc
EDUCATIONC

ATANTIC -PACIFIC AND EDUCATIX CWMANDb

III[ (LIEUTENANT GENERAL) (LIEUW!NANT GENERAL) (LIEUI!ENANT ENr AL

I I

MARINE CORPS RECRUiIT IMARINE CORPS RECRUIT-
DEPOT SAN DIEGO DEPOT PARRIS ISI!Z

i(MAJOR GENERAL) (MAJOR GENERAL)

---- Staff Congizance-for operations and Train.-. du

a A major general is junior in rank to a lie-;enant general.

bMarine Corps Development and Education Com.-.and edu-

cates and trains officers at the basic, career, andV intermediate levels.

c Not under the staff cognizance of the Opera-::zns and

Training Department.

Source: Authors' conception.
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r and the grade of commanders in charge of organizations that

iitrain). Although it is recognized that staff officers are

not in the chain of command and that the Commandant directs

that training be accomplished, it is difficult for an officer

junior in rank to those conducting training to enforce

training requirements.

PERCEPTION OF TRAINING MANAGEMENT

The perceptions of Marines participating in and managing

training were obtained from officers at the Marine Corps

Development and Education Command, 2nd Marine Division, 2nd

Mfarine Aircraft Wing, Headquarters Fleet Marine Force At-

lantic, and Landing Force Training Command Atlantic during

December 1977 and February 1978. Officers at the division/

wing, regiment/group, and battalion/squadron levels were

interviewed. There was an eagerness shown by all to discuss

:raining and in most cases, particularly at the lower levels,

a strong sense of frustration shown over the state of

training. Some were so adamant about the subject that they

:oluntarily provided local studies and sought out the authors

Vafter scheduled interviews to further discuss the topic.
The grade of officers interviewed ranged from lieutenant

general to captain.

As training requirements filter down the chain of

command from Headquarters Marine Corps to the individual

Marine, there is a tendency for them to increase. What

seems to be a modest number of training requirements
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at Headquarters, frequently grows to an unmanageable burden

at the working level as each echelon of command adds to the

number of requirements.

During the field trips, the authors were provided with

five studies prepared independently at the battalion/

squadron level. The studies demonstrated that sufficient

resources (time, money, personnel, facilities) were not

available to accomplish the training required. This led to

a perception that all required training couldn't be accom-

plished and resulted in what several officers voiced as

selective disobedience of orders."

The reasons most often given for the problems associated

with training management were:

1. Tempo of operations.

2. Personnel turbulence.

3. Requirement to train Marines in basic military

occupational specialties.

4. Unskilled training managers.

5. Training to hourly requirements rather than

to achieve objectives.

It became apparent to the authors during the interviews

that the tempo of operations rather than specific training

requirements was the root problem in the operational units.

Preparation for contingency operations and deployments dic-

tate the type of training a commander must accomplish. Re-

stricted by operational requirements, he becomes painfully
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aware of his inability to conduct other mandatory training

and at the same time properly prepare for his assigned

mission.

Personnel turbulence and the requirement to train newly

arriving Marines that are recent graduates of recruit train-

ing in a military occupational specialty are related problems.

An uneven flow of Marines into units results in individuals

being at various stages of proficiency. Since training at

the unit level is normally progressive tbegins with individual

and progresses through fire teams, squad, platoon, etc.)

commanders must provide instruction on several levels at

the same time. The requirement to train in an MOS on-the-

-lob was discussed in Chapter III. About 30% of all enlisted

Xarines arrive at their first permanent duty station without

a skill, and become the responsibility of the unit to train

W ith organic resources.

The training officers interviewed from the battalion,

regiment, and division were unanimous in their concern about

:ne inability of junior officers to manage training. They

indicated a need to "teach the trainers how to train."

A review of the programs of instruction for Marine officers

who attend the Basic School, Infantry Officers Course,

Z_.phibious Warfare School, and Command and Staff College lo-

cated at Quantico was conducted to determine the time alloted

to training management instruction. The search revealed no

training management being taught to lieutenants at The Basic
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School. The Infantry Officers Course, however, did require

two hours of this type instruction. The purpose of the in-

struction is explained below.

To provide the student with the knowledge of
how to plan, prepare and support platoon level
field training in the Fleet Marine Forces and to
expose him to the various types of training infor-7
mation that is available to support this training.

The Amphibious Warfare Course allows six hours of instruction

for training management, "to enable the student to apply the

systems approach to the development and management of a unit
level training program." 8 The Advanced Communication officer

Course Program of Instruction for Academic Year 1978, con-

tained no reference to training management. However, the Basic

Communication Officer School conducts five hours of training

management instruction, The Command and Staff College lists a

two-hours requirement for Marine Corps training management

instruction. The learning objectives require the studc:nt to

be able to list and describe the four categories of post-entry

level training, list and describe the six management processes

in the Marine Corps' systems approach to training, identify the

three key positions in the training management team, and de-

fine the terms training objective, performance objective, and
9

learning objective.

A requirement to train in a subject for a designated

number of hours rather than train for the amount of ime re-

quired to achieve the training objective was pointed sut

by many officers incerviewed as an inefficient and often-

times ineffective way to train.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Conclusion That the main purpose for creati-g an

Operations and Training Department was to consolidate ard

centralize management of operations and training function.

at Headquarters Marine Corps. Understanding that training

management requires coordination within the Headquarters as

well as with many external agencies and other Services,

control of training was maintained at Headquarters. Although,

ultimately, the Commandant makes all training decisions,

daily management of training is the responsibility of the[Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations and Training, a major
i , general. Staff officers obviously do not command. Fleet

Marine Forces, the Marine Corps Development and Education

Command, and recruit depots do have commanders who are

responsible for conducting training. These commanders re-

ceive instructions from the Commandant and are the same

grade or senior to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations

7'! and Training. In addition, the Marine Corps is the only

Service without a centralized command that controls training.

Although training functions have been consolidated, the staff

officer responsible has been given neither the resources nor

the authority to effectively manage it.

k Recommendation. T'hat the grade of the Deputy Chief of

Staff for Operations and Training be lieutenant general, and

that he be "double-hatted" as the Commanding General Marine

Corps Training Command.
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That the grade of the Commanding General Marine

Corps Development and Education Command be major general,

and that the command become a field agency under the direct

control of the Commanding General Marine Corps Training

Command.

That the missions and functions of the branches

and sections of the Training Division be reviewed with the

intent of retaining only those missions, functions, and

personnel at Headquarters required for administration andLliaison and transferring all others to the Marine Corps
Development and Education Command.

.That th. Commanding General Marine Corps Develop-

ment and Education Command be tasked with developing a

plan to establish a centralized training command.

2. Conclusion. That insufficient resources are

available to the Training Division to accomplish assigned

missions and functions. A contributing factor to the in-

ability is the existence of daily requirements which are not

reflected in the missions and functions. Handling the cur-

rent "crisis" and responding to inquiries from the Congress

and th- public has priority over the management of training.

In addition, terminology used to describe some functions

and to identify several sections is not consistent with

current directives and current use.
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Recommendation. That the missions and functions of the

Training Division be revised to reflect achievable goals

and current terminology.

That either a separate information section be

established to respond to inquiries or that the responsibility

be included as a function of the various branches.

3. Conclusion. That the responsibility for imple-

meriting all training requirements has not been transferred

[to the Training Division.
-Recommendation. That the responsibility for implementing

related training be transferred to the Training Division.

4. Conclusion. That there is a perception "in the

field" that the "training managers do not know how to manage"

and that "the trainers do not know how to train." This

has resulted because of the lack of unit level training

management guidance from Headquarters and the lack of formal

instruction provided to field and company grade officers in

training management.

Recommendation. That a training management manual be

published to replace the outdated Marine Ccrps Order 1510.26,

Unit Level Training Management and serve as a focal point

for all training management.

That the Training Division sponsor a conference

to be attended by representatives from the Officer and SNCO

Schools at Quantico, Marine Corps Institute, Extension School,
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and Instructional Management School to develop a resident and

non-resident block of instruction for officers and SNCO's.

That learning objectives be developed and detailed

lesson outlines be prepared for training management instruc--

tion to be taught at the SNCO academies and the officer

schools located at Quantico.

That two studies conducted by The Human Resources

Research Organization for the Army be reviewed prior to

preparing courses of instruction on training management. The

two studies are Army Research Institute for the Behavioral

and Social Sciences Technical Report 77-A12, Development and

Trial Evaluation of Alternative Programs for Unit Training

Managers and Trainer, published September 1977 and U.S. Army,

Training and Doctrine Command Research Report 1189, Develop-1 me: t of New Training Concepts and Procedures for Unit Trainer.:

published March 1976.
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CHAPTER XI

MANAGEMENT OF FORMAL INDIVIDUAL TRATINING

BY HEADQUARTERS, U.S. MARINE CORPS

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to describe how Head-

quarters, U.S. Marine Corps:

(1) Determines the requirements for forrial in-

dividual training,

(2) Develops plans to meet the requirements, and

(3) Monitors implementation of the pla:ns.

These three functions are extremely complex and are under-

stood completely by only a few Marines. No single document

explains them entirely.*

The first function is the responsibility of the Manpower

Department and the second function is the responsibility of

the Training Division. Responsibility for the third function

is shared by the Manpower Department and the Training Division.

Since the Manoower Department is responsible for the

first function and a portion of the third, knowledge of the

*The most complete explanation is found in V'crme I of

the Training Information System ADS Development Plan prepared
by the Potomac General Research Group. This docurent, how-
ever, does not explain how the Training Input Plan is developed,
and because of recent changes some of the information in
it is no longer accurate. The Training Management System
(TRAMS) Concept Study prepared by Informatics, Inc., does
provide useful, though, again, somewhat dated infor.ation.1
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manpower management process is a prerequisite to a full

comprehension of the management of formal individual train-

ing. The three major steps in the process were briefly

discussed in Chapter II and illustrated in Figure 2-2. They

are shown again in Figure 11-1, however, because of their

importance. Appendix B contains "A Guide to the Marine Corps

Manpower Management Process" which will aid those readers who

desire more information on the subject.

Determining the Requirements for Formal Individual Training

The narrative can be followed more easily from this

point if reference is made to the flow chart contained in

Appendix C. Diagrams have been provided in Appendices D and

E for those readers unfamiliar with the organization of

Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

Entry-Level Training. Entry-level training includes

recruit, and skill qualification training for enlisted Marines;

and officer acquisition, officer basic, and skill qualifi-

cations training for officers. All entry-level training is

considered "formal," that is, the assignment to courses is

controlled by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

Enlisted Marines. (See blocks 1 and 2 of chart in

Appendix C.) Planners from the Manpower Planning, Programming,

and Budgeting Branch (MPP), Manpower Plans and Policy Div.1sion,

Manpower Department determine entry-level training require-

ments for enlisted Marines with the aid of the Enlisted
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FIGURE 11-1

MANPOWER MANAGEMENT PROCESS

FORCE LEVEL
SPECIFIED

The manpower management process starts with
force planning, a function in which the force
level specified for the Marine Corps is convert-
ed into a force structure.

LiI SMCFORCE STRUCTUR I
Once the force structure is established a
determination is made as to how many Marines
it will take to supp rt that structure.

, [ MANPOWER REQUIRE-

MENTS DETERMINED

-In the final step, the plans needed to sustain
I each occupational field are developed.

MANPOWER PLANSE DEVELOPED

One of the products from this step is the
Training Input Plan, the genesis of formal
individual training.

TRAINING INPUT PLAN
NUMBER OF MARINES BY GRADE AND

~MOS, TO BE TRAINED UNDER HQMC
~CONTROL.

.... -Encompasses the three major steps in tne Manpower
Management Process.
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[ Force Management System (EFMS) model. The model computes

the total number of enlisted Marines who must complete

entry-level training in order to sustain each occupational

field. To arrive at this total, the model uses information

on the desired composition of the Marine Corps from the Grade

Adjusted Recapitulation (GAR) and data on the existing compo-

sition from the Manpower Management System (MMS).

Marine Officers. (See blocks 1 and 2 of chart in

Appendix C.) Planners from the Manpower Planning, Programming,
t and Budgeting Branch manually determine entry-level training

requirements for officers based on input from the Grade

Adjusted Recapitulation and Manpower Management System re-

ports as well as information provided by military occupa-

tional specialty (MOS) sponsors and the Officer Assignment

Branch (MMOA).

Training Output Plans. Details on the number of officers

and enlisted Marines, by military occupational specialty,

who must complete designated skill qualification training

Vcourses are incorporated into "training output plans" which

are provided to the Plans and Budget Branch (OTTB) of the

-= Training Division.

Marine Reservists. (See block 4 of chart in Appendix C.)

Planners from the Individual Training Section (RESP), Per-

sonnel Branch, Reserve Division determine entry-level train-

ing based on current and projected billet openings versus
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table of organization requirements as reported by the 4th

Marine Division and 4th Marine Aircraft Wing. This report in-
dicates the personnel needs of units. A Marine reservist's

contract is normally for six years. This would indicate

that accessions, and consequently the need for entry-level

training, would be approximately one sixth of the enlisted

force population each year. The attrition factor plus the

enlistment of approximately 23% of each year's accessions

into the regular establishment, however, makes the actual

accession requirement closer to one fourth of the enlisted

population. Information on the number of reservists who need

to be trained is provided to the Plans and Budget Branch of

the Training Division during staffing of the draft "training

-input plan."

Post Entry-Level Training. Post entry-level training

includes all individual training conducted subsequent to

entry-level training. It is considered "formal" when assign-

ment of Marines to courses is controlled by Headquarters,

U.S. Marine Corps. The individual training done under

supervision of the unit commander, or ini schools for which

he has requested quotas, is considered "informal."

Officer and Enlisted Marines. (See block 3 of chart

in Appendix C.) Military occupational specialty sponsors

in consonance with monitors from the Enlisted and Officer

Assignment Branches (MMOA and MMEA) determine the post
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entry-level training requirements for officers and enlisted

Marines. Again,the Grade Adjusted Recapitulation and Man-

power Management System reports are the principal documents

used in calculating the requirements. Unlike entry-level

training, however, post entry-level training requirements

are not provided the Plans and Budget Branch of the Training

Division until that Branch staffs its "training input plan."

Marine Reservists. (See block 4 of chart in Appendix

C.) Planners from the Individual Training Section, Per-

sonnel Branch, Reserve Division determine the post entry-

level training requirements for reservists based on requests

from the 4th Marine Division and 4th Marine Aircraft Wing.

These requests are aljusted by the Reserve Division based

on the estimate of the number of Marines able to be enlisted

who will meet the school prerequisites. Additional School

quotas sometimes become available because the regular estab-

lishment is unable to fill the quotas requested. There are

also a number of two week formal schools Marine reservists

are sent to during their Annual Training Duty (ATD). Coor-

dination for quotas to these schools is made btween the

Reserve Division and the Reserve Training Section, Unit

Training Branch, Training Division.

Developing Plans to Meet Formal Individual Training

Requirements

The Training Input Plan. (See blocks 5 and 7 of chart
in Appendix C.) When the Plans and Budget Branch of the
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Training Division receives the "training output plans"

comparisons are made with historical data on attrition rates

to determine how many students must enter each course in

order to meet output requirements. The resultinq figures

are used to prepare a draft "training input plan" which is

staffed to various Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps agencies

for review and approval. It is during this staffing that

the Reserve Division adds its requirements for entry-level

training and military occupational specialty sponsors add

their requirements for post en,;ry-level training. Upon com-

pletion of staffing, approved changes are incorporated and

the final "training input plan" is prepared. Copies of this

plan are provided to the Manpower Planning, Programming, and

Budgeting Branch, for use in developing enlistment option

programs. The Plans and Budget Branch of the Training

Division prepares training budget guidance (number of Marines

to be trained in each military occupational specialty by

Marine Corps training activities) for inclusion in the

Installations and Logistics Department's next fiscal year's

-0Field Budget Guidance. The Individual Training Branch (OTTI)

of the Training Division submits requests for quotas to the

other Services and civilian agencies based on requirements

contained in the "training input plan."

Field Budget Guidance. (See blocks 7, 8, and 10 of

chart in Appendix C.) Field Budget Guidance is used by
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Marine Corps training activities to prepare their budgets

and course schedules. Formal schools are required to submit

course schedules showing convening dates and class capa-

cities to the Training Division. Commands conducting on-

the-job training (OJT), managed on-the-job training (MOJT),

or field skill training (FST) are not required to provide

this information since they are expected to absorb Marines

needing this training into their organizations and hence

-. are not constrained by class size or scheduling problems.

Marines sent to commands for "OJT-type" training will nor-

iv mally remain in the unit which provides the training or will

fill Quota Serial Number (QSN) orders.

Controlling Training Quotas. (See blocks 5 and 9 of

chart in Appendix C.) The Individual Training Branch is

Sresponsible for the control of training quotas. Information

on course schedules and the availabiliLy of "seats" in other

Service and civilian courses is updated regularly via tele-

phone calls and messages. Training Quota Memorandums (TQMs)

are used to transmit information needed to prepare orders to

the Enlisted and Officer Assignment Branches. The Assign-

ment Branches issue Quota Serial Number orders or by-name

orders to assign Marines to training courses. Assignment

of Marines graduating from recruit training to skill quali-

fication training is accomplished through the Automated

Recruit Distribution Process (ARDP). The Recruit Distribu-

tion Model (RDM) makes the optimum match between requirements
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listed in Training Quota Memorandums and individual charac-

teristics and aptitudes as reflected in classification test

scores, scores on special tests for electronics, and reports

of civilian education achieved. The Recruit Distribution

Model produces by-name assignments to particular skill

qualification training courses. Approximately 70% of the

courses are conducted in formal schools and 30% in on-the-

job training, managed on-the-job training, or field skill

training courses. Formal school spaces or "seats" are

normally filled before Marines are assigned to "OJT-type"

training. This assignment information is transmitted to

the recruit depots where the actual orders are written.

Monitoring Implementation of Plans for Formal Individual

Training

Before discussing how the implementation of plans

is monitored, it is necessary to briefly review the different

manner in which skill qualification training is conducted

for Marine Officers and enlisted Marines, and for air and

ground military occupational specialties (MOSs).

Enlisted Marines with ground MOSs receive their skill

qualification training in Marine Corps or other Services

formal schools or through on-the-job, managed on-the-job, or

field skill training conducted at major Marine Corps commands.

Officers with ground MOSs receive their skill qualifi-

cation training in Marine Corps or other Services formal

schools.
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Enlisted Marines with aviation MOSs commence their skill

qualification training at formal schools or in courses

conducted by the Chief of Naval Technical Training (CNTECTRA).

Upon completion of formal schools or courses Marifies re-

port to a Marine Aircraft Wing where their assignment to

additional skill qualification training is controlled by

Trainee Management Units (TMUs). This additional training

is in courses conducted by Navy and Marine Training Detach-

ments (NAMTRADETs) or is on-the-job training. The latter

is referred to as "Laboratory Time."

I Officers with aviation MOSs commence their skill quali-

-, fication training in courses conducted by Chief of Naval

Air Training (CNATRA). Upon qualification as a naval aviator

[ or naval flight officer these officers are directed to either

Vthe 2D or 3D Marine Aircraft Wings (MAWs) where they receive

additional skill qualification training in training squadrons.

Training Reports. While Marines are undergoing training

and upon graduation, reports are submitted by the various

training activities to the Training Division and the Assign-

ment Branches. These reports are used to modify future

Training Quota Memorandums, compute attrition rates, issue

transfer orders, determine costs, etc. It is mainly through

these reports that Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps is able

- to monitor how well plans to meet the requirements for

individual training are being met. The reports used to
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monitor training can be separated into two categories: those

sent to the Training Division and those sent to the Officer

and Enlisted Assignment Branches.

Reports Submitted to the Training Division. (See

blocks 10 through 14 of Appendix C.) The primary report

provided to the Training Division is the Quarterly Training

Situation Report. This report is utilized to compare train-

ing accomplishments with the Training Input Plan and to make

corrections as necessary. Information from this report

*is also used to compute attrition factors and data on

course durations. Quarterly Training Situation Reports are

submitted by Marine Corps formal schools and Trainee Man-

agement Units. Weekly Quota Summary Reports from the Chief

of Naval Technical Training and weekly messages and Pilot

Training Monthly Reports from the Chief of Naval Air Training

serve the same purpose as the Quarterly Training Situation

Reports.

Four other reports are submitted to the Training Division.

They are:

(1) Monthly messages from the Trainee Management

Units reporting the number of Marines completing training in

each hard-skill MOS, indicating the Monitored Command Codes

(MCCs) they were assigned to.

(2) The Chief of Naval Technical Training provides

student and course data via the Navy Integrated Training
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Resources Administration System (NITRAS) in the form of a

Course Student Summary Report.

(3) The 2D and 3D Marine Aircraft Wings submit

monthly Combat Crew Readiness Training Management Reports

with data on the training of pilots and NFOs.

(4) Marine Corps formal schools submit Register

"77" and "88" cards to the Fiscal Division for processing

in the Course Level Costing Program. Reports from this

program are provided to the Training Division.

Reports Submitted to the Assignment Branches. (See

blocks 10 through 14 of Appendix C.) The primary report

submitted to the Officer and Enlisted Assignment Branches

is the Student in Training Roster. This report contains

the information necessary to make decisions on assignments

after completion of a course and provides data for preparing

Quota Serial Numbers or by-name orders. Students in Train-

ing Rosters are submitted by Marine Corps formal schools

and the Chief of Naval Air Training. Semi-Monthly Estimate

of Graduates Reports from the Trainee Management Units,

Request for Transfer Messages from the Chief of Naval Tech-

nical Training, and Request for Replacement Aircrew Orders

from the 2D and 3D Marine Aircraft Wings serve the same

purposes as the Students in Training Rosters. The Trainee

Management Units and the Chief of Naval Technical Training

also submit Requests for Modifications of Quota Serial

Numbers and the Chief of Naval Air Training submits Requests
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for Transfers of Disqualified students. Reports of Separation

from Training are provided to the Assignment Branches by

Marine Corps and other Services formal school, and the Chief

of Naval Air Training.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. The management of formal individual

training by Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps requires the

coordinated action of scores of officers in the Manpower

Department, and the Training, Reserve, and Fiscal Divisions.

The intricacies of the process and the fact that information

concerning it has not been thoroughly documented have pre-

cluded all but a few officers from understanding it com-

pletely. It takes most section, branch, and division heads

months of experience in their billets to fully grasp the

scope of their particular responsibility for the process.

It is not inconceivable that the unexpected loss of one or

two key staff officers could cause the process to falter

for an extended period of time.

Recommendation. That the Training Division in

concert with the Manpower Department develop a document

outlining how formal individual training requirements are

managed. Portions of this document could serve as "desk top

procedures" or job performance aids for action officers. In

its entirety, this document could assist action officers and

decision makers in grasping the complexities of the complete

process and to put their responsibilities in context.
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Information ftrom Volume I of the Training Information

System ADS Develcpment Plan, the Training Management System

(TRAMS) Concept Study, and this chapter could provide the

basis for such a document.

2. Conclusion. The manpower management process is

the foundation for management of formal individual training

requirements. Therefore, a working knowledge of this pro-

cess is a necessity for many action officers in the Training

Division. A general understanding of the process would aid

most of the remaining officers of the Division in the performance

of their duties. Yet, the details of the manpower management

process are imperfectly understood by the majority of these

officers. The reason is that they lack a source document

[ explaining the process in non-technical terms. Their edu-

[cation to the process is normally limited to the information
they pick up while working with officers from the Manpower

Department.

Recommendation. That officers, upon assignment

to the Training Division, be given a briefing on the man-

power management process by representatives of the Manpower

Department. In addition, officers assigned to the Training

Division should be provided with a copy of a document ex-

plaining the process. The guide contained in Appendix B

could provide the nucleus for such a document. (This guide

with the inclusion of sections on retention, promotion,
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and termination of service might also be of value to other

divisions.)

3. Conclusion. The ability of HQMC to manage the

requirements for individual training has reached the upper

limits using current manual procedures for collecting in-

formation. For this reason the Potomac General Research

Group of McLean, Virginia, was contracted to prepare an

Automated Data System Development Plan for a Marine Corps

Training Information System (TIS). Such a system would

assist in the collection (and analysis) of student, course,

and fiscal information, enabling the Training Division to

effect major economies in the management of individual

training. An automated Training Information System has been

determined to be feasible and the contractor is presently

preparing a report on data requirements and equipment speci-

fications.

Recommendation. That priority continue to be given

to the early development of a Training Information System.
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NOTES

1. J.D. Lanigan and J.M. Stoy, Training Information
System ADS Development Plan, Volune I: Alternative Systems
Definition, Other Service Systems Overview and Feasibility
Study Report (McLean, Virginia: Potomac General Research
Group, March 1977), p. A.1 - A-19; Informatics, Inc.,
Training Management System (TRAMS) Concept Study (Rockville,
Maryland: 14 February 1973), p. 2-1 - 2-8..
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CHAPTER XII

MEASURING TRAINING EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY

Background

Those agencies which have demonstrated the most interest

in military training and education in recent years have also

been the ones most frustrated by their inability to evaluate

the effectiveness and efficiency of ongoing and proposed

training programs.

To understand the complexity of the problem it is neces-

sary to examine the four elements needed to conduct an

analysis of any system. These are an objective, a measure

of effectiveness (MOE), a measure of cost (MOC), and a

criterion. An objective describes what the system under

study is to produce or achieve. A measure of effectiveness

is an index or scale used to determine the level of produc-

tion or output. A measure of cost is an index or scale

used to compute what needs to be expended to operate the

system. The criterion is a rule or standard which relates

the effectiveness of the system to the cost of operating it.

The criterion also provides a rule for ranking alternatives.

The objective and the criterion are fixed. However, between

the measure of effectiveness and the measure of cost only

one can be fixed at a time. These elements can be viewed

more easily in an analysis of a simple input-output system

as depicted in Figure 12-1.
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FIGURE 12-1

INPUT-OUTPUT SYSTEM

INPUT OUTPUT

(UNTRAINED PERSONNEL) PROCESSING (TRAINED PERSONNEL)k(TRAINING)PRS

STRUCTORS, ESYSTEM
PAY, MATERIALS, TIME,
FACILITIES

The objective of this system is to provide trained personnel.

A required level of effectiveness is used to determine if

the system has produced trained personnel. Here is the first

problem, determining when a student has been suf.ficiently

trained.

A second problem is to measure the costs of operating

the system. Many costs are expended to make a training system

function; for example, instructors and their pay, students

and their pay, facilities (including pro-rated construction

and maintenance costs), materials, and time. The problem is

how to determine which costs are relevant. Though the costs

expended to operate a training system are not commensurate,

they can be converted to dollars, in most cases.

The final problem comes in trying to establish a criterion

rule. First is the question of what should be fixed--the

effectiveness or the costs? The commander to whom the stu-

dents are to be assigned will normally opt for fixing effec-

tiveness while the budgeteer will desire costs to be fixed.
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Current Status

The Department of Defense after considerable study of

the management tools available to evaluate the cost and

effectiveness of military training has determined that:
1

(1) At lower levels of aggregation, dollars per

student and dollars per man-year are the most useful way to

measure cost.

(2) At lower levels of aggregation, the achievement

of relevant performance standards is the most useful way to

measure effectiveness.

(3) Because of the size and complexity of the mili-

['1 ci tary training establishment as a whole, it can only be

roughly evaluated in terms of cost and effectiveness.

The Army views the evaluation of the effectiveness and

efficiency ot training as an evolving discipline and has

developed a series of documents to provide guidance and

assistance to training managers to aid them in conceptuali-

zing, planning, and conducting cost and training effective-
2

ness analyses. Effectiveness is based on performance criteria

derived from the job personnel are being trained to fill.

The cost methodology focuses on making commensurate and quanti-

fying the total inputs (men, money, and material) needed to

provide the capability being evaluated.

The Navy has developed an extensive set of manual pro-

cedures (which it is now automating) to evaluate training
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costs and effectiveness. 3The costs of training are measured

in- terms of the-dollars- invested. These costs are calculated

over a pIani-ing period, extending- a number of years- into the

future. Effectiveness is indexed according to formal descript-

tions applied to the full.' range of tasks required of students.

An Alternate Concept

The capability to quantify and thus measure the output

of training makes it possible to examine the remainder of

the system to determine its relative impact on the product.

The following: paragraph outlines a concept for making such

an examination-.

The ability of a training system to produce individuals

capable of meeting performance requirements is a function

of four variables.

(1) Capabilities (mental and physical) of students

entering: the system.

(2) Quality and quantity of resources (personnel,

facilities, equipment, material, money, and time) available

to operate the system.

(3) Requirements imposed on the system which do

not contribute to producing trained- individuals, that is,

programs identified as "training" but which in reality are

intended only to present information. Many troop information

training programs are of this type.
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(4) Operating efficiency of the system, that is,

how well are resources utilized and how effective are the

instructional strategies employed. (An instructional stra-

tegy is a blending of methods of instruction, and training

equipment in a manner to most effectively present instruc-

tion.) A change in any one of these variables will affect

(positively or negatively) the qualifications of individuals

coming out of the system. This can be expressed as: quali-

fication (Q) of output is a function of the capabilities (C)

of the input, the resources (R) available to conduct train-

ing, imposed (I) requirements not contributing to qualifica-

tions required of the output, and efficiency (E) of the

system, or

Q f(CRIE)

Conclusion and Recommendation

1. Conclusion. The measurement of training cost and

effectiveness has been an issue of concern to the Congress

and the Department of Defense for several years. The Army

and the Navy have undertaken efforts to design and develop

models which can be used to conduct analyses of training

costs and effectiveness. Though the usefulness of these

models has yet to be conclusively demonstrated, they do

appear to offer means of ordering data to permit better

-z decisions to be made regarding training.
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Recommendation. That the Army and Navy efforts be

formally monitored to determine their utility and applioability

to Marine Corps training.

I
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1. U.S. Department of Defense, "Effectiveness and
Efficiency of Military Training," Military Manpower Training
Report for FY 1978 (Washington: March 1977), p. 1.

2. U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command, Analyzing
Training Effectiveness, TRADOC Pamphlet 71-8 (Ft. Monroe,
Virginia, n.d.); and U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command,
Cost & Training Effectiveness Analysis, TRADOC Pamphlet 71-10
(Draft) (Ft. Monroe, Virginia, 1 November 1976).

3. Eugene Hall, et al., Training Effectiveness Assessment:
Problems, Concepts and Evaluation Alternatives, TAEG Report
No. 39 (Orlando, Florida: Training Analysis and Evaluation
Group, December 1976).
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"- CHAPTER XIII

TRAINING TECHNOLOGY

Background

The Marine Corps must continually train large numbers

of students who possess a wide diversity in aptitude and

educational background. This training must be done in prog-

rams whose length is normally fixed. Manpower limitations

preclude significant increases of instructors for any of

these programs. Thus, improvements in training and educa-

tion must, for the most part, come from new and innovative

equipment and techniques. In other words, improvements in

training technology. For this discussion training equip-

ment refers to hardware, such as, instructional television,

= slide projectors, and mock-ups. Techniques cover approaches

like programmed instruction, individualized instruction,

and performance-oriented training.

Training Equipment

Military instructors have traditionally led the way in

the use of new training equipment, particularly over the past

35 years. As an example, it has been estimated that the

number of training aids produced and used by the Services

between 1940 and 1945 was "...six times the quantity of such

material created for use in all civilian education up to that

point in time." 1 An inspection of any of the Marine Corps'
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major bases or formal schools would reveal that the pace of

development, though perhaps somewhat slowed, still continues.

Simulators, movie-projectors, sound-on-slide devices, operator

trainers, cut-away models, and graphic aids are a few of

the many items to "be seen. Literally millions of dollars

have been spent on the purchase and maintenance of this

equipment.

What has been the result? It is difficult to determine

what benefits have been derived from the use of training

equipment because existing methods of analysis are inadequate.
2

Basically, the required means for measuring the effectiveness

3
of an item of training does not exist. A review of some

of the literature which addresses the question does seem to

indicate, however, that improvements in student learning

have been marginal at best. One study concluded that the

most which could be said was that the learning process had

not been hindered.
4

Ongoing efforts of the Army and Navy may improve the

ability of training managers to assess the value of dif-

ferent training equipment. The Army's procedures, called a

Training Development Study (TDS), is part of a Cost and

Training Effectiveness Analysis (CTEA) method designed to

determine the benefits of alternative training systems. The

analysis is done manually. The entire Cost and Training

Effectiveness concept is being evaluated by the Army's Train-

ing and Doctrine Command at Fort Monroe, Virginia. The
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Navy's procedure is part of its Educational Technology

Assessment Model (ETAM) which is designed to assist in

making rational assessments of the benefits and costs of

introducing changes in a training program. The relative

effectiveness of various training equipment is one of the

many variables this elaborate model can consider. The

final report on design and development of the Educational

Technology Assessment Model was published in May 1977 and

is now being reviewed by the Chief of Naval Education and

Training.

Training Techniques

Development of new and innovative techniques or

approaches to training has generally lagged behind the ad-

vances in training equipment. The introduction of programmed-

instruction in the late 1950s and early 1960s marked the

first real changes in training techniques in decades. Pro-

grammed instruction, however, was followed in increasingly

rapid order by self-paced instruction, individualized instruc-

tion, "hands-on" (performance-oriented) training, and peer

instruction. Though the value of all these techniques have

not been fully assessed they have generally faired better

than equipment innovations. For example:

Comparison tests of matched samples of trainees
comparing this approach with the previous lecture-
demonstration-practice approach employing a 70%
normative criterion have shown marked superirity,
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across all mental categories for personnel in-
structed by the performance-based method.5

Instructional Technology in the Marine Corps

The Marine Corps has placed greater emphasis on the instruc-

tion and use of relatively expensive training equipment than

on less costly techniques. This is evidenced by the introduc-

tion of a computer-aided-instruction system at the Communica-

4 tion-Electronics School, the installation of instructional

television at all major posts and stations, and the purchase

I of large numbers of audio-visual systems to support the

Training Extension Course program, as contrasted to the total

I absence of any support Marine Corps-wide for some of the

I more promising new training techniques.

Conclusions and Recommendations

1. Conclusion. Training equipment purchased by the

Marine Corps in recent yearr ias consisted in large part

of expensive training devices. These devices have proven

effective in teaching certain skills. However, few cost-

benefit comparisons have been made between such devices

and other less expensive ones or between devices and new

training techniques. For example, how do the life cycle

costs of a computer assisted instruction system and a set

of job performance aids compare? Are there significant dif-

ferences in their effectiveness? That is, are different

skill levels achieved?
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Recommendation. That cost-benefit comparisons be made

of alternative training devices before they are purchased.

These comparisons should consider such factors as the size

of the audience each device is able to reach, deployability

of the device, and maintenance and s,pport requirements.

2. Conclusion. Instructional technology has tended to

be hardware vice concept oriented. Greater emphasis has

been given to the introduction of items like instructional

television, operator trainers, and multi-media devices than

to new nethods such as "hands-on" training, individualized

self-paced instruction and job performance aids.

Recommendation. That Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps

develop and employ formal procedures to introduce and

evaluate new and innovative training techniques.
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CHAPTER XIV

TRAINING AND WEAPON SYSTEM ACQUISITION

General Information

The Weapon System Acquisition Process has been studied,

analyzed and reviewed by numerous agencies, panels and com-

mittees. The process is formalized in detail by numerous

directives and instructions.

It is not the intent of this chapter, to review a well

documented and studied system. The purpose of this chapter

is to take a brief look at the role training plays in the

acquisition process. Recent concern by Congress, the De-

partment of Defense and other government agencies about

training has resulted in increased attention on training

considerations in the acquisition process. The role of

training and manpower managers has been traditionally

defined as passive and responsive in nature until just

prior to operational introduction of weapon systems and

associated hardware.

Recent developments within the Navy concerning training

in the acquisition process will possibly have an effect on

joint Navy/Marine Corps weapon system acquisition. With

the publication by the Chief of Naval Operations of the

Military Manpower Versus Hardware Procurement (HARDMAN)
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I 'Report, training and manpower consideration in the acquis-[ ition process has been highlighted. The establishment of

a "HARDMAN" project office under the Deputy Chief of Naval

Operations f or Manpower (OP-122) indicates acceptance by

the Navy of major portions of the study.

Weapons System Acquisition Process

There are four phases or "Milestones" in the weapon

system acquisition process, these phases are defined in DOD

Instruction 5000.2, Major System Acquisition Process as Con-

cept Formulation (Program Initiation), Design (Validation),

Full Scale Development, and Production. These phases are

applied to four acquisition categories (ACATs) which apply

to cost ox research, development, test, evaluation (RDT&E)

and procurement for individual projects. The acquisition

categories define what level of approval is required for

each of the acquisition milestones. Simply stated, any

project which will cost more than $50 million for RDT&E or

$200 million for procurement, requires DOD review and

approval. Programs of lesser value require review within

r the Depaitment of the Navy, and approval by the Defense

System Acquisition Review Council (DSARC). The Marine Corps

has established a similar review system of councils and

milestones for acquisition programs that require Department

of the Navy and DOD approval. For projects of less than
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$5 million RDT&E and $20 million in procurement, internal

review by only the Marine Corps acquisition system is

required.
2

Present Training Input to the WSAP. Training require-

ments are considered in the Department of Defense Weapons

System Acquisition Process (WSAP) at milestone three--full

scale production. Training input for Nave/Marine Corps

acquisition joint projects is required by OPNAVINST 1500.8H,

?reparation and mplementatior. of Navy Training Plans (NTPs)

in Support of Hardware and Non-Hardware Oriented Develop-

ments. This order specifies that training plans be in effect

*for acquisitions "no later than three years prior to planned

3.
:eet introduction date." This may or may not coincide with

-:le full scale production m2iestone.

Training and the WSAP. The recent concern surrounding

:raining and manpower considerations in systems acquisition in-

":elves the phase or time when it is considered in the process.

WXth DOD Instructions requirinz training considerations at

!:2estone III - "Full Scale De-.-elopment" and the OPNAVINST

.%O0.8H requiring a "Navy Training Plan" three years prior

-o fleet operational introduct:)n, manpower and training

decision maker are often plac=- in a responsive or reactive
e 4

interest in training and manpower costs are driving

--arious acquisition organizat:-ns in the direction of
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considering training and manpower requirements at Milestone

"Zero," the Concept Formulation stage. Some organizations

within the Marine Corps are moving in this direction with

reevaluation of Required Operational Capability (ROC) state-
5

ments occurring and individual projects being reevaluated.

The thrust of this movement is: to consider training

and manpower at the system initiation stage; to create

analytical tools to assist in developing trade-offs between

hardware, manpower and training; and to consider the life

cycle costs of manpower and training prior to major com-If
mitments for design or full scale production of hardware.

This change to the Weapon System Acquisition Process

should avoid the introduction of weapons systems to opera-

tional forces without proper training and manpower require-

ments being considered.

Previous consideration of training and manpower at

Milestone III, Full Scale Development, resulted in equip-

pr ment designs validated and frozen for production before man-

power and training skills were considered. This generally

has resulted in higher technical skill requirements, increases

in planned training costs, and longer training times for

equipment not designed with manpower or training needs in

mind.

In areas of joint Navy/Marine acquisition the "three

years prior to fleet introduction" requirement for Navy
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Training Plans (NTPs) often resulted in reactive management

from manpower planners as manning requirements for FMF intro-

duction became more focused. The training establishment is

often placed in a reactive positicn to provide facilities,

courses of instruction and instructors as new systems support

requirements were finalized. Fluctuations in planned budgets,

reduced funding or end strength cuts seriously impacted on

training and manpower plan that support acquisition prog-

rams. This has often resulted in weapon system introduction

with little or no training support to sustain new weapons

or systems.

A face' which compounds late training and manpower re-

quirements for new system acquisitions is the continued

training support of older systems during transition. The

dual support requirements increase training, manpower and

support costs when attempts are made to hold operational

readiness of units constant during new weapon system

introduction.

The Landing Force Organizational Systems Study, pre-

pared annually by the Marine Corps Development and Educa-

tion Center, provides a useful insight into portions of the

Marine Corps acquisition effort. The report displays all

Marine Corps Development and Vducation Center (MCDEC) re-

quired operational capability (ROC) documents and work

directives under the cognizance of the Development Center.
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Headquarters Marine Corps and classified projects have been
6

excluded from the report.

Within the three five-year increments displayed for the

Marine Divisions, Wings and Force Troops, the total number

of projects discussed is quite large. Within the Marine

Air Wing alone approximately 50 projects will reach Fleet

Marine Force (FMF) introduction within the next five years.

This report also warns that the transition period while

existing equipment is maintained and new equipment is intro-

duced should be well planned or decreased operational
7

readiness could result.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Conclusion. The number of weapon system introductions

planned for the Fleet Marine Force in the near future appears

considerable. The presently structured weapon system acquis-

ition process has discouraged early consideration of train-

ing and manpower requirements in the past and could create

readiness problems during FMF introduction in future years.

With the implementation of the Hardware versus Manpower

project in the Navy, many joint Navy/Marine acquisitions

will be evaluated for training impact during concept formu-

~lation in the future.

Recommendation. That the Marine Corps consieer a study

or project similar in concept to the HARDMAN Report to

evaluate Marine Corps training needs in future acquisition
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projects. Organization and automated data processing sys-

tems advocated by the Navy study may not be appropriate

to Marine Corps needs. The Training Division and the Man-

power Planning Division should consider studying informa-

tion requirements to assist in acquisition program deci-

sions. The structure, organization and directives of the

present Marine Corps acquisition process should be evaluated

with manpower and training involved during initial concept

stages.

; ;j
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CHAPTER XV

HISTORY OF RECRUIT TRAINING 1939-1977

Sources of Information

Although an abundance of recruit training information is

available, no single document provides a comprehensive,

chronological sequence of changes in the training. This

chapter partially corrects the problem by tracing recruit

training changes from 1939 to 1977.

The information presented below was obtained from four

L primary sources. One of the sources, Marine Corps Ground

ITraining in World War II, is a study prepared in 1956 by the

Historical Branch, G-3 Division, Headquarters,U.S. Marine

Corps. It contains a synopsis of recruit training changes

from 1.939 to 1945 and is paraphrased in this chapter.

Another source, Brief History of Recruit Training Regiment,

Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, South Carolina,

was published as Regimental Order 5750.2 in July 1369. It

covers the period 1956 to 1969. Command chronologies from

the recruit depots at Parris Island, South Carolina and

San Diego, California for the period 1965 to 1977, :ere a

third source. They were provided by the Historica: Zranch,

History and Museum Division, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps.

The final source was the personal papers of one of the

authors who served two tours of duty at Parris Island from

April 1165 to March 1966 and from December 1972 to -.-ne 1977.
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i35
One of these papers, a detailed lesson outline prepared while

the author was Director of Drill Instructor School, is titled

Introduction to the Recruit Training Approach. Paragraph 3

of the outline explains changes in recruit training from

1956 to 1977.

Because of time constraints, the period 1945 to 1955

was not thoroughly researched.

WORLD WAR II ERA 1939-1946

Prior to 1911, Marine recruits were sent to the nearest

Marine barracks for recruit training. The Commandant, in

1911, realizing that this system frequently resulted in inad-

equate instruction, established the central recruit depot

system. Veteran officers and noncommissioned officers were

assigned to the two recruit depots at Parris Island, and San

Diego and devoted all of their energies to turning civilians

into Marines. The new system was well entrenched by 1939.

It consisted of eight weeks of rigorous training as the

recruit was introduced to the fundamentals of military life:

He learned discipline, military courtesy, close
order drill and interior guard duty. He was given
thorough physical conditioning to prepare him for
the rigors of combat. He became intimately familiar
with his rifle, mastering its mechanical function-
ing and firing it for record on the range. And he
received elementary instruction in infantry combat

Isubjects, including the digging of foxholes, bayonet,
grenades, chemical warfare, map reading and basic
squad combat principles.1
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On the eve of World War II, in order to accommodate a

large influx of personnel, recruit training was reduced to

four and, on 1 June 1939, to three weeks. The three week

schedule called for two weeks of indoctrination and basic

instruction followed by a week of weapons training. After

receiving complaints about the shortened training time, the

Commandant reviewed the emergency three week schedule and on

5 September 1939 directed that new four week schedules be

prepared. The Commandant's guidance was: "Set aside Sunday

for rest and recreation; increase the period of range in-

struction to nine days; add a fourth week, scheduled after

2
the firing on the range." Table 15-1 is a breakdown by

major subjects included in the four week schedule for Parris

Island.

The reduction in training time resulted in a drastic

decline in the quality of the graduating recruit. A decrease

of as much as 25% in rifle range qualifications occurred

within one month after the four week schedule was put into

effect. The Commandant wrote to the Commanding Generals

at the two recruit depots and indicated that he expected a

higher percentage of qualification. The four week schedule,

however, was not changed until February 1940 when the pres-

sure of expansion was removed and a six week schedule imple-

zented.

In March 1940, the Commandant became concerned with the

number of hours of actual training as contrasted with the
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TABLE is-i

FOUR-WEEK TRAINING SCHEDULE FOR RECRUIT DEPOT

PARRIS ISLAND 1939

MAJOR SUBJECTS HOUS*

INDOCTRINATION AND MILITARY COURTESY 7

BAYONET TRAINING 5

DRILL 31

INTERIOR GUARD 6

FIELD TRAINING 34
Including: First Aid, Hygiene
Combat Exercises, Tenting,Scouting and Patrolling, etc.

MARCHES 16

RIFLE RANGE PERIOD 70

* This sample doesn't account for total hours; adminis-

tration, clothes issue, physical training, etc., are not
included.

Source: Historical Branch, G-3, Headquarters, U.S. Marine
Corps, Marine Corps Ground Training in World War II (Wash-
ington: 1956), p. 14.

total number of hours provided on the training schedule. He

directed that recruits not augment the messmen's force or

perform other labor except in emergencies. He also noted the

differences in the two depots' systems of range scheduling.

San Diego scheduled the last week of recruit training as a

range week. Parris Island conducted range week during the

RK5
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fifth training week and used the last training week to review

training accomplished previously. A study of the problems

F-Iconducted at Headquarters showed that a minimum of three weeks

basic training was required prior to the range, three weeks

were needed on the rifle range and another week, preferably

two, was needed to review instruction. In addition, the six
week schedule did not provide adequate time to complete .
instruction in the basic subjects. As a result of the study,

training was increased to neven weeks with the first three

weeks used for basic instruction, weeks four through seven

r- spent at the rifle range and the final week used for addi-

tional instruction. Table 15-2 gives a major subject break-

down of San Diego's seven week schedule.

K- On 11 August 1940, the base at Parris Island was severely

damaged by a hurricane. A temporary recruit depot was

organized at Quantico, Virginia on 14 August, and was desig-

nated as the Recruit Depot, 5th Marines, 1st Marine Brigade,

FMF. By the middle of September 1940, Parris Island had

recovered from the hurricane damage and returned to normal

operations.

A survey of recruit rifle scores in the spring of 1941

showed that Parris Island continued to have lower scores than

San Diego. The problem was identified as a range scheduling AA

problem but in spite of Headquarter's efforts to regulate it,

there was a continued disparity in the operation of the two

depots.
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TABLE 15--2

SEVEN WEEK TRAINING SCHEDULE FOR RECRUIT DEPOT

SAN DIEGO 1940

-MAJOR SUBJECT BREAKDOWN TRAINING IOURS*

PHYSICAL TRAINING 10 3/2

DRILL 44

INTERIOR GUARD 9

GUARD 2

MILITARY COURTESY 3

BAYONET_ INSTRUCTION 8

IMUSKETRY 2

RIFLE- 1N STRUCTION* 3

FIELD TRAINING 72
Including-: Pat rol-3-ing, Scouting,
Hikes, Ma-rches, Signals, Fi-rst Aid,
Chemical Warfare, Cover and Con-
cealment, Combat Principles

* The sche-ule does not include a bireakiodn of range
instruction hours.

Source: Historical. Branch, G-3, Iie.,: :.r' , 5.S.
Marine Corps, :arine CoL-ps Ground Trainin: in tqrI'i ".a -i
(Washington: !95E), p. 2-2.

Two poin=s -;erc demonstrated in the :-; - - .sion

-between 1939 and 1941.

... -First, th ere wee definite limi-ts U'.: 2-
training It-rae could not be reduced .ith- - t
serious inadequacies in the military s':,_'is of
recruit depot graduates.
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Second, variations in the training schedules
had to be accepted as long as each depot did its
own scheduling with no more than general guidances
from Headquarters. And as long as this was the case,
there was not likely to be a uniformly high level
of recruit training.

3

As a result of war declared by the Congress on 8 December

1941, four times the number of recruits previously trained

began arriving at the depots. To meet the surge, the recruit

training cycle was cut from seven to six and finally to

five weeks. Two of the five weeks were spent at the rifle

range. By 1 March l942, the number of recruits to be train-

ed had-dropped enough to return to a seven week schedule.

At both depots, the rifle range became a bottleneck. To

Lalleviate the problem, recruits were sent to other training

centers after four weeks at the depots to learn to fire the

rifle. This practice was discontinued after depot rifle

ranges were enlarged-.

The seven week schedule was still in effect at the end

of 194-3. Most subjects remained the same but physical train-

ing was increased.

By May 1943 the physical training program at
Parris Island included 30 minutes of accelerated
calisthenics and body contact exercises and 30
minutes of massed barehanded boxing daily. In
addition, there were 30 minute periods each week
devoted to hand-to-hand fighting and unarmed com-
-bat, and daily-half-hour periods of swimming
instruction for recruits who could not meet the
minimum qualifications.

4
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President Roosevelt issued an executive order on

5 December 1942 stopping voluntary enlistment and henceforth,

Marine recruits were to be- furnished through selective ser-

vice. The change from volunteer to draftee resulted in a

lowering of physical and intellectual standards of recruits.

To handle this problem a special screening team made up of

psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, and specially

trained Marines interviewed all recruits during the first

week of training to cull out those not able tocomplete the-

normal training cycle, Some were--discharged.- -Others re-

ceived special treatment. An "A" platoon for slow learners-

and a- "B" platoon for men with-physical defects were estab-

lished.

Because of shortcomings in recruit training, its length

was increased to 12 weeks in December 1944. This included

a four week period of field training. The training was

reduced to eight weeks in March of the next year, when it

was decided to conduct field training at other training

centers.

Disparity between the eight week schedules recommended-

by the two depots led to the issuance of a master training

schedule by Marine Corps Headquarters. The schedule called-

for three weeks on the rifle range and a total of 421 hours-

of instruction. See Table 15-3 for a breakdown by subject.

Thirty-six additional hours of weapons instruction was added

in July 1944 without an increase in training time.
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-TABLE 15-3

EIGHT WEEK TRAINING SCHEDULE 1-944

SUBJECT HOURS % OF TOTAL

Weapons 195 46%

Physical 39 9%

Garrison 89 22%

Field 98 23%

Total 421

Source: Historical Branch, G-3, Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps, Marine Corps Ground Trainingin-World War II
(Washington: 1956), p. 172-.

-During this period, in an effort to improve the quality

F of instruction-, the Drill Instructors School was organized

at Parris Island.

The study group investigating Marine-Corps Ground Train-

ing in World War II made several conclusions about training.

Their conclusions about recruit training during the period

1939 to 1945 were:

(1) Eight weeks-proved to be the minimum length
to--which recruit training could be cut without
sacrificing quality.

(2) There was an ever increasing emphasis on
training in weapons-, physical conditioning, and
other combat subjects and a corresponding decreasein-training in closeorder drill, military courtesy,

interior guard duty, parades and ceremonies, and
similar garrison type subjects.

[5
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(3) Special drill, instructor courses were.

necessary to insure, the required numbers-of qual- -
ified drill instructors were- available-to- train
recruits.

(4-) The numbers of recruits. received, from
Selective Service with-educational and psychiatric
deficiencies necessitated careful screening and
the establishment of special courses fbr illiterates-
and slow learners.5

Parris tlad drin -Wrld--Wa batalons wee- activated.
Th vnulcutback started in -944 and twrste n

of -95 olyfour-battalions-were acti-ve. After World-War

IIth dpot-was staggered-by one-of history-'s-most rapid

demobilizaton- At-one time, prior to the-outbreak in

Koea onl two--recruit battalions-were-in operation.6

I+

Utl146,Parris Island had been referred to as -Marine -

Marineks Parris- Isla-nd. On 1 December 1946-, it became.-The

MaieLoo Recruit Depot, Parris Island.7  San Diego

follwedandwas-des-ignated-a- Ma-rine Corps- Recruit-Depot on

[1 Jnay1948-.

-In February-1-949, a battalion was-activated at Parris

Island.with- the-so-le purpose-of training-Woman Marine Re-

cruits,. It rema-ins the only one-of its k-ind: in the Marine

Corps-.8

In 1950O, with the advent of th~e Korean-War, the depots

were again-faced-with a large inf-lux of recruits. (Information
25

I-+
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on the organization of training during the Korean War was

not obtained by the authors.)

A copy of a speech made by the Commanding General,

Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island to graduating

students of the 22nd class of the Drill Instructors School

on 18 June 1954 gives an idea of the training being conducted

at that time. The general indicated that he was glad to

see that all graduates were noncommissioned officers. -He

explained that a short time before nearly 1/2 of the Drill

~Instructors wererecruits freshout of recruit training and

the-average age of the drill instructor was 19. He indi-

cated-that the young drill instructor did not possess the

maturity nor age required to be effective. The length of

recruit training in 1954 was 10 weeks and most recruits were

- - again volunteers. The general commented on the favo:.able

picture that the public had of the Marine Corps as a result

of its performance in the Korean War, and how their confi-

dence resulted in passage of Public Law 416.- This law gave

the Marine Corps a legal authorized strength for the first

time. The general concluded his speech with the following

remark. "A professional Marine, a teacher, a parent, all

wrapped up into one equals a Parris Island Drill Instructor."

POST KOREAN WAR 1955-1965-

Prior to May 1956, the G-3 of the depot at Parris Is-

land prepared detailed lesson plans and master training
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schedules. The battalions then prepared weekly training

schedules for each platoon. Drill Instructors taught the

general subjects but some special subjects were taught

at the battalion level. Each platoon progressed through the

10 weeks as an individual entity under the supervision of

two drill instructors. Officers were assigned as co ,pany

commanders.

A dramatic change in recruit training occurred in 1956

as the result of a much publicized incident.

...on April 8, 1956. At 2000 that night, while
his platoon was at the rifle range, SSgt M. C.
McKeon, under the influence of alcohol to an
unknown degree, marched the platoon into Ribbon
Creek behind the "C" Range butts. This night
march was punishment for infractions of disci-
pline committed-by members of Platoon 7 - As a
result of the march 6 recruits drowned. u

It was determined by the Commandant that the crux of

the problem, aside from the poor judgment of one new assistant

drill instructor, lay in the tacit divorcement of the com-

missioned officer from the supervision over the conduct of

training of the recruit. As a result of the tragedy and

subsequent Court of Inquiry and General Courts Martial, the

following changes occurred:

(1) A separate Recruit Training Command was estab-

lished at Parris Island and San Diego commanded by a Briga-

dier General who reported directly to the Commandant on

training matters.
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(2) An Inspector General for recruit training was

established.

(3) The Recruit Training Command established an Instruc-

tion and Inspection Section consisting of a lieutenant

colonel, 10 captains, and-several special subjects instructors

to conduct inspections and eliminate problem areas.

(4) A physical conditioning unit of one officer and

10- instructors was established to improve the physical con-

dition of the recruits.

(5) In an effort to improve the drill instructors

working environment, new -benefits in the form of free laundry

service and a bachelor drill instructors quarters-were es-

tablished. In an effort to-enhance the prestige of the

drill instructor, the campaign hat became the standard
headgear and subsequently the symbol of the "DI.-"-

(6) Greater emphasis was placed on public relations.

(7) The training cycle was extended from 10 to 12

weeks. No new subjects were included. The addi'tional time

was used for free time for both drill instructors and their

recruits.

(8) The number of drill instructors per platoon was

increased from two to four and later reduced to three.

(9) The Special Training Branch was established to

provide remedial training for recruits with specific problems.

A conditioning platoon, designed to handle those overweight,

provided special diet and proper exercise to help its members I
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lose up to 30 pounds within three weeks. A motivation platoon

for the recalcitrants and a proficiency platoon for the slow

learners were established. A strength platoon provided for

those requiring special exercises to build up flabby muscles,

and a hospital platoon took caro of those requiring medical

attention.

(10) A standardized physical training program was

developed. Taught by physical training instructors, it

in'cluded calisthenics, running, log drills, rifle physical

training, and obstacle course. Previously, physical training

had been a "catch as catch ca:-" operation conducted by the

platoon drill instructor-. The o',ose combat instruction-was

revised to include pugil stick bouts that simulated the

principles of bayonet fighting.

(11) Streamers affixed to the ne;I .v introduced platoon

guidon were designed to recognize platoon excellence in

certain phases of training. The awarding of streamers was

publicized and was introduced as a motivator for recruits.

(12) -Recruit leave was delayed until aster the comple-

tion of training at The Infantry Training Reqiment.*

(13) The silver he-,met liner, or "chrome come," was

adopted for use by recruits during the period of hot weather.

It was estimated that the u:e of these helmets would keep

a recruit'-s head j50 coolc r.!1

*After graduation from "ecruit training, a1l1 recruits
received individual combat txlining at Infantry Training
Regiments.
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I By 1 November 1957 both depots had adopted the series

system. Each series consisted of from one to four platoons

led by an officer. The responsibility for conducting the

training remained with the drill instructors but the officer

was to insure that the training was conducted properly.

In April 1958, the extraordinary control measures
instituted after Ribbon-Creek were no longer con-
sidered necessary, and the chain of command of
recruit training reverted to normal control. There
no longer was the billet of Inspector General at
Headquarters, Marine Corps for recruit training.
The Recruit Training Command lost its separate
and unique status of having a Commanding General
and became the Recruit Training-Regiment (RTR)-
under the command of a colonel and under the oper-
ational and administrative control of the Recruit
Depot. The Recruit Training Regiment became an
administrative as well as an operational unit.
At Parris Island, a newly established Headquarters

Company, both Recruit Training Battalions, and
Weapons Training-Battalion belonged to the Recruit
Training Regiment. Woman Marines' Training Bat-
talion, Training-Aids Library and Drill Instructors'
School reverted to Depot Control.* In June 1958,
RTR took on a configuration very similar to its
present one when the 3rd Battalion was reactivated.
The number of battalions has remained constant
since that time.1 2

Prior to 1961, the subjects taught at the depots were

not standardized. In 1961, the Commandant of the Marine Corps

published a syllabus to be followed by both depots. It

specified subjects to be taught and the minimum time to be

allotted for each subject. See Table 15-4 for a breakdown

*The structure of The Recruit Training Regintent at San
Diego was not obtained by the authors.
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TABLE 15-4

12 WEEK MASTER TRAINING SCHEDULE 31 JULY 1961

COURSE TOTAL HOURS

HISTORY 5
CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES 4
INTERIOR GUARD 5
DISCIPLINE AND JUSTICE 3
SANITATION AND HYGIENE 4
FIRST AID 3
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT 14
PACK 7
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 8
SHELTER TENTS 1
BROWNING AUTOMATIC RIFLE MECHANICAL TRAINING 6

BROWNING AUTOMATIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP 6
PISTOL MECHANICAL 3
PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP 4
DRILL 72 1/2
CONDITIONING MARCH 4 1/2
PHYSICAL TRAINING 79
M1 RIFLE MECHANICAL TRAINING 11
M1 RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP 118
INFORMATION PROGRAM 16
SWIMMING 10
TRAINING INSPECTION 25
CEREMONIES 16

TRAINING EXAM 3

COMMANDER' S TIME 18 1/2
MESS AND POLICE 46 1/2

TOTAL 499

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Recruit Training Regiment,
Marine Corps Recruit Depot Parris Island, Regimental History;
Distribution of, Regimental Order 550.2 (Parris Island:
1 July 1969), Appendix B.

26
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by course. All training and processing had to be completed

within 90 days. The training was conducted in five phases:

Phase I - Forming, all administration processing com-

pleted prior to beginning trpining.

Phase II - Basic Training, four weeks of basic subjects.

Phase III- Marksmanship, three weeks at the rifle range.

Phase IV - Mess and Maintenance, one week of basic police

duty provided the labor to maintain the depot.

Phase V - Advanced Training, four weeks.

In September 1961, training was reduced from 90 to 80

days and one week was eliminated from Phase II making training

11 weeks long.

In 1964, the Commazdant assumed greater control over the

training at the two depots ard issued a training schedule

that listed the basic military subjects to be taught as well

as administrative subjects, and stipulated the time to be

allowed to cover each subject. A total of 579 hours, 383

for basic military subjects and 196 for administrative

subjects were required to be taught in 11 weeks.

VIETNAM WAR ERA

1965 was a year of change. Recruit Training was- reduced
from 11 to eight weeks. See Table 15-5 for a- list ot subjects.

A total of 443 hours; 309 for academic subjects, 41 for

administrative time, and 93 for commander's time were included

in the eight weeks. At Parris Island a Language Orientation

Unit was established to assist recruits of Spanish origin
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TABLE 15-5

MALE RECRUIT TRAINING ETGHT WEEK COURSE 1965

SUBJECT HOURS

CODE OF CONDUCT 2
UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE 2
MORAL LEADERSHIP 5
INFORMATION LECTURES 8
MISSION, HISTORY AND TRADITIONS
CUSTOMS AND COURTESIES OF THE U.S. MARINE CORPS 7
INTERIOR GUARD 4
PERSONAL HYGIENE AND MILITARY SANITATION 4
FIRST AID 3
CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT 12
CLOSE ORDER DRILL 53
PARADES AND CEREMONIES 9
INSPECTIONS AND-TESTING 17
PHYSICAL CONDITIONING 54
MARINE CORPS WATER SURVIVAL* 8
BAYONET TRAINING 8
HAND-TO-HAND COMBAT 8
WEAPONS MECHANICAL TRAINING

-U-.S. RIFLE, 7.62MM M-14 10
U.S. PISTOL, CALIBER .45M 1911AI 3

WEAPONS MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING
U.S. RIFLE, 7.62MM M-14 89
U.S. PISTOL, CALIBER .45M 1911Al 3

SUBTOTAL 309
ADMINISTRATIVE TIME 41

COMMANDER'S TIME 93

TOTAL 443

*Only six-hours were tauiht at San Diego because of a

lack of facilities.

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Recruit Training Regiment,
Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris Island, Regimental History,

Distribution of, Regimental Order 5750.2 (Parris Island:
1 July 1969), Appendix E.
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not proficient in the English language. On 8 November 1965,

the Drill Instructor School at Parris Island was placed

under the operational and administrative control of the Re-

cruit Training Regiment. The Recruit Training Officers

Orientation Course was established in October to provide

newly arriving officers indcctrination in recruit training

procedures. On 20 August, the Drill Instructor School

reduced training from eight to five weeks. The school re-

turned to an eight week course in March of 1966.

-Until 1966, all recruits at Parris Island were given a

three to five minute neuropsychiatric interview as part

of the initial physical examination. Three weeks later

selected recruits-were again interviewed and nine out of

10 were cleared for training. After a thorough study,

- initial psychiatric screening of recruits was discon-

tinued and the screening was-done only when a recruit was

referred to the psychiatrist-by a drill instructor or-com-

manding officer.13

-On 20 May 1967, Marine Corps Order 15:0.13, Male Re-

cruit Training, was published-. It standardized recruit

training by providing implementing instructions and basic

policy guidance. The order contained three enclosures-;

a program of instruction, recruit evaluation procedures,

and-the mission and organization of the Special Training

Branch. The number of phlases of training-was reduced to

three. The cycle of training was:
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Receiving and-Processing - 1-4 days

Phase I 3 weeks, -basic training

Phase II 2 weeks, Marksmanship

Phase III - 2 weeks, advanced training

Mess and Maintenance - 1 week

Any requested changes to the order had to be routed via

the other recruit depot. Also in 1967, complete physical

examinations of incoming recruits was replaced with a screen-

ing type exam.IlA

During 1968, a new eight week syllabus was directed-for

Women Marine recruits. The new syllabus placed emphasis on

image development. In this year, mals recruits received an

athletic bag of 13 items as an Organizational and Maintenance

fund issue.1$ The length of recruit training was increased to nine

weeks in 1970. Parris Island initially used the additional

week as-the third-week of rifle training, but- subsequently

moved it to Phase III. San Diego added the week to Phase I,

but moved it to Phase III in 1931. During 1970 San Diego

changed %o a seven week schedule for Drill Instructor School.

Parris Island also had a seven week course that covered the

syllabus shown in Table 15-6

A pilot 11 week recruit training program was conducted

at San Diego in 1971. A Headquarters Marine Corps study and

field- survey had

26I
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TABLE 15-6

DRILL INSTRUCTOR SCHOOL SYLLABUS PARRIS ISLAND 1970

SUBJECT HOURS

Close Order Drill 96

Weapons 15

Technique of Military Instruction 23 1/2

Training, Organization and Management 40 1/2

Physical Training 39

Leadership and Discipline 12

General Military Subjects 19

Inspections, Reviews, and Examinations 21

Marksmanship 40

Informationrogram 10

i Administrative Time 29

TOTAL 345

Source: Gunnery Sergeant Ed Evans, "DI School," Leather-
neck, January 1976, p. 47.

...validated the Marine-Corps training philosophy
that a-l Marines are basic riflemen. Further,
the report of the study provided a number of
recommendations regarding instructional improve-
ment and manpower savings that could be gained
from-revising the Marine Corps Basic Sequential
Training Program.* One such area was the com-
bining -of Recruit and Individual Combat Training
into a single 11 week syllabus. 15

*Basic sequential training consisted of recruit training-,
individual combat training, and military occupational specialty
qualifying training.
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The training objectives of the 11 week program were to

develop within the recruit:

(1) A state of discipline which insures respect for

authority and instant, willing obedience to orders;

(2) Individual proficiency in military skills to in-

clude those individual actions designed to reduce the enemies

effectiveness;

(3) A- skill in rifle marksmanship;

(4) Physical fitness and-endurance-;- and

(5) Self-confidence, pride, initiative, aggressive-

ness, determination, -moral integrity, loyalty, and a sense

of duty and responsibility as-well as love of Corps and

country.

By March of 1972--both depots had adopted the- new 11 week

syllabus. The following year on 13 August, the 244 series

became the first series at Parris Island to begin individual

Combat Training on the depot.
1 6

At Parris Island during 1973, an Academic Proficiency

Platoon was established at the Special Training Branch and

the Rapid Reading Accelerated Achievement Program was begun,

with teachers from the Beaufort-County Schools Adult Educa-

tion Section as in-structors. -The purpose-of the program was-

to improve the quality of recruits who graduated from re-

cruit training by helping those with basic reading deficiencies.

The program-was evaluated and-dropped in 1975. In- December,-

installation of instructional television was completed at

Parris Island.
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A Marine Captain from the recruit depot at San Diego

captures recruit training at this time in an article pub-

lished by the Marine Corps Gazette in March 1973.

Recruit training has changed a great deal over
the past few years. MCRD San Diego has imple-
-mented and deleted sections to and from the train-
ing schedule and the recruit training SOP. Two
weeks of infantry training under the guidance of
drill instructors was added to the training cycle
extending the length of boot camp from 65 to 80
training days.

...The physical training has been jacked up sev-
-eral notches. The average time for a- 280 man
series on the 3-mile run is 21:00 minutes flat.
it is not unusual for entire platoons to pass
-both academic exams and-the practical profi-
-ciency exam. When less than 90% of the platoon
qualifies with the M-14 -(rifle) it is disappoint-
ing...final drill (exam)- is a delight to behold .18

In 1974, Parris Island began a six-month evaluation of

performance-oriented training. Two blocks of instruction

(First Aid and NBC Defense) were enthusiastically received

from -Headquarters Marine Corps. On May 1 -the Field Training

Unit, responsible for the supervision of individual combat

training of male recruits, was establishedi. In April,-

training began on the dry net tower and helicopter mock-ups.

Recruits began throwing live grenades on 7 May. Improve-

ments in the individual combat training facilities continued

with full utilization of an infiltration course in July,

and installation of the Small Arms Remote Target Systems in

December.

After evaluating the 11 week syllabus that resulted

from-combining recruit training and individual combat training,
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a new Marine Corps order on male recruit training was pub-

lished on 30 April 1974. In preparing the program of in-

struction included in the new directive, the "systems approach"

required by MCO P150.23A, Design of Courses of Instruction,

was used. Performance oriented learning objectives were

designed for each subject and the number of hours to be

allotted for academic subjects,. commander's time.. and admin-

istrative time was specified. See Table 15-7 for a break-

down of major subject areas. The scope of training was

spelled out in an effort to capture the duel objectives of

recruit training and individual combat training that the

depots were to accomplish.

Recruit training encompasses training in
those subjects required to produce a basic Marine
rifleman who is able to sustain himself on the
battlefield, function effectively in garrison,
and practice those personal and professionaltraits that distinguish him as a Marine.1 9

Prior to assigning the depots the responsibility of con-

ducting individual combat training, this task-had been

accomplished, after graduation from-recruit training, at
Infantry Training Regiments located at Camp Pendleton,

California and Camp Geiger, North Carolina. The graduate of

boot camp was considered-to be a "Basic Marine." After he

completed training at the Infantry Training Regiment, he

became a "Basic Marine Rifleman." After 1973, a recruit

V training graduate was qualified as a "Basic Marine Rifleman"

as shown in Table 15-1.
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TABLE 15-7

MALE RECRUIT TRAINING SUBJECTS 1974

SUBJECT HOURS

Code of Conduct 2
Military Law/Uniform Code of Military Justice 6
Moral Leadership 2
Orientation Lectures 7
Mission, Organization, History & Tradition
Customs and Courtesies of U.S. Marine Corps 9
Uniform Clothing and Equipment 15
Interior Guard 10
Personel Health & Hygiene, Garrison- & Field
Sanitation 5
Field Living 30
First Aid 8
Land Navigation 15
Swimming 16
Close-order Drill -60
Close Combat 18
Camouflage, Cover & Concealment 2
Observing & Reporting 2
Individual Movement (Day) 4
Individual Movement (Night 2
Amphibious & Helicopterborne Operations 4
Field Fortifications 2
NBC Defense 4
Offensive Combat 13
Defensive Combat 16
Marksmanship Training, U.S. Rifle 5.56MM Ml6Al 89
Mechanical Training, U.S. Rifle 5.56MM M16AI 10
Field Firing Techniques, U.-S. RIfle 5.56MM M16AI 10
Mechanical Training, U.S. Pistol, Caliber .45 Ml9llAl 4Marksmanship Training, U.S-. Pistol, Caliber .45 M1911AL 4
Grenades & Pyrotechnic Signals 5
Mines & Boobytraps 5
Infantry Weapons/Supporting Arms 2
Physical Conditioning -80
Parades & Ceremonies 9

SUBTOTAL 46 0SAdministrative Time 162 1/2Commander's Time- 242

TOTAL 864 1/2

Source: U.S. Marine-Corps, Male Recruit Trainin2, Marine
Corps Order 1510-.13A, (Washington: 30 April 1974), p. 3, 4.
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FIGURE 15-I

-BASIC MARINE. VICE BASIC, MARINE' RIFLEMAN.

RECRUIT-- 'BASIC

.1PRE-1954. ITRPINING[ MARNE.IRIFLEMAN

RECRUIT- _ 'BASIC, JINDIVIDUAL, BASIC
19,54- TRAINING MARINE. COMBAT MARINE-I LI. . [TRAINING |RIFLEMAN |

(ITR) *

RECRUT** i B IC
1973 - TRAINING- I NEM

1978 RE R ,I * *. --- BAS ' -(PROPOSED) .TRAINING MARINE

• Infantry Training. Regiment

SIC
•* Includes' individual combat training pre&v-io.usly- taught at

the Infantry Training Regiment.

Source: Interview with Maj. P.K. Van Riper,. Individual
Training Branch, General Training Section, Training Division,
Operations and. Training Department from 19-72 to 19-4., Newport,
R,. I.: 12 March 19178,.

1974 proved to be a low point in recruit training history.

Brigadier General Trainor, Assistant Depot Commander at

Parris Island, described the situation in an article published

in the Marine Corps- Gazette in January 1978.
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...By 1974 we hit our low point. The Fleet Marine
Force was complaining about the product (graduate
recruit) given them by the recruit depots. Drill
Instructors were complaining about the-poor quality
of recruits they were receiving and recruiters
were complaining abgt quotas and the quality of
the recruit market.

Brigadier General Trainor traced the difficulty to three

basic errors made in the post-Vietnam recruiting situation.

First, the Marine Corps had been filling its ranks with a

large number of high school drop outs. The second was an

assumption that because the Marine Corps was a volunteer

organization, the end of the draft would not impact greatly

on the recruiting effort. The final error was an assumption

that drill instructors were miracle workers and could make

a Marine out of anyone. These reuruiting errors, in Brigadier

General Trainor's view, aggravated the situation at the

recruit depots where drill instructors were overworked as the

result of lengthening training schedules and platoons of

recruits that had grown to unmanageable size.21

At Parris Island in 1975, changes occurred in the Spe

cial Training Branch. The One Day Motivation Program designed

to build confidence in recruits who were falling behind

in the regular training was modified to preclude heat casu-

alties and divided into two sections in an effort to provide

-different programs for recruits with different problems.

In the latter part of 1975, motivation training was further

-modified co make the one day program more available to the

-drill inztructor. The Motivation Platoon program was changed
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so that recruits could return to their original platoons

after completing the training. The Marksmanship Training

Platoon was established on 20 September to provide poor

shooters with additional instruction. At San Diego, log

-drill exercises were started. To provide more challenge for

the recruit, special pugil stick matches were conducted and

a confidence course was being-constructed. In November 1975,

a Series Commanders School for company grade officers was

established. Although Parris Island had-discontinued its

Academic Proficiency Platoon, San Diego continued with the

-program on a pilot basis. In-order to more closely simulate

conditions in the Fleet Marine Force, San Diego instituted

the billet of Fire Team Leader in the recruit platoons. This

concept was later adopted at Parris Island.

On 8 July 1975-, the Commandant announced his decision

to reorganize the enlisted recruiting effort in the U.S.

-Marine Corps, gave the Commanding Generals of the two recruit

depots control over the entire process of recruiting and

recruit training, and issued implementing-instructions on

24 December 1975. The change began in June 1975.

The period between 1974 and 1975 was one of considerable

change at Parris Island. In an effort to eliminate the

Ithreat of recruit abuse and to improve the quality of thekrecruit that graduated, the following occurred:
(1) Inspections of recruits by Series Coimmanders and

Series Gunnery Sergeants were instituted.
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(2) All-Drill instructor School students received

psychiatric evaluations.

(3) The-evaluation of recruits was more thorough-.

(4) The title of the officer in charge of a series

was changed to "Series Commander."

(5) Company grade officers with demonstrated ability

were selected for duty at the depots.

(6) Free time was granted to recruits daily.

(7) The Drill Instructors Pledge was administered to

drill instructors as each series was formed. This ceremony

took place in- front of the new recruits.

(8) The recruit discharge system was streamlined.

(9) Recruit supervisors who were found guilty of com-

mitting offenses against recruits were dealt with firmly-.

As the Marine Corps was correcting its problems in re-

cruiting and recruit training, recruit maltreatment cases

resulted in national publicity and Congressional Hearings.

The Commandant of the Marine Corps made a statement before

the Military Personnel Subcommittee of the House Armed

Services Committee on Recruiting and Recruit Trainig on

26 May 1976 that explains the situation.

... At the outset let me say that I share your deep
concern over the recruit maltreatment cases which
led to these hearings. I wish I could tell you-~that the-McClure and Hiscock cases were aberra-

tions in an -otherwise perfect system. Unfortunately,
I cannot. Shortly after assuming office, I had
targeted recruiting and recruit training as areas
in need of intensive review. I was not satisfied-
with the quality of our new recruits and I believed
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then, as I do now, that changes in recruit training
are needed .... We now have a clear picture of the
problem areas in recruit training and are taking--
all possible action, rapidly, to minimize maltreat-
ment cases in the future. Meanwhile, recruit train-
ing will remain challenging and tough.... 

2 2

A training conference held at Parris Island in March of

1976 was attended by the Commanding Generals of the two de-

pots and-the Deputy Chief of Staff for Manpower, HQMC. As

a result of the decisions made at the-conference, the follow-

ing additional changes occurred.

( )- Sixty-four hours of training were eliminated from

training,.i

(2t n A second officer was added to the series team which

controlled-the four platoons in a series.

-(3)- An officer was added to the company level as the

executive officer to free the company cormander to take a

more active role.

(4) Establishment of a 0700 to 1700 normal daily routine.

(5) -Modification and subsequently elimination of the

Motivation Platoon.

()Restriction on-the wearing of the drill instructor

campaign cover.

(7)- Review and standardization of the two depots standing

operatinigprocedures and programs of instruction for-Male Re-

cruit Training, Drill Instructor School, and the Recruit

Training Officer Orientation Course.*-

*Standing operating procedures and programs of instruction

could not be exactly duplicated because of geographic, climatol-
ogical, and facility differences.
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7 (8) Psychiatric evaluation of company grade officers I
involved in recruit training.

On 1 December 1976, a new concept in recruit
training was implemented. It is called Transition
Training. The essence of Transition Training
is reduced Drill Instructor supervision and in-
creased leadership responsibility for recruits
during Phase III of training (the last three
weeks)-. Its purpose is to assist the recruit in
transitioning -from the regimentation-of recruit

training to the contemporary environment of
today's Marine Corps. 2 3

On 30 December 1976 a revised program of instruction

for male recruit training reflecting the changes that had I
-been made was published. Table 15-8 shows a breakdown of

-the program of instruction by subject.

In February 197- the Commanding Generals of the recruit

depots initiated a joint Parris Island-San Diego Task Force

to conduct a detailed analysis of the entire spectrum of all

recruit training issues. The Task Force subsequently briefed-

their results to the General Officers' Symposium in July 1977.

In December 1977, representatives from the depots met at

-Headquarters to discuss preparation and implementation of

a new program of instruction for male recruit training based

on the findings of the task force. A pilot program-is being

tested with full implementation planned for 1 October 1978.

The program calls for reduction in the length of recruit

-training to nine weeks. The Marine Corps had been directed

to eliminate mess and maintenance week from recruit training,

which caused a drop in training from 11 to 10 weeks. The
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TABLE 15-8

MALE RECRUIT TRAINING MAIN SUBJECTS 1976

A. ACADEMIC SUBJECTS HOURS

Code of Conduct 2
Military Law/UCMJ 4
Leadership 2-
Orientation Lectures 9 1/2
History, Customs &Courtesies of-the U.S. Marine Corps 6 1/2
Mission and Organization of the U.S. Marine Corps 1
Uniform Clothing and Equipment 15
Interior Guard 8
Personal Health & Hygiene, Garrison Sanitation- 3IField- Living- 4-
First Aid 4- 1/2

Swimming 16
Close-Order-Drill 45
Close Combat 9
Observing and Reporting 2
Individual Movement (Day) 3-
Camouflage, Cover & Concealment i
Individual Movement (Night) 2
Helicopterborne Operations 1
Field-Fortifications 1
NBC Defense 4
Offensive Combat 10

Defensive Combat 15
Mechanical Training-, U.S. Rifle, 5.56MM, M16AI 10
Marksnmanship Training, U.S-. Rifle, 5.56MM, M16Al 89-
Field -Firing Techniques, U.S. Rifle, 5.56MM M16AI 7
Marksmanship-Training, U.S. Patrol, Caliber .45, M1911Al 3
Grenades and Pyrotechnic Signals 5
Mines and Boobytraps 4
Physical Conditioning 80

Parades and Ceremonies 9

SUBTOTALS 375 1/2

B. NONACADEMIC SUBJECTS

Administrative Time 1175 1/2
Commander's Time 255
Recruit Performance Evaluations 42

SUBTOTAL 1472 1/2GRAND TOTAL 1848

Source: U.S. Marine Corps, Male Recruit Training, Marine[ Corps Order 1510.13B, (Washington: 30 December 1976),- p. 3.
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proposed nine week schedule includes additions and-deletions

to the existing- program of instruction. Changes in termin-

ology were also recommended. One of these, a change of th '
I

term "Basic Marine Rifleman," used to refer to a graduate
recruit to the term "Basic Marine," was recommended in order

to avoid confusion between the present term and a rifleman

(Military Occupational Specialty 0311).* A second change in

terminology would replace the term "sustain himself on

the battlefield" with "performs in a combat field environment"

to more clearly reflect what a recruit is taught in recruit

training. Some recommended changes in training time reduces

close order dill from 93.5 to 45 hours and marksmanship from

89 to 59 hours.24

Some other changes made were intended to better-prepare

the recruit to make the transition to his first duty station

after recruit training. Subjects added included military

pay, classification procedures, promotion policies, leave

and liberty, and financial responsibilities. Instruction

on leadership was expanded and new classes on the machine gun

and rappelling were added.

*See Figure 18-I for a chronology of change in the 'erms

used to identify a graduate recruit.
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hi N CHAPTER XVI

SKILL QUALIFICATION TRAINING FOR ENLISTED MARINES

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the evolution

of enlisted skill qualification training from 1946 to 1977.

Enlisted skill qualification training is defined as that

individual training which qualifies a Marine, at an entry-

level, for his or her first primary military occupational

specialty _(MOS). MOS training provided subsequent to award-

- ing of a Marine's first primary MOS is considered career

training.

Prior to World War I skill qualification training was

conducted-for the most part within operating units since

attendanceat formal schools was kept to a minimum.1 With

the-outbreak of the War and the rapid expansion of the Marine

Corps this-system-was no longer adequate. There was an
increasing demand to provide MOS qualified Marines to units-,

particularly those that were deployed to the Pacific. As

a consequence, Marine Corps schools were enlarged and great-

er reliance was placed on Army and Navy schools and -civilian
intiuios 2

institutions. By 1943 over 40% of the Marines who gradua-

ted from recruit training went on to a formal school. 3

Most of these schools were conducted at Training Centers es-

tablished at New River, -North Carolina, and San Diego (Camp

Elliot), California. Those Marines not sent to formal
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schools were assigned to "ground duty" and went through

infantry replacement training at the two-Training Centers

mentioned above, or at a Training Center located in Somoa.4

The length of formal schools varied in 1942 from two to 36

weeks with a median of 10 weeks.5  By 1945 the median length

had decreased to eight weeks while the longest course was

not only 27 weeks and the shortest three.6 Infantry replace-

ment training fluctuated during the War from four to 12 weeks.7

1946-1953

Between 1946 and 1950, the-Marine Corps' strength dropped

from its World War II peak of over 485,000 to just a little

under 75,000.8 The Training Centers were disbanded though

some schools remained as part of base or support commands.

Many Marines were again going directly from recruit training-

to their units, where initial MOS training was provided on

the job. The depleted- size of the Corps did not allow for

the "luxury" of large separate organizations designed to

provide formal skillqualification training.

Shortly after the outbreak of hostilities in Korea in

June 1950 the Marine-Corps again started to increase in size.

The press to fill out the 1st Provisional Marine Brigade

and later the 1st Marine Division and 1st Marine Aircraft

Wing precluded any return to the large training structure

of World War II. However, two Infantry Training Regiments

were established in 1953 to provide individual combat train-

ing (ICT) to enlisted Marines. One regiment was located
[ 282



at Camp Geiger, North Carolina, and the other at Camp

Pendleton, California. The purpose of individual combat

training was "...to ensure that all Marines possessed the

individual combat skills necessary to survive on the battle-

field." 9 Experience during the early days of the Korean War

had demonstrated that all Marines needed at least the rudi-

ments of infantry training.

1953-1965

The Korean War made clear the necessity of maintaining

a ready-Marine Corps. The Congress, therefore, revised the

National Security Act of 1947 with the enactment of Public

Law 416 which provided that: "The United States Marine

Corps..shall be so organized to include not less than three

combat divisions and three air wings, and such other land

combat, aviation and other services as may be organic there-

in.I'l0 Thus, the Marine Corps for the first time in its

history could look to the future with an assurance of rela-

tive stability.

Training in this period continued much as it had duringc

the Korean War, with every enlisted male Marine going through

recruit training followed by individual combat training, and

then to either a formal or on-the-job training to qualify

in an MOS. (A history of entry-level "training tracks"

is shown in Figure 16-1.) The length of recruit trainin,-n

was changed several times from 1953 to 1965, but its average

duration was about 11 weeks. Individual combat training was
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initially four and later five weeks Ioi,!. A Marine re-I ceiving on-the-job training was required to have a minimum

of 90 days experience before he or she was considered quali-

fied and assigned an MOS. The largest percentage of Marines

to receive on-the-job training were infantrymen. Formal

schools varied in length from several weeks to nearly a year.

1966-1971

The requirement for operating forces to provide on-the-

job training meant that units had to divert personnel and

equipment from regularly assigned tasks and mission-oriented

training to that of training-Marines for qualification in

an MOS. I1 Additionally, the presence of unqualified [in

their MOS] Marines in the operating forces impacted adversely

on the efficiency and combat effectiveness of the Fleet

Marine Forces. '12 As a result of the deployment of -major

forces to Vietnam in 1965 and 1966 an urgent need developed-

to find a substitute for on-the-job tiaining. To meet

this need the Marine Corps initiated the basic specialist

training (BST) program.* This program replaced on-the-job

training with a four week intensive training course, the

I content of which was controlled by Headquarters, U.S. Marine

Corps. With the institution of basic specialist training

all Marines reported to their first unit qualified in their

respective MOSs. Eventually some formal school training

was supplemented by basic specialist training in order to

speed up the flow of trained personnel to units in Vietnam.
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By 1970 approximately 60% of all recruits received their

skill qualification training through basic specialist

training.
1 3

Basic specialist training for infantrymen was provided

by the Infantry Training Regiments. Much of the rest of

this training was conducted at Schools Battalion, Camp Pendle-

ton.

Collectively, recruit training, individual combat

training, and skill qualification training (whether conducted

in formal schools-or basic specialist training courses)

were known as basic sequential training.*

1972-1973

With the withdrawal of Marine Corps units from Vietnam

in 1970 and 1971, and subsequent reductions in authorized-1strength, the Corps found it was unable to support the
lengthy basic sequential training-program. The traditional

60/40 percent split between operating and supporting forces

was in danger of being inverted. To overcome this "tooth

to tail" problem it was decided, after a long and detailed

study, to eliminate the basic specialist training-program.

training program,-two substitute programs-were introduced.

These programs are still in existence. The first is field-

skill training (FST), a program where designated operational

commands, subject to Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps approved

*As might be-expected, this proliferation of terms caused
some confusion. For example, BST could mean either basic
specialist training or basic sequential training.
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performance objectives and training time restrictions, con-

duct skill qualification training. Field skill training

provides some standardization and guidance, though it still

requires operational assets and places Marines into units

before they are MOS qualified. The second program is managed

on-the-job training (MOJT). This program is conducted by

designated supporting commands, in accordance with Head-

quarters, U.S. Marine Corps programs of instruction or

syllabi. Formal instruction and practical application in

an actual job situation are combined.

In 1973, recruit training and individual combat training

were united into a single course of instruction under the

control of the recruit depots. The Infantry Training Regi-

ment on the East Coast was disestablished. The Regiment on

the West Coast was redesignated the Infantry Training School

(ITS) and assigned the mission of providing skill qualifica-

tion training to infantrymen who are not trained in the

field skill training program.* Prior to the combining of

these two programs, recruit training was 9 weeks and

*Only the 1st and 2d Marine Divisions were designated to

conduct field skill training. Marines assigned to the 3d
Marine Division in Okinawa or the 1st Marine Brigade in Hawaii
had to receive their training in the continental U.S. to com-
ply with existing Federal legislation. The lut Marine Brigade
did conduct FST for a short period in 1.974 and 1975 when
the legislation was modified, but reverted to the original
arrangement because of the difficulties of conducting a
separate program. All infantrymen assigned to shipboard
detachments, barracks, and posts and stations from recruit
training go through the Infantry Training School. The ist
Marine Division has occasionally made arrangements with the
Infantry Training School to provide instructors and train
Division Marines there. However, this has always been a
local arrangement and the students and instructors were

- - - chargable to the ist division.
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individual combat training was four weeks. Through elimina-

tion of dual administrative "check in" and "check out"

time an& deletion of several hours of duplicative instruction,

one week was saved, making the combined course 11 weeks.

Approximately 30% of the Marine graduating from recruit

training in 1977 were MOS qualified through the field skill

and managed on-the-job training programs. Another 2% of

Marines received their initial MOS training via on-the-job-

(OJT) training. These were from small population MOSs where

i formal instruction would not-be-cost-effective-. Only 2%

of new Marines had civilian acquired skills which were

adaptable or directly applicable to a specific MOS without

further training. In such cases an MOS was awarded inmed-

iately following recruit training. The remainder of MarinesVreceived their skill qualification training in formal schools.
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CHAPTER XVII

POST ENTRY-LEVEL TRAINING OF ENLISTED MARINES

1946-1977

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the evolution

of enlisted entry-level training in the Marine Corps from 1946

to 1977. Enlisted post entry-level training is defined as that

individual training provided to a Marine subsequent to comple-

tion of:

-(I) Recruit Training

-(2) Training required for the awarding of the Marine's

first primary military occupational specialty (MOS).

Separate directives-were used until 1974 to prescribe the post

entry-level training required for enlisted men and- enlisted

women. For this reason, different sections will be used in this

-chapter to-describe the post entry-level training programs for

men and women

Post Entry-Level Training of Enlisted Men*

In 1946, Marine Corps Order Number 146, Basic Training for

Enlisted Men was in-effect. This order, published on 17 March

1939, made commanders responsible for the proficiency, specified

V by grade and subject, of all men who had been members of their

Table 17-1 contains a listing of post entry-level training
directives for men covering the period 1939-1977.
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commands for six months or longer. Privates, privates first

class, and field musics were to be knowledgeable in twenty sub-

jects, most of which related to infantry weapons and tactics.

Corporals were expected to possess a familiarity with an addi-

tional six subjects. Staff sergeants, platoon sergeants, tech-

nical sergeants, gunnery sergeants and first sergeants were to

have knowledge of eleven subjects beyond the basic twenty.

Marines in certain types of units were exempted from selected

subjects. For example, Marines in signal, artillery, antiair-

craft, and chemical units were not expected to be provided

training in scouting and patrolling, the hand grenade, or squad

tactics. However., except where conditions made it impracticable, I
all commanders were to ensure their men were capable of marching

12 miles with full equipment. Marine shipboard detachments were I
expected to carry out the training requirements to the extent

permitted by their ships' routines. The provisions of Marine j
Corps Order Number 146 did not apply to Marines once they had -

qualified in the subjects if they were performing -recruiting

duty, duty in staff offices, supply depots or other base support

activities and if such training interfered with their regular

duties.

Grades were to be kept on a "Training Record Card" and then

entered into service record books.

The impact of Marine Corps Order Number 146 was greatest

on non-Fleet Marine Force organizations prior to World War II

because of the control and uniformity it achieved.1 The Fleet
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Marine Force was busily engaged in unit training before and

-" - during the War and as a consequence the Order did not have the

same effect. Non-Fleet Marine Force commanders became deeply

involved in supporting the war effort after 1942 and it is

unlikely many units were able to fully comply with the Order.*

Marine Corps Order Number 146 was superceded on 15 April

1947 by Letter of Instruction Number 1445, Basic Training of

Enlisted Men. This new directive contained most of the basic

provisions of its predecessor, though a five hour time limit

was placed on the 12 mile march and a requirement for physical

conditioning training was added. The subject of leadership-was

also added for Marines in the grade of corporal and above.

Personnel at posts and stations, and security detachments at

aviation establishments were to receive training sufficient

to ensure they were able to fire machineguns, rocket launchers,

and 60 mm and 81 mm mortars. A stock of such weapons had been

provided to these organizations. Interestingly, no live fire

wes authorized.

The Letter of Instruction stated that the air. of all the

required training was ". . . the establishment and maintenance

of a high level of discipline, smartness, physical fitness,

self-confidence, initiative, leadership, and pride in the

Marine Corps."2 The directive went on to say that every Marine

I, *This the authors' conclusion based on the fact Marine

Corps Order Number 146 is noted as being a significant directive

for non-FMF units in the pre-war period, but no mention is made
of it in discussions of training from 1942-1945 in .arine Corps
Ground Training in World War II.
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should be prepared f. . or actual combat to the extent that

none shall lack the knowledge of how to protect himself against

hostile action and how to employ individual %eapons effectively

against the enemy." 3 This is the first expression of the pur-

pose and objectives of post entry-level training since Marine

Corps Order Number 146 contained no similar statements.

Evidence of concern for the state of training in 1946 is
expressed in Letter of Instruction Number 1445 by the following:

S. .reports of the Inspector General indicate that many
commanding officers are not making full use of the time
that could be utilized for training by devoting an un-
warranted amount of time to police work, organized
athletics, standing by for inspections, or in care and

cleaning of individual eguipment. It is considered that
except for actual instruction, the latter activity is a

responsibility of the individual to be performed outside
of training hours. It is further considered that period-
ically the normal routine might justifiably be altered
for short periods to provide intensive training. During
such periods any resulting reduction in liberty will notLbe detrimental to moral provided instruction is well pre-
pared and presented in an interesting manner. Extra
liberty as a reward for achievement of above-average pro-
ficiency might well be used as an incentive to such ar program. 4

Training record cards were still to be used. A require-

ment was added, however-, to keep them on file for one year.

Commanding officers we:e admonished to give examinations and

not to indiscriminatel;" aive markings of "satisfactory" based

merely on observations.

On 13 February 1948, Letter of Instruction Number 1544,

Training of Enlisted Men was promulgated. The subjects re-

quired to be taught by this directive were similar to those
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of Letter of Instruction 1445. Four hours of practice daily

1 with the trumpet or drum, however, was now prescribed for

field musics. Also it was noted that, "Because of the necessary

stress laid upon their primary mission, certain organizations ,

would be required to conduct training only on a

limited number of subjects." 5 Organizations were classified

into ten types for training purposes. These were:

(1) The Fleet Marine Forces

(2) Ships' Detachments

(3) The Recruiting Establishment

(4) Reserve Activities

(5) Recruit Depots

(6) Service Schools

(7) Staff Headquarters

(8) Supply Establishments

(9) Aviation Units and Stations

(10) All Other Activities

The importance of periodic inspections was pointed out and all

commanding officers were charged to maintain a 5 1/2 day work

week with Saturday mornings devoted primarily to inspections.

Letter of Instruction 1544 expanded somewhat the objec-

tive of individual training, stating that it -,as . . to have

every officer and man qualified to perform duty in the Fleet

Marine Force in the field."6  The full meaning of this objec-

tive was outlined by the following:
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. . . every Marine shall be trained to employ the indi-
vidual protective measures necessary to nullify or
reduce the effectiveness of enemy action and shall have
a familiarity with the effective employment of infantry
weapons against the enemy in accordance with elementary

* combat principles.7

The requirement to keep training record cards was retained,

though, now oral, practical or written examinations were per-

mitted to be used to determine grades.

Significant changes were made to post entry-level training

with the promulgation of Marine Corps General Order Number 10

on 1 February 194-9. Subjects were classified as "basic," "tech-

nical" or "tactical." Organizations were separated into the

following categories:

Category A. Marine detachments afloat, security forces

in Naval Shore Activities-, and other Marine barracks.

Category B. Recruit depots (exclusive of recruits),

service schools (exclusive of students), and troop training

units.

Category C. Headquarters Battalion, Headquarters, U.S.

Marine Corps; Headquarters, Department of the Pacific; Marine

Corps Depots of Supply at Philadelphia, San Francisco, Norfolk

and Barstow; separate area disbursing offices; and Marine

Corps air stations.

Category D. Recruiting establishments, Marine aziation

detachments at Naval Stations, regular personnel on duty with

reserve activities, and all regular establishment activities

- not covered elsewhere.
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Category E. The Fleet Marine Forces, recruits in

training, reserve activities, and students.

Training was directed in this General Order based on a

Marine's grade and the organization he was assigned to. For

example, the eleven "basic" subjects were only taught to

privates first class who were assigned to Category A, B and

C organizations.

The objectives of post entry-level training remained the

same in this General Order as in the directive it replaced,

though, for the first time recruit training was identified as

the foundation of the standards of general military proficiency.

The most far reaching change incorporated into General

Order Number 10 was the inclusioni of "General Subjects" into

promotion examinations. Commanders were directed to provide

[ Marines with every opportunity to qualify for promotion, and

Marines were advised to utilize the Guidebook for Marines in

a self study program to prepare for examinations.

Marine Corps General Order Number 83 was published on

24 January 1951 and contained only minor changes to it prede-

cessor. Among these were the addition of an enclosure detailing

the maintenance, custody, disposition and marking instructions

for the individual training record. Several units were placed

in different training categories and a few subjects were

modified. The classification of "technical" subjects was

deleted leaving "basic" and "tactical" subjects. Basic
IJ
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subjects increased from 1-1 to 16.* General Military Subjects

Tests (GMSTs) were only to cover the "basic, subjects

Marines in the "theater of operations" (Korea) were to be

exempted from testing by separate directive. Recognition

was made of the nature of the war in Korea by the addition

of the requirement that all Marines "...be thoroughly in-

doctrinated in the principles of individual operati.on and

survival in snow and extreme cold."
8

On 13 May 1954 Marine Corps General Order Number 154

was issued. Changes, again, were minor. The "M-1 Carbine"
was deleted from the list of "basic" subjects while "History

and Tradition of the U.S. Marine Corps" and "Atomic Defense"

were added. This made for a total of 17 subjects. A re-

quirement for motor vehicle accident prevention instruction,

night training, t ivil affairs/military government indoc-

trination, a food sanitation training program, and an infor-

mation program were added under a paragraph titled "Special

Instructions." This paragraph had been used for the most

part in previous directives to remind commanders of training

requirements, such as swimming and marksmanship, covered by

separate orders.

[ In 1956 the Marine Corps adopted a new directives

system. As a result, Marine Corps General Order Number 154

was redesignated as Marine Corps Order 1510.2 There was

*This is the first in a series of increases in the "basic"_V or general military subjects which were to continue almost
unbroken for nearly 20 years.
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no change to the contents of the Order.

Marine Corps Order 1510.2A, Individual Training of

Enlisted Men, published on 11 June 1957, appears to have been

revised based on the concept that Marines could and should

do more training. The system which categorized organizations

in accordance with their supposed capability to conduct

training was deleted. The order required every Marine, no

matter where he was assigned or what his occupational field,

to maintain proficiency in all general military subjects,

which were increased in number from 17 to 21. NoncommissionedV officers were required to be proficient in an additional

six subjects. Training on machine guns, rocket launchers,

I and mortars was no longer required, however, for all Marines.

For the first time in this series of orders, Marines

were encouraged to consider correspondence courses when

other means of training were not available.

"Fire Fighting" and "Rescue Operations" were added to

the training requirements listed in the "Special Instructions"

paragraph. Many of the previcisly separate requirements in

this paragraph were grouped into an "Information Program."

This Program inclnded the new subject "Code of Conduct."

All instructions regarding training records were re-

moved from this order and placed in a personnel directive.

On 22 July, Marine Corps Order 1510.2B was issued with

a new title, General Military Training of Enlisted Men. Re-

visions were minor. Two more subjects were added to the
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ever increasing number of General Military Subjects and one

subject was added to those required of noncommissioned

officers. The Order also stated that all Marines were

qualified for duty in infantry units as a result of their

basic training. Swimming qualification standards were now

included in the Order as an enclosure.

The reference to all Marines being qualified infantry-

men was removed from Marine Corps Order 1510.2C, General

Military Training of Enlisted Men published on 30 January

1962. However, the need for a Marine to be able to defend

himself on the battlefield was spelled out as follows:

The purpose of training is to place on any
battlefield a combat ready Marine, imbued-with
the will and ability to fight, and a firm deter-
mination tc win. Historically the key to Marine
success has been the competency of all Marinesto be "Marines first," to know the fundamentals
of their profession as well as their specialty.
The thorough training of each Marine grows
increasingly more important with the possibility
of independent action on widely separated fronts
and with advances in the nuclear age. With thevery real possibility of separation of forces
and indepen,!.nt actions, the aviation specialist,

the supply man, the clerk, or the technician,must be able to defend himself, his installation
or his unit, and to counter-attack if necessary.[ The Order directed commanders to excuse from training

those Marines known to be proficient in the subject being

taught. An additional General Military Subject was added,

the total now being 24. One subject was added for those

required of noncommissioned officers and four for staff

nonccmmissioned officers.
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On 22 Jule 1964, Marine Corps Order 1510.2D, General

Military Training of Enlisted Men was published. It in-

cluded the following modifications from the previous order.

A suggested training syllabus for non-swimmers was added

'as an enclosure. A physical readiness-test was included in

the order, though no mandatory testing requirement was

indicated. The directive prohibited use of students in any

dangerous or degrading aspects of POW compound training.

General Military Subjects were reduced to 16, the first re-

duction in nearly 13 years.

While Marine Corps Order 1510.2D was in final staffing

at Headquartersr U.S. Marine Corps, a detailed study on the

general military training of enlisted men was received from

the Commanding Officer of Marine Corps Supply School, Camp

Lejeune, North Carolina.1 0 This study concluded that p. -

vious directives were lacking guidance insofar as indicating

the purpose of training, the degree of knowledge desired,

and the scope of the subject matter. The study also con-

cluded that the standardized tests available did not accurate- ]
ly evaluate the material taught. The Headquarters position

was that the study had merit in regards to testing, but

that many of the other problems identified had been solved

in the new order about to be promulgated.*

* A review of Marine Corps Order 1510.2D failed to

substantiate this position.
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-Marine Corps order 1510.2E, General Military Training

of Enlisted Men was issued on 27 May 1968. The number of

subjects required for all Marines made a dramatic increase

from 16 to 24, though 12 subjects were made non-applicable

to Marines with hard skill aviation military occupational

specialties.

The influence of the war in Vietnam on training was

reflected in the requirement to emphasize the following

subjects in order to develop a Marine Corps-wide knowledge

of operations in Southeast Asia: V
(1) Theater orientation j
(2) Nature of the enemy

(3) Revolutionary Development

(4) Standards of personal conduct

(5) Enemy mine and boobytrap techniques.

Downproofing training was introduced as an adjunct to

swimming training.

A major revision was made to post entry-level training

with the publication of Marine Corps Order 1510.2F, Individual

Training of Enlisted Men of 14 May 1970.

The reason for the changes was pointed out in a Head-

quarters, U.S. Marine Corps memorandum which stated that:

The requirement to revise and update MCO 1510.2E
evolved from a recognition of the declining effective-
ness of our programs for the individual training
of enlisted men at the unit level. Reports by
the IG, training inspections, and other sources
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revealed that the current general military sub-
jects training program has, over the years, be-
come a repository for an amount and variety of
training which overwhelms the capacity of most
units to accomplish. The 59% failure rate suf-
fered by major commands during FY69 IG training
management inspections is a direct result of
an imposition of too many training requirements
which are unrelated to unit requirements.
Commanders do not have the training time avail-
able to devote to improvirg individual profi-
ciency in a large number of subjects for whi
there is no requirement in the unit mission."

The new order shifted the emphasis in individual training

"...from a variety of subjects of general application to

specific-subjects of purposeful application." 1  This more

definitive approach identified skill and knowledge require-

ments in-11 essential subjects,. These requirements were

expressed as objectives. Essential subjects were defined

as those needed ".. .to enable a Marine to survive on the bat-

tlefield, function effectively in garrison, and instinctively

practice those personal and professional traits that dis-

tinguish him as a Marine."'13 in addition to essential

subjects there were three other categories or types of

training. These were mission-oriented, career, and related

training. Career training was further separated into r ili-

tary occupational specialty and leadership training.

Commanders were directed to test their Marines' pro-

ficiency in essential subjects annually; to exempt then from

*A count of all categories of training in the pre-:ious
order revealed that enlisted Marines were to be versed .n 41subject areas, noncommissioned officers in 50, and staf =- non-
commissioned officers ir 58.
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training in subjects in which they demonstrated proficiency;

and to reevaluate them at least quarterly in those subjects which

they failed. The results of these and all other evaluations
rwere to be entered in an Individual Training Record, which

was to accompany a Marine's service record book upon trans-

fer.

Two years of experience with the revised training program

revealed a need for certain modifications. Marine Corps
Order 1510.2G, published on 17 June 1972 incorporated these

modifications the most significant of which were the inclusion

of physical fitness training as the 12th essential subject;

the provision for the Marine Corps Institute to provide

standardized essential subjects tests; alignment of the

Order to support a new recruit training syllabus; and estab-'

rishing the Guidebook for Marines as one of the prime ref-

erences for the essential subjects. The definition of essen-

:ial subjects was changed with the substitution of "sustain

himself on the battlefield" vice "survive on the battlefield."*

The new definition was intended to better -reflect the idea

that all Marines were expected to be able to participate

in defensive operations and limited offensive operations.

On 21 May 1971 a change was published to Marine Corps

Order 1510.2G. The change's most important feature was to

*The term "survive" was thought to be too limited. Yet,
it was recognized that the "every Marine a- rifleman" concept
was not intended to infer that every Marine must possess the

Xzfull range of skills required of a Marine with an infantry
military occupational specialty.
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allow senior noncommissioned officers (master sergeants,

and sergeants major) to be evaluated in essential subjects

and leadership subjects by no means other than observationi

Marine Corps Order 1510.2H, Individual Training of I
Enlisted Marines was published on 16 July 1974. This new

directive provided policy guidance and implementing instruc-

tions for the post entry-level training of both enlisted men

and enlisted women. The order reduced the essential subjects

from 12 to 10 for men and increased them for women from 5 to

8. Performance objectives for all these essential subjects

were derived from objectives contained in the programs of

instruction (POI's) for recruit training. This was to en-

sure that initial proficiency in the essential subjects was

developed in recruit training. Required annual testing in

essential subjects was eliminated, except as required by

separate directives for physical fitness and marksmanship.

Though the frequency of evaluations was no longer prescribed,

commanders were still charged with the responsibility to

ensure their Marines remained proficient in essential subjects.

The new order also deleted the requirement to keep

specific training records. Commanders were to keep onl%

those they deemed necessary. Instructions for conducting

water survival and swimming training were deleted from the

order, also.
I

Mission-oriented, career, essential subjects and related

training were placed in a priority listing. This listig was
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not meant to imply the accomplishment of some training re-

quirements to the exclusion of others as a matter of routine,

but was intended to accommodate conditions wherein efforts,

time, and assets had to be diverted from less immediate

training requirements to more pressing demands.

The changes made in Marine Corps Order 1510.2H resulted

from a Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps study of training

priorities and from proposals made by representatives of

the Fleet Marine Forces during a conference held at Head-

quarters early in December 1973. Recommendations made by

attendees at the Fifth Annual Marine Corps Training Conference,

held during the last week of February 1974, were also incor-

Iporated.

Post Entry-Level Training of Enlisted Women*

The earliest directive addressing the post entry-level

training of enlisted women that could be located by the

Central Files Section, Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps was

published on 21 July 1949. This directive was Marine Corps

r Memorandum 80-49, Individual Training of Enlisted Women.

Since Memorandum 80-49 does not indicate it cancels or super-

cedes any directive there is a strong possibility that it is

[the first directive to provide guidance on the post entry-

level training of enlisted women.

*Table 17-2 con-,t-ains a listing of post entry-leveltraining directives for women covering the period 1949-1977.
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Memorandum 80-49 stated that the objective of all train-

ing women received was

... to develop pride and self-confidence, discipline,
physical fitness, initiative, leadership, teamwork,
and proficiency in the individual and in the unit.
The basic aim of individual training is to qualify
every enlisted woman to erform duties in support of
Marine Corps activities. 14

The Memorandum also stated that recruit training provided the

foundation of these standards of proficiency and that follow-

on training, practical experience, and self study were the

means of their ultimate attainment.
Commanders were directed to qualify women in their

commands annually in certain general military subjects.[ For privates and privates first class there were eicht sub-

jects, and for noncommissioned officers an additional four.

This requirement could be reduced or waived entirely for

women whose primary duty did not permit attendance of scheduled

training. The promotion resting program for women included

a General Military Subjects test.

A training record card was to be maintained on zag= 7

of each woman's service record book.

All activities were zc conduct monthly classes w- world

affairs.

Marine Corps Memorandum 80-49 was replaced on 8 May

1951 by Marine Corps General Order Number 90, Indivizuai -S

Training of Enlisted Women. The changes instituted t -- his

new Order were minor. The most significant was the increase
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Aa of general military subjects from eight to 10. General Or-

der Number 90 was modified on 21 January 1952 with the re-

quirement to conduct at least two discussion periods per

month on current world affairs, and United States and Marine

Corps policies. The Order was modified again on 5 September

1952 with the addition of the requirement to provide all

women with at least two hours of indoctrination each year in

atomic defense.

On 28 May 1954, Marine Corps General Order Number 155,

Individual Training of Enli.ited Women was issued. This new

Order raised the number of general military subjects from 10

to 12. A "Special Instructions" paragraph was incorporated

which listed the following additional five training require-

ments: (1) information program, (2) motor vehicle accident

prevention program, (3) security indoctrination program,

(4) supply economy indoctrination, and (5) food sanitation

training program.

General Order Number 155 also slightly revised the

objectives of individual training for women.

The objective of training for women Marines is to
develoz and maintain individual and unit pride,
self-confidence, discipline, physical fitness,
initiative, leadership, teamwork, and proficiency
in the individual and in the unit. The basic aim
of individual training is to orient every enlisted
women in her overall role as a Marine to ensure
a fir" understanding of the principles of the
military system and the proper application of these
principles.15
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In 1956 the Marine Corps adopted a new directive system.

As a result, Marine Corps General Order Number 155 was

redesignated Marine Corps Order 1510.1. There were no

changes to the contents of the Order.

On 8 April 1957, Marine Corps Order 1510.1A, Individual

Training of Enlisted Women was published. This Order gave

commanders the authority to waiver training in basic subjects

for all women Marines who successfully passed training

proficiency tests. Commanders were also authorized toFrequire participation in correspondence courses when the
number of women was too small to justify a complete training

program. Marine Corps Order 1510.1A eliminated the "informa-

tion type" subjects which had been included in the previous

directive.

Marine Corps Order 1510.1B, General Militarv Training

of Enlisted Women published on 12 September 1960 revised the

objectives of individual training for women Marines.

Upon initial entry into the Marine Corps,
every woman Marine receives Basic Mili:ary Train-
ing in two phases. The first phase, Fezruit
Training, develops discipline, physical fitness,
good grooming habits, personal pride, a d love
of Corps and Country. The second phase, General
Office Procedure Training, provides the women
Marine with a general knowledge of military
office procedures, since the majorit-y" s' her duty
assignments will require some knowledge of these
matters.

Upon the foundation of Basic Mil::ary Train-
ing described above, further general military
training is conducted by commanding Ifficers.
This further training is conducted to ensure the
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retention and- improvement of those attitudes,
habits, and skills acquired during Basic Military

Training. This order is designed primarily to
assist commanding officers in the planning and
execution of general military training programs.

The number of general military subjects was increased

to 13 and swimming qualification standardh were added. Five

"special subjects" were also included under a paragraph of

that title.

The tone of the information and guidance contained in

Marine Corps Order 1510.1B leans toward femininity. For

example, two of the new general military subjects were

"Grooming and Wearing of Civilian Clothing" and "Decorum and

Dignity." A reference for the first subject was How to be

Attractive by Joan Bennett, and one for the latter subject

was Vogue's Book of Etiquette. Though women were reminded

of the need for physical fitness the Order noted that "Cer-

tain goals of physical training for men, such as strengthen-

ing muscle groups to withstand the demands of service in

the field, are not appropriate for women Marines and will

not be pursued." 1 7 Women Marines did not need to worry

about field training, however, because the Order said they

could participate as "spectators" only. Commanders were

encouraged to establish programs to expand the educational

background, vocational skills, and cultural interests of

women Marines.

Marine Corps Order 1510.1C, General Military Training

of Enlisted Women published on 21 February 1962 made only
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very minor changes to the previous directive. The general

military subjects were increased-to 15 and the format of

the order was modified slightly.

On 2 February 1965 Marine Corps Order 1510.D, General

Military Training of Enlisted Women was promulgated. The

number of general military subjects was reduced to five. An

additional three were required for noncommissioned officers.

The more definitive approach to training which had been

instituted for enlisted men in 1970 was. adopted for the

training of enlisted women with the promulgation of Marine

Corps Order 1510.1E, Individual Training of Enlisted Women

on 11 January 1972. This new directive paralleldd the

order for enlisted men except that the five essential subjects

for women were different.

Marine Corps Order 1510.2H, Individual Training of En-

listed Marine published on 16 July 1974 was applicable to

both enlisted men and women, with recognition of the differ-

ences in essential subjects. Marine Corps Order 1510.1H

was described in the previous section of this chapter.
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APPENDIX A

PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (PME) SELECTION

Subsequent to the issuance of ALMAR 107 (CMC 151300 2 Jul 77) and
the publication of the results of the three professional military
education selection boards, many questions have arisen regarding
the new process used, and the criteria applied. Representatives
of HQMC who have visited the field have returned carrying with them
the impression that many misconceptions exist in the officer pop-
ulation about professional military education. Some officers have
equated selection as tantamount to pre-selection for promotion.
Some have taken non-selection as a signal to "seek other employ-
ment". These conceptions are erroneous. Let's take a look at the
selection process as it exists today.

To begin with, it is agreed that the basis for any selection should
focus on demonstrated performance, anticipated potential and the
individual's career development. These factors were considered in
the old school selection pzocess; however, they were not always
given their proper weight. ,.Iso a board chaired by the Deputy Sec-
retary of Defense which examined the standards of excellence in
professional military schools indicated that we were selecting
officers too late in their careers, and in some cases too late in
tbeir grade levels. The Marine Corps did not benefit sufficiently
froir. the expertise gained in the former instance and the individual
hz, little opportunity to apply his skills while in the appropriate
g ade in the latter instance. In addition, one of the Usual criteria
E r selection was that an officer be "eligible for transfer" which
in effect te;,ded to limit those eligible for selection to the "mover"
popilaf.-'on. That is to say, the officer was eligible and available
coincident with the convening date of the school. Within this
moving period also came demands for superior officers to fill posi-
tions on joint staffs and other key billets. As a result, often
the officer who was best fitted for school was placed in the key
billet slot, and another "mover" who was somewhat less qualified
went to the school.

The problem we faced was to insure that all officers were afforded
an opportunity for selection and that those best meeting the
selection criteria were selected. The problem was also compounded
by Congressional and OSD constraints imposing time-on-station re-
quirements which limited our assignment flexibility.

Although the mechanics of the selection process will not be
addressed in detail, some aspects are worthy of note. After this
transition year the officers considered will be advanced into the
eligibility zone by promotion year groups and remain so until all
have had an opportunity !or selection and have moved out of the
eligibility zone. Time-on-station will not be a selection con-
sideration since, P-ar selection, officers will attend schools
as available durin. 16he next three years. Assignment to schools
will take precedence over all other assignments. Requests for
deferral will not normally be approved. In addition to the
primary selectee list there will be an "alternate" list selected.
The names of the officers on this list will not be published to
the field.
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For this year's board and with next year's,- if it is deermined

that the, primary selectees are not able to attend school for
time-on-station or other reasons, they are moved to a "defer-
red" list and replaced as a primary attendee by the number one
alternate in their category (Ground, Naval Aviator/Naval Flight
Officer/Supply/Data Systems/judge Advocates, in the case of
Top Level Schools and Ground, Naval Aviator/Naval Flight Offi-
cer, Aviation control in the case of Intermediate and CareerLevel Schools). During this transitional year in an effort
to ensure equity and to recognize outstanding officers, com-
manding generals, district directors, and commanding officers
of separate commands were authorized to recommend waivers for
PME consideration, in exceptional cases, for those officers
above the respective Intermediate and Career Level School

eligibility zones.

Reserve officers must have sufficient obligated service follow-
ing completion of the schoo for which selected. Reserve
officers whose EAS was less than required to be considered by
the PME Board were required to request an EAS extension if
they desired to be considered by the appropriate level PME
Board.mse

If an alternate, designated to become a primary, is unavail-
able to attend this year, the alternate will be moved to the
deferred list since the officer below on the alternate list
will be offered the school seat the primary had been unable
to fill. Alternates not assigned as a primary or deferred
because of their position on the alternate list will be sent
a congratulatory letter with a copy to their Promotion Board
Case File. If eligible, such officers will be considered for
selection with promotion year groups next year.

The deferred list will be provided to the next year's selection
board to ensure that the quality of performance has been main-
tained. If the performance quality remains unchanged, the
officer will be designated as a primary selectee without
further consideration. The board will then select officers
to fill the remaining quotas.

In summary, all officers are being afforded an opportunity to
be selected for professional military education. The system,
which has been developed to ensure that the best fitted are
selected, and even when not able to attend, that those best
fitted will be recognized. The fact that the system provides
for deferment allows us to avoid the time-on-station con-
straints. Above all, the new process recognizes demonstratedperformance, anticipated potential, career development andweighs them accordingly.1
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-i' NOTES

1. Handout from Career Planning Branch, HQMC to
Students at Marine Corps Command and Staff College in
February 1978, undated.
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APPENDIX B

A GUIDE TO THE MARINE CORPS

MANPOWER MANAGEMENT PROCESS

NOTE: Information in this Appendix has been extracted for

the most part from the Interrelationships of Auto-
mated Manpower Systems Supporting tie USMC Manpower

Management Process, a report prepared for the Marine
Corps in 1976 by the Potomac General Research Group.
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SECTION I

DETERMINING MARINE CORPS
FORCE STRUCTURE

Determination of force structure translates the force

level authorized the Marine Corps into unit Tables or

Organization (T/Os). The Marine Corps' ability to staff

these Tables of Organization is influenced by end strength

and budgeting limitations. Staff levels within these con-

straints are expressed as Unit Manning Levels (M/Ls). In

non-Fleet Marine Force (FMF) commands, Manning Levels are

the same as the Tables of Organization. In Fleet Marine

Force Commands the Manning Levels are percentages of the

Tables of Organization. The product of the combination

of the FMF and non-FMF Manning Levels is the Authorized

Strength Report (ASR). The Authorized Strength Report

provides a detailed listing of the manpower authorized

(in terms of grades and military occupational specialties)

by Monitored Command Code (MCC). The Authorized Strength

Report reflects Congressional and Office of the Secretary

of Defense program constraints as outlined in the Five

Year Defense Plan (FYDP) Listing. The Listing provides

program budget detail regarding unit as well as individual's

line (trainees, transients, patients, and prisoners)

authorizations for the past year and current year, and a

projection for an additional five years into the future.

Data in the Listing provides program budgeting limitations

when the Marine Corps' force structure is being determined.
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SECTION I

DETERMINING MARINE CORPS
FORCE STRUCTURE

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

QJRR~1 MANPOWR STRlTUPE STAFF ADVOCACY AND NEGOTIA- R EACH COMMAND/UNIT:
FOR A-BILLETS AND B-BILLETS TION AMWNG RP DIVISION, - TABLES OF ORGANIZATION
BY MOS, GRADE, AND COMMAND. T/O AND MOS SPONSORS, MPU, - MANNING LEVELS

MC AND OTHER HW - AUTHORIZED STREGTH
INThIALLY AND EX ERALLY IES TO ESTABLISH THE BY GRADE AND MS64
GEERATED REQUIRMENTS TO T URE
CHANGE THE ST1UK1R.

CONGRESSIONAL AND DOD
IMPOSED MNOE
(CCNTRAINTS AUTHORIZED END STRENGTHS

FR ALL MARINE CORPS
ALL DECISIONS CON NING GNERATE LIST FOR EACH UNITS FOR THE PAST, CJR-
UNIT AUTHORIZATIONS FOR UNIT'S AUTHORIZED RENT AND BUDGET FYs AND

,TH{E PAST, CURRENT, AND ST- . FOUR ADDITONAL FYs.
~BUDGET FYs AND FOUR

____ ____ ____ ROMGRAED END STRENGTHL : ADDITIONAL FYs. ESTIMATE THE SIZE OF THE P N
'INDI DEAL'S LE O FOR INDIVIDUAL'S LINE

HISTORICAL DATA ON SIZE (A

OF INDIVIDUAL'S LINE PATIENTS AND PRISONERS).

T/MR FILE

TION
FYDP FYD
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SECTION II

DETERMINING MANPOWER REQUIREMENTIAfter the Marine Corps force structure has been estab-
lished for a specified future fiscal year, the manpower

requirements needed to support that structure must be

determined. An automated model, the Simulator for Total

Requirements Authorization Forecast and Evaluation (STRAFE),

is employed to forecast for a projected period the desired
F

grade and military occupational specialty (MOS) mix. ThisI' forecast is stated in terms of primary (A) military occu-
pational specialties for enlisted Marines and billet mili-

tary occupational specialties for officers. The forecast

includes the overhead of the individual's line (trainees,

transients, patients, and prisoners), needed to support all

authorized billets. The STRAFE model is able to spread

B-billets and the individual's line to primary military

occupational specialties as well as to make the best allo-

cation within Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP) constraints.

The document which STRAFE produces is called the Grade

Adjusted Recapitulation (GAR). It is important to note that

the Grade Adjusted Recapitulation represents the desired[composition of the Marine Corps regardless of the actual
personnel inventory.
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SECTION II p.

DETERMINING MANPOWER REQUIREMENT

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

TABLES OF ORG3ANIZATIO CALCUAE THE MANPOWER BY A-EOS 'TOTALJ MANPOWER RE-
AND GRADE REQUIRED TO SUPPORT QUIROEIM BY A-MOS/

AUTHORIZED STRENG'HS THE AUTHORIZED STRENGTH: GRADE NEEDED TO SUP-
BY MOS/GRADE o SPREAD B-BILLET REQJIREMENTS POT FORCE S R.

B-BILLET STAFFING T A-MOSS/GRADES
POLICIES o SPREAD INDIVIDUAL'S LINE TO

A-MOSs/GRADES
ROTATION POLICIES
R T ADJUST TO FYDP CEILINGS AND

CONGRESSIONAL AND DOD) GRADESHISTORICAL DATA ONCOSRIT
INDIVIDUAL'S LINE

1*

II
SFILE
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SECTION III

MANAGEMENT OF OFFICER AND ENLISTED FORCES

Management of the officer and enlisted forc2&:involvesi

the development of accession, assignment and classif-.cation,

training and education, lateral move, retention, promotion,

and termination of service plans for each occupational

field. These plans are based on grade structure and a

years of service distribution. The goal is to meet Marine

Corps manpower manpower needs while equalizing promotiotz'

opportunities among occupational fields. The principal

documents used in developing these plans are the Grade

Adjustment Recapitulation (GAR) and Manpower Management

System (MMS) reports. For the enlisted force an automated

model, the Enlisted Force Management System (EFMS), is

used to compute data necessary for the plans. This task

is done manually for the officer force. Projections in-

clude the number of Marines who should be in each occupa-

tional field by grade and years of service; the number

::o be promoted to each pay grade within an occapational

field by the years of service required for promotion; the

b lateral moves required by pay grades needed to maintain

proper force mix; and the training requirements by mili-

tary occupational specialty (MOS) necessary to support

the Marine Corps' force structure.
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SECTION III

MANAGEMENT OF OFFICER AND ENLISTED FORCES

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

ANPwER REIRmT DETERMINE PAY GRADE DISTRIBU- DESIRED FORCE STRWTURE
TIONS AND POYMIMON POLICIES FOR EKE OCCUPATIONAL

LOSS RATES NEEDED TO MAINTAIN A STABLE FIELD BY PAY GRADE AND
FORCE. YEARS OF SERVICE.

PIO4TIONAL

CONSIDERATIOS DETERMINE TRAINIMl REQUIREMENTS PROMOTION OPPORIUNITIES
BY MOS MDED TO SUPPORT BY OCCUPATIONAL FIELD
STIRJC' TO LATERAL -MOVE REQUIRE-

MENTS BY OCCUPATIONAL
FIELD3.

REENLISTMENT GALS BY
OCCUPATIONAL FIELD.

ANNUAL TRAINING rMQIRE-
MENTS BY MODS

[ ,,

O" oicR 1

DAT MANPWR

TRAINING!

GA OUPU-PA
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SECTION III.A

ACCESSIONS

Accession plans are prepared based on Grade Adjusted
Recapitulation (GAR) requirements, and known and projected
losses derived from Manpower Management System (MMS) statistics.
The impact of other planned future events is also considered.
The actual computations comparing losses and requirements is
done manually.

INPUT PROCESS OUTPUT

- KNCOM LOSSES COM4PARISON OF L OSSES AND_ jNA CESO

PI3BCED LOSSES

PRJDCED REQUIREENTS

1I
L 'F AVIATI

V RE

, DF OFFIR OFF -ICER('E RIRE ACCESSION

GAR METS/

D --------P EsN
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SECTION III.B

CLASSIFICATION

Enlisted Marines are classified shortly before gradua-

tion from recruit training in a procedure known as the

Automated Recruit Distribution Process (ARDP). This process,

with the assistance of the Recruit Distribution Model (RDM),

obtains the best match between military occupational

specialty (MOS) prerequisites and individual charcacteristics

and aptitudes as reflected in classification test scores,

scores on special tests for electronics, and reports of

civilian education achieved. Information on graduating re-

-cruits is obtained from the Recruit Accession Management

Subsystem (RAMS). Prerequisites (including requirements

for entry-level training courses) are obtained from military

occupational specialty sponsors and the Training Division.

This data is maintained in the Prerequisite Dictionary

Control Deck. -Quotas to entry-level training courses are

inputed from Training Quota Memorandums (TQMs). The Auto-

mated Recruit Distribution Process produces RD3 Assignment

Cards which are sent to the recruit depots where orders

are prepared in an automated process. Some enlisted Marines

are later reclassified through lateral movement between

military occupational specialties.

A manual process is used by-monitors to classify offi-

cers. This process is based upon the Numerically Adjusted
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Recapitulation (NAR) requirements which are reflected in

Training Quota Memorandums. (The Numerically Adjusted

Recapitulation provides a summation of the individual's

line and the fair-sharing of the numerical difference bet-

ween structure billets and authorized billets.) The

classification process takes into account individual char-

acteristics and abilities as reflected in classification

test scores. This information is available to monitors

from the Manpower Management System (MMS) and the Commis-

sioning- Accession Management Subsystem (CAMS). Course

prerequisites are also considered.
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-SECTION III.B

INPUT7 -PROCESS _CITPUT

TRAINING EJflM ENTSI I aASFIFICATION OF MAINES_-20
IIASSIGNMENT OF MAP-INES TO ENTRY-

INDIVIDUAL ABILITIESLEESKL JIICTO
TRAINING

AIMP ASSIGNMENT

CONVIROORDEERS

LI> ** Ccnu1Lissioning Accession non-

Managemen Subsssstm.



SECTION III.C

ASSIGNMENTS

The assignment process, and inherently the classifica-

tion process, translate manpower requirements, based on

force structure, to the actual inventory of Marines in order

to fill those requirements as closely as possible.

Necessary to the assignment process is the establishment

of staffing goals. The Authorized Strength Report (ASR) and

the Staffing Priorities Bulletin provide the basis for the

setting of staffing goals, though both of these documents

deal with force structure requirements, -not the actual in-

ventory of Marines.*- Staffing-goals distribute the inventory

of Marines to each Monitored Command Code (MMC) by grade

and military occupational specialty (MOS) to provide equit-

able staffing in accordance with staffing priorities, auth-

orized strengths, and estimated size of the individual's line.

The calculations of set goals for officers is performed

manually by the Officer Assignment Branch. The Enlisted

Assignment Branch is assisted-by the Staffing Goal Model.

There are three staffing priority categories:

1. Excepted commands - staffed at 100 percent of authorized

strength in all grades and MOSs.
2. Priority commands - staffed at 100 percent of authorized

strength in gross numbers. When the command is authorized
skills and grades in which the Marine Corps is short, the com-
mand will receive its proportionate share of those short assets
and the deficiency will be compensated Tor by a staffing aver-
age in rel ated grades and skills which are in the Marine Corps.
If there are no related skills, the requirements will not be
staffed.

3. Proportionate share commands - staffed with propor-
tionate share of personnel remaining after staffing of first
-two categories.
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The assignment process itself involves filling the

requirements reflected in the staffing goals. Other inputs

to the process are provided by the Manpower Management

System (MMS) and training requirements reflected in Train-

ing Quota Memorandums (TQMs). For officers additional

information is-derived from personal history cards, fitness

report briefs, and for Naval Aviators and Naval Flight Offi-

cers -from the Naval Aviators Naval Flight Officer Manage-

ment System (NANFORMS). Assignment of officers is done

manually. Enlisted assignment monitors are assisted by

the-Enlisted Assignment Model (EAM).

H
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APPENDIX E
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APPENDIX F

ORGANIZATIONS VISITED AND PERSONNEL

INTERVIEWED DURING FIELD TRIPS
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Organizations Visited and Personnel

Interviewed During Field Trips

Distinguished Retired Officer

LGEN W.K. Jones, USMC (Ret.)

Training Division, Operations and Training Department,
Headquarters, United States Marine Corps, Washington, DC

BGEN R.A. Kuci - Director
COL A.J. Castellana - Deputy Director
MAJ A.C. Blades - Plans Section, Plans & Budget Branch
MAJ R.M. Mallard - Plans Section- Plans & Budget Branch
MAJ-H.W. Slacum - Budget Section,-Plans & Budget Branch
LCOL J.M. Keenan - Head, Education Branch
MAJ-C.R. Dunning --Education Branch
MAJ J.E. Edwards-, Jr. - Education Branch
COL P.G. Boozman --Head, Aviation-Training Branch

LCOL-C.A. Dixon - Head, Aircrew (Aviation Officer) Train-
ing Section, Aviation Training Branch

LCOL W.F. Tremper --Head, Technical (Aviation Enlisted)! Training Section, Aviation Training Branch-

MAJ-J. Miller - Technical (Aviation Enlisted) Training
Section, Aviation Training Branch

COL-J.C. Page - Head, Individual Training Branch
LCOL E.G. Rivers --Head, General Training Section,

Individual Training Branch
MAJW.C. Fi e III General Training Section, Individual

Training Branch-

MAJ-J.E. Wallace --General Training-Section, IndividualTraining Branch-

LCOLE.A. Grimm -Head, Schools Section, Individual Train-
ing Branch

LCOL R.C. Prouty - Schools Section-, Individual Training
CiaBranch

MAJ J.P. Aymond, Jr. - Schools Section, Individual
STraining Branch'

LCOL J.A. Chancey --Head, Unit Training Section, Unit
Training Branch~LCOL A.K. Dixon II --Head, Training- Support Branch

~LCOL R.G. Fronhen -- Head, Reserve-Training Section-,-Unit
Training Branch

MAJ- M.H. Vidos - Reserve Training Section, Unit Training
Branch

Operations Division, Operations and Training Department,
Headquarters, United-States Marine Corps, Washington, DC

COL C.L. Battistone - Head, Readiness Branch
COL C.H. Knowles - Head, Readiness Evaluation Section,

-Readiness Branch
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COL R.J. Johnson - Readiness Evaluation Section,
Readiness Branch

LCOL A. Lee - Readiness Evaluation Section, Readiness
Branch

*LCOL M.P. Sullivan - Readiness Evaluation Section,
Readiness Branch

MAJ W.W. Jackson - Aviation Readiness Officer, Readi-
ness Analysis and FORSTAT Section, Readiness Branch

Manpower Plans and Policy Division, Manpower Department,
Headquarters, United States Marine Corps, Washington, DC

MAJ R.B. Johnston - Systems Unit, Manpower Planning,
-Programming and Budgeting Branch-

MAJ B.C. Walker - Systems Unit, Manpower Planning,
Programming and Budgeting Branch-

*MAJ D.R. Nay - Plans Unit, Manpower Planning, Programming
and Budgeting Section

LCOL W.H. Osgood - Head, Manpower Management Research
Section, Manpower-Management Information Systems Branch

LCOL J.-Nz. Daniel - Manpower Management System Procedures
Section, Manpower Management Information Systems Branch

MAJ-C.S. Bentley - Allocations Section-, Manpower Control
Branch

MR A. Yamashiro - Allocations Section-, Manpower Control
Branch

LCOL M.G-. Morris - Head, Leadership Section, Human
Resources Branch-

MAJ W.R. Hart - Leadership Section, -Human Resources Branch
COL C.D. Dean - Head-, Leadership Instruction Department
MAJ C.R-. Bledsoe - Assistant Head, Leadership Instruction

Department

LCOL R.P. Capatosto --Director, Office of Manpower-Utilization
LCOL W-.W. McIver - Office of Manpower Utilization
MAJ W.R. Masciangelo- Office of Manpower Utilization

r MAJ T.-E. Davis - Office of Manpower Utilization
MAJ H.J. Trautwein, Jr. - Office of Manpower Utilization
MR D-W. Sutter - Office of Manpower Utilization

Personnel Management Division, Manpower Department, Headquarters,
United States Marine Corps, Washington- DC

LCOL R.G. Leidich - Special Programs Section, Officer
Assignment Branch-

MAJ J.J. Sheehan - Ground Officer Assisgnment Section,
Officer Assignment Branch

MAJ L.C. Reifsnider - Distribution Section, Enlisted
Assignment Branch-

COL R.J. Woeckener -Head, Career Planning Branch-
LCOL N.E. Pridgen, Jr. - Assistant-Head, Career Panning

BranchMAJ G.W. McDowell --Enlisted Section-, Career Planning Branch
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Aviation Division, Headquarters, United States Marine Corps,
Washington, DC

LCOL G.E. Walsh - Aviation Analysis Branch
LCOL H.M. Whitfield - Aviation Analysis Branch

MAJ J.A. Davis - Aviation Analysis Branch
MAJ J.R. Mitchell - Aviation Support Branch

Reserve Division, Headquarters, United States Marine Corps,
Washington, DC

MAJ R.C. Madonna - Individual Training Section,
-Personnel Branch

Research, Development and- Studies Division, Headquarters,-

United States Marine Corps, Washington, DC

COL N.F. Schnippel, Jr. - Head, Studies Branch
MAJ J.V. Hoekstra - Studies Analysis- Review Officer,

Studies Branch
CAPT C.A. Millard - Marine Corps Representative, Marine

-Corps Operations Analysis Group (Center for Naval
Analyses)

DR R.E. Sawyer - Senior Analyst, Marine Corps Operations
Analysis Group (Center for Naval Analyses)

DR W.H. Sims - Manpower Analyst, Marine Corps Operations[ IAnalysis Group (Center for Naval Analyses)

History and Museums Divisions, Headquarters, United States
Marine Corps, Washington., DC

[ JCOL J.E. Greenwood- Deputy Director, -Historical Branch

Marine Corps Institute, Marine Barracks, Washington, DC

LCOL B.W. Gardner - Deputy Director
MAJ J.L. Brennan - Marine Corps Institute, Marine Barracks

Washington, DC
MR L. Hughs - Director of Education
MR P. Duffy - Education Specialist

Marine Corps Development and Education Command, Quantico, VA

LGEN -.C. Fegan, Jr. Commanding General
COL A.L. Stewart, Jr. - Chief of Staff

MGEN P-.X. Kelley - Director, Education Center
LCOL D.J. Myers - S-3-, Command and Staff College, Education

Center
LCOL R.K. Young - Amphibious Warfare School, Education Center
LCOL P.L. Hogaboom - S-3, The Basic School, Education Center
MAJ E.X. Buesing, Jr. - Communication Officers School,

-Education Center
MAJ J.L. Neyman - Communication Officers School, Educa-
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COL W.P. Morgenthaler - Director, Instructional Manage-
ment School, Education Center

MAJ G.H. Kelly - Instructional-Management School,
Education Center

LCOL R.L. Patenaude - Marine Corps Key Experience
Evaluation System Coordinator, Requirements Branch,
Concepts, Doctrine and Studies Activity, Develop-
ment Center

LCOL T.C. Dolson - Landing Force Organization System
Study Coordinator, Requirements Branch, Concepts,
-Doctrine and Studies Activity, Development Center

Marine Corps Service Support Schools, Marine Corps Base,
Camp-Lejeune, North-Carolina

MAJ J.C. James --S-3/Director of Instruction
lstLT T.J. Nielsen - S-3/Training Officer

MAJ W.F. Johnson -Director, Instructor Management School
MAJ J.J. Ainsworth-- Commanding Officer, Motor Trans-

-port School
MAJ L.E. Rhodes - OIC, Course Content Review Borad, Motor

Transport School
CAPT -R.I. Leonard - Course Content Review Board;, Motor

-Transport School
CAPT C.C. Kinsey - Course Content Review Board, Motor

Transport School

Headquarters, Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic, Norfolk, Virginia

COL C.F. Pitchford - Force Readiness Officer, Readiness
-Section

LCOL -R.T. MacPherson - Force Inspector, Readiness Section
LCOL J .T. Sehulster - Assistant-Operations Officer,

Operations Unit, G-3 Section
MAJ T.A. Schieb - Assistant Operations Officer, Opera-

r tions Unit, G-3 Section
MAJ J.J. Gutter - Assistant Training Officer,- Training

-Unit, G-3 Section
MAJ J.B. McNally - Assistant Training Officer,- Training

-Unit, G-3 Section

Second Marine Division- (Reinforced), -Fleet Marine Force,
Atlantic, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina

MGEN K. McLennan -Commanding General

COL W.H. Rice - Chief of Staff
LCOL G.L. Ellis --Division Air Officer
MAJ L.R. Ogle - Training Officer, G-3 Section, Headquarters
MAJ R.H. Sutton - Assistant Training Officer, G-3 Section,

-Headquarters
MAJ-R.H. Sutton -Assistant Training Officer, G-3 Section,

-Headquarters
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-MAJ T.E. Campbell - Operations Officer, Second Marine
Regiment

CAPT E.F. Wells - Assistant Operations Officer, Second
Marine Regiment

MAJ F.H. Matthys, Jr. - Operations Officer, Eighth
Marine Regiment

lstLT R.A. Burciaga - Training Officer, Eighth Marine
Regiment

MAJ H.M. Steigelman, Jr. - Operations Officer, Second
Tark Battalion

MAJ D.B. James - Operational Analysis Officer, Division
Information Systems Management Office, Headquarters

Second Marine Aircraft Wing, Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic,
Cherry Point, North Carolina

COL H.D. Bradshaw - Assistant Chief of Staif G-3
LCOL J.H. Mead - Operations Officer, G-3 Section,

Headquarters
MAJ S.S. Glaize - Training Officer, G-3 Section,

Headquarters
LCOL K.D. Holland - Operations Officer, Marine Air-Group 14
MAJ G.F. Burgess - Assistant Operations Officer, Marine

Air Group 14
LCOL A.P. Loring, Jr. - Commanding Officer, VMAT (AW) 202[ MAJ J.E. Henshaw - Operations Officer, VMAT (AW) 202
CAPT T.H. Lyons - Training Officer, VMAT (AW) 202
*LCOL J.B. Wuertz - Operations Officer, Marine Air Group 31
*MAJ G.R. Vangysel - Assistant Operations Officer, Marine

Air Group 31
*CAPT P.M. Young, Jr. - Assistant Group Aircraft Maintenance

Officer, Marine Air Group 31

Landing Force Training Command-, Atlantic-, Naval Svrface Force,
U.S. Atlantic Fleet, Naval Amphibious Base, Little Creek,
Norfolk, Virginia

COL R.L. Christian, Jr. - Chief of Staff
-COL M.V. Statzer - Director, Training--Division
LCOL J.J.W. Hilgers - Head, Tactical Training Branch-,

Training Division
SMAJ M.D. Carey - Instructor, Tactical Training Branch,

Training- Division
MAJ A.T. Todd, USA - Plans Officer[ Marine Corpi Students at Intermediate and Top Level Schools

COL F.V. White, Jr. - Student, Inter-American Defense
College, Washington, DC

*COL C.A. Barstow - Student, National War College,
Washington, DC

COL R.C. Baughman, Student, College of Naval Warfare,
Naval War College, Newport, RI
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LCOL E.P. Carroll - Student, College of Naval Warfare,
Naval War College, Newport, RI

MAJ D.I. Habermacher, Jr. - Student, College of Naval
Command and Staff, Naval War College, Newport, RI

MAJ H.G. Lyles - Student, College of Naval Command and
Staff, Naval War College, Newport, RI

MAJ J.K. Van Riper - Student, Marine Corps Command and
Staff College, Quantico, VA

Chief of Naval Education and Training, Pensacola, Florida

COL C.C. Chisholm, Jr. - Marine Corps Representative
DR I. Shever - Information Analysis and Synthesis Office

CAPT W-.J. Thearle, USN - Professional Development Educa-
r tion Programs, Naval Educationl Developmentr CDR D-.-K. Rogers, USN-- Service Colleges/DOD Schools,

Naval Educational Development
CAPT R.!L. Bauchspies-, Jr., USN - Combat Systems/New Ship

Training, Training Operations
CDR R.J. Schwartz, USN - Combat Systems/New Ship, Air/

Subsurface Training, Training- Operations
MR J. D. Carroll - Assistant Subsurface/Air NTPS and

Requirements,Plans and Programs
MR W.T. Brown - Special Projects and Long Range Plans,

Plans and Programs
MR R.M. Stewart --Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for

l-ight Training-
CAPT R.S. Jackson, USN - Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff

for Research and Program Development
MR J;.W_. Singletary - Nonsystems-Specific Training,

Research and Programs Development
MR R. H. Watkins - Deputy for Budget, Resources Management

Chief of Naval Air Training, Chief of _Naval Education and
Training, Corpus Christi, Texas

LCOL J.-E. Hayes - Marine Liaison-Officer
MAJ G.-H. Robinson - Operations Section

LCOL J. Yandell, USAF - Training Support Section
DR F-. Schufletowski - Head, Instructional Systems Design

Section
*LCDR D-. Kinsey - Aviation Student Personnel and Admin-

istrative Section
DR J . Young - Assistant Director, Automated Systems

Support Section

Chief of Naval Technical Training, -Chief of Naval Education
and Training, Memphis; Tennessee

CAPT J. Young, USN - Staff
CDR E.J_. Rice - Head, Air Warfare Training Branch
LCDR O.-D. Brown - Training Program Coordinator, NavaL

Aviation Training Group
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LCOL T.E. Lewis - Marine Liaison Officer
COL G.F. Gallagher - Commanding Officer, Marine Air

Training Support Group-90, Naval Air Technical
Training Center

MAJ W.H. Rath - S-3, Marine Air Training Support Group-90,
Naval Air Technical Training Center

MAJ A.P. Padios, Jr. - S-1/Enlisted Personnel Officer,
Marine Air Training Support Group-90, Naval Air
Technical Training Center

MAJ J.R. Bryan - Marine Liaison Officer, Naval Aviation
Maintenance Training Group

Naval Aviation Logistic Command, Naval Air Station, Patuxent
River, Maryland

MR R. Kuzmick --Reliability/Maintainability Branch

Headquarters, Commander Naval Air Forces Atlantic Fleet,
Nava. Base, Norfolk, Virginia

*MAJ W.A. Forney - Air Material Section, Assistant Chief
of Staff for Material

*MAJ R.G. Hilton - Aviation Supply Section, Assistant
Chief of Staff for Supply

Deputy Chief of Staff for Training, Headquarters, United
States Army Training and Doctrine Cormnand, Fort Monroe, VA

COL E.S. Diez, USA - Training Development Division
LCOL T.C. Ring, USA - Officer Education System Task Group
MAJ D.J. Lising, USA - Combat Support/Combat Service

Support Branch, Training Division
LCOL F.L. Tyler, USA - Programming/Scheduling Branch,

Training Accessions Management Division
COL A.W. Cipriano, USA - Training Accessions Management

Division
MAJ L.H. Powell, USA Organizational Effectiveness Office

LCOL H.F. Stout, USA - Training Accessions Branch, Train-
ing Accessions Management Division

LCOL N.T. Nance, USA - Noncommissioned Officer Education
System Branch, Enlisted Personnel Management System
Office

United States Army Training Support Center, United States Army
Training Doctrine Command, Fort Eustis, VA

CAPT Ciccolella, USA - U.S. Army Training Support Center,
U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command
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Review of Education and Training Officers Group, Office of
the Chief of Staff, Headquarters, Department of the Army,
Washington, DC

MGEN B.L. Harrison, USA - Chairman, Review of Education
and Training of Officers Task Force, U.S. Army,
Fort-McNair, Washington, DC

COL C. Debelius, USA - Chief, Methodology Team, Review
of Education and Training of Officers Task Force,
U.S. Army, Fort McNair, Washington, DC

LCOL J. Fowler, USA - Chief, Team C, Review of Education
and Training of Officers, U.S. Army, Fort McNair,
Washington, DC

Director of Personnel Programs, Deputy Chief of Staff for
Personnel, Headquarters, Department of the-Air Force;7
Washington,_-DC ...

COL A.D. Herring, USAF - Head, Training Programs Division
LCOL D.E. -McHenry, USAG - Head, Professional Education

Programs, Director of Personnel Programs
LCOL W.P. Babione, USAF - Systems/Special Training-Branch,

Training Programs Division
-CAPT C.T. West, USAF - Systems/Special Training Branch,

Training Programs Division

* Telephone conversation only.
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